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Vehicles pass over Nesmith lawn as construction of Area II lieating system continues. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Fast-foOd may· come to Rte. 108 
By Cindy Gormley 
Route 108, known as Gasoline 
Alley, which leads to UNH is now 
lined with gas stations that could 
someday be neighboring with the 
"big yellow arches" of 
Mc Donalds 's and other retail 
businesses. 
said whereas gas stations in 
Gasoline Alley close at six, 
restaurants closing at later hours 
would cause more noise for 
residents to put up with. 
would be a "bummer." 
"You want to be accessible to 
places like McDonald's, but you 
don't want to live by them," he 
said. 
Harold Smith, owner · of 
Durham Gulf and Smitty's Sunoco 
Station in Gasoline Alley says one 
· less gas station would help 
business. He ha~ put Durham Gulf 
108, page 19 
Students gain equal 
access to SBP polls 
By Maggie McKowen 
An amendment to assure 
commuters and on-campus 
students equal access to polling 
stations during student 
government elections will be added 
to the Student Senate Constitu-
tion. 
The Senate bill will become an · 
amendment as soon as it is 
approved by the judicial board, 
according to Martha Little, . 
Chairperson of the Student 
Senate's Commuter Council. 
A student-passed petition 
questioned the validity of the 
Student Body President election 
on April 6 and 7 and ho~ed to 
induce a constitutional amend-
ment or a ree-lection. 
Little, in response to the 
petitio'n, altered the bill at last 
Sunday night 's Student Senate 
meeting. Therefore, the bill was 
tabled and must be re-approved by 
the judicial board before the entire 
Senate can pass it into law. 
The alteration which clarified 
the date on which student 
'government elections should be 
held says, "elections will be held on 
the first two complete school days 
which satisfy the following 
requirements: one of which will be 
a Monday, Wednesday or Friday 
POLLS, page 7 
UNH parents gripe 
about federal cuts 
By Barbara Norris 
The University of New 
Hampshire Parent's Association is 
formally expressing its concern 
over proposed federal financial aid 
cuts and have drafted a letter 
which will appear in the May issue 
of Parenthesis, a publication of the 
Parent's Association. 
Cordon and Barbara Smart, 
presidents of the 15,000 member · 
organization composed the ' letter 
warning parent's of the severe 
financial impact of the cuts. 
"We wrote the letter . to make 
people aware of what's going on," 
said Mr. Smart. 
"The essence is that parents need 
to help by exerting their influence 
when legislation comes around 
tha : will affect them It's all part of 
the game for helping their kids get 
along in life," he said. 
The Reagan administration has 
proposed elimination of 
Supplemental Educational 
PARENTS, page 15 
Because Gray's Garage and 
Durham Gulf are for sale, fast-
food restaurants such as 
McDonald's and .Dunkin' Donuts 
-and retail stores that sell liquor 
have the opportunity to open in 
Gasoline Alley, but are being 
strongly opposed by Durham 
residents. 
"I can~t see college students 
getting all that thrilled about a 
McDonald's. Being so close to 
Durham, we get a lot of student 
foot-traffic. If something.- like a 
McDonald's goes up, there's a 
potential for it to be much noisier , 
much later," she said. 
But she added that visible areas 
such as McDonald's and Dunkin 
Doouts would get policed 
regularly and therefore might not 
cause a problem. 
UNH cracking down on smokers 
Although business at gas 
stations along the road would 
increase, residents believe fast-
food restaurants and stores selling 
alcohol would only take business 
away from Main Street in 
Durham, create a litter and noise 
problem, and bring more UNH 
students to the Route 108 area at 
late hours of the night. 
Durham resident Jo Sherwin 
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Some students living on Young 
Drive think the residents have a 
good argument. 
UNH senior John Otis said, 
"The town should definitely 
prohibit it. It takes away from the 
campus having a McDonald's and 
everything." 
Steve Bird, anoth~r UNH 
student, said fast-food restaurants 
By Laura Brennan· 
UNH smokers are on the hit list. 
In accordance with a state 
ordinance which prohibits 
smoking in public areas, UNH 
addicts will soon be confined to 
smoking in designated areas only. 
Peter Hollister, assistant vice 
president for Facilities Services, 
and Jean Pageau, Facilities 
Serivces secretary, ha-ve been 
working since March to put the 
Volcker will speak at 
, I 
Spring '82 cornrnencrnent 
By Tracy Carlson 
Paul A. Volcker, Chairman of the Federal Reserve will . be the 
main speaker at the UNH 1982 Spring Commencement ceremonies, 
according to Robert Keesey, assistant to the President. 
Volcker was the principle U.S. negotiator in developing and 
installing the new monetary exchange system after World War II, 
Keesey said. 
"Speakers are asked to give a brief address on a topic or topics 
emphasizing aspects of the setting," he said. ·, 
Keesey said this meant Volcker would address students about 
concerns of going out into the working world. "He has not indicated 
to my knowledge what he will talk about," Keesey said. 
Among his many credentials, Volcker graduated summa cum 
laude from Princeton University in 1949, received his Master's 
degree in Political Economy and Government from Harvard 
University irt 1951, and attended the London School of Economics 
before starting his career with the Federal Reserve. . 
Volcker was also a senior fellow at the Woodrow Wilson 
Graduate School of Princeton during 1974-5. 
Keesey said the Woodrow Wilson school is one of the most 
prestigious institutions in the country. 
"You will probably find a number of diplomats with degrees from 
the Woodrow Wilson school," he said. · 
Graduation will take place Saturday, May 22, at 3 p.m. 
law in effect. · 
Eventually, international 
smoking/ no smoking symbols will 
appear in nearly 12,000 rooms on 
campus. In just two weeks, the 
signs will be posted in Barton and 
- Putnam Halls, and the Marine 
Science and service buildings. 
"We need to get some response 
from smokers in these buildings," 
Pageau said, "so we can deal with 
questions and problems that might 
arise." 
"If all goes well, everything will 
be in place by the first of the Fall 
semester," Pageau said. 
Though the state law went into 
effect last August, UNH has taken 
longer because of the complexities 
of the issue. 
Hollister and Pageau have been 
working with Health, Education 
and Welfare officials in Concord 
to determine enforcement 
procedures. . 
According to the iaw adopted 
last week by the Student Senate, 
"Failure to comply with a request 
not to smoke in a no-smoking area 
, may result in disciplinary 
probation or any lesser penalty 
deemed appropriate to the act. 
But Pageau admits ·that 
enforcement will be difficult. 
"People are just going to have to 
respect other people," she said. 
"It's a question of maturity." 
"Either very few people srrioke 
these days, or fewer are admitting 
it," Pageau said. 
Deb Leber, chairperson of 
Student Services Council agrees. 
. When I was a freshman, she 
said, "the dining halls were always 
filled with smoke. Now, the non~ 
smokers are so outspoken that not 
many people smoke in public." 
"The· law obviously favors the 
non-smoker," Hollister said. 
Slated for ·non-smoking 
designation are: all classrooms, 
laboratories, ·elevators, studios, 
theaters and auditoriums, 
gymnasiums and athletic areas, 
restrooms (if more than one per 
sex per floor, one may be 
designated smoking), as well as 
business meeting rooms, multi-
person office/ work areas, retail 
s~les areas, food preparation 
areas, storage, laundiy and 
custodial rooms, and dormitory 
lounges (with equal numbers 
smoking and no-smoking). -
' The program has received 
support from the New Hampshire 
Lung Association, which 
sponsored the legislation. The 
organization has offered to set up 
programs this Fall to help smokers 
cope with problems which may 
develop from the new rules. 
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IIITERIIATIONAL 
Isrealis throw rocks 
JERUSALEM-Israeli troops shot and killed a Palestinian and 
wounded four other Arab's in clashes on the West Bank of the 
Jordan River the Israeli military command said yesterday. 
The Palestinian, Jamal S~aleideh, 18, was dead on arrival and two 
other teenages, one of them a girl, were wounded by gunfire after the 
three attacked an Israeli foot patrol with rocks, a spokesman said 
yesterday. 
In Nablus, a city on the West Bank two Palestinians were 
wounded in rock-throwing incidents. 
_Sea blockade extended 
. LONDON-Britain announced yesterday that it was to extend its 
sea blockade to include the air space over the 200-mile zone 
surrounding the Falkland Islands. The move was seen by officials as 
deadline for diplomacy. ' · 
British military sources said the assault would probably not take 
place until the arrival of paratroop reinforcements that are being 
flown out to meet 1,500 Royal Marines and the rest of the British war 
.fJeet in two or three days. 
· Argentina's three man junta expects a British attack on the islands 
before the weekend and the prospects for a diplomatic solution of 
the crisis seem small. 
IIATIOIIAL 
US may sell arms 
WASHINGTON-Sources wishing to remain anonymous said the 
Reagan administration is planning to reverse a five year policy of 
denying arms to Guatemala by selling military hardware to that 
Central American country. 
The Reagan administration plans to approve, within two weeks, 
the sale of spare helicopter parts to the new Guatemalan government 
formed by senior military officers in a coup a month ago. 
The decision is not final according to the sources, but it is 
probably the direction the admitiistration will take as a show of 
confidence for the new Guatemalan government. 
The m·ove was criticized by Congressmen who felt the new 
government should be given economic aid, not military aid, as a 
show of approval. 
LOCAL 
Humanities grant for UNH 
DUR HAM- A grant has been awarded to UN H's media services by 
the New Hampshire Council for the Humanities to operate a new 
service for statewide humanities programming. 
The service will create and circulate lecture and film programs for 
civic clubs, professional associations and other groups. · 
The $46,000 grant is intended to bring speakers and films on 
subjects in the humanities and public issues to the public. 
Weather 
Today will be su;my and warm with highs in the 60's followed 
tonight by clear skies and highs in the 30's according to the National 
Weather ,Service in Concord. 
Tomorrow will be sunny and warm with highs near the 70's. 
Students try . Co flee at festival 
By Lesley G. Smith 
The aroma of different coffees 
drifted from the Carroll/ Belknap 
room in the MUB Thursday 
drawing students into the 
· International Coffee Cafe. 
The coffee caf e was hosted by 
the I.S.O. as part of the 
International Festival which began 
Wednesday, April 28, and 
continues through Saturday, May 
I. 
Eight international flavors of 
coffee and three different types of 
expresso were served, according to . 
Kristin Daldbec of the 
International Student Organiza-
tion (I.S.O.). 
Two hundred cups of coffee 
were expected to be served, she 
said. 
"There are good tunes to drink 
coffee by," said· senior Marianne . 
Hastings, who attended the caf e 
after reading about it in The New 
Hampshire. "The music makes you 
feel like you are in a (foreign) 
country," she said. 
The music, according to UNH 
student Ellen Kelleher, included 
Mareille Mathieu, Edith Piaf, the 
Soviet Army Chorus, classical 
music from all over Europe, and 
some Arabic music. 
"This event is supposed to be 
· strictly enjoyable, a festival, a 
break for students in the middle of 
a hectic·week," said Daldbec. 
"It is an event where students 
can try coffees from all over the 
world," she said. "Students are 
coffee drinkers, anc;l we thought 
this would attract them." 
People sat around small tables 
scattered through the room talking 
over the music. 
"I would never have gotten to try . 
somethin like this," said junior · 
Rebecca Booth, as she sipped a 
Swiss chocolate almond coffee. 
The cafe atmosphere alowed her 
to mingle wi_th and mee!._ peoQ!e. · 
she said. · 
"It's a wonderful idea to have an 
international expose," said 
Marianne Hastings. "People yearn 
for culture but won't go ou! and get 
it unless it's brought to them." 
"The first thing I did was look at 
the posters," said UNH student 
Denise Daggett. Daggett said 
posters of countries around the 
room and the international flag 
display added to the atmosphere. 
"It's important to get Americans 
together with international 
people," said Kelleher. 
.. Promoting international 
aw_areness, American and foreign 
integration in the encou~agement 
FESTIVAL, page 19 
Getting into the festive spirit of the International World Exhibit are Christan Dia bee, Mohammed Ahamd, 
Linny Rath, and Gerry Munck. (Tim Skeer photo) · -
UNH to sponsor Special Olympics 
By Cindy Conley 
On June 4th, Douglas Terrill 
will perform the traditional torch . 
run to signify the beginning of the 
1982 New Hampshire State 
Special Olympics. 
Terrill, a 20 year-old Durham 
resident is excited about the run 
and the olympics, which will be 
held at UNH for the third 
consecutive year. 
"Doug · wouldn't miss the 
olympics for the world," says his 
mother. "He's been participating 
in the olympics for many years, 
and he always wins some kind of 
medal in the track events." 
Terrill continues, "at first Doug 
was nervous about running with 
the t9rch, · he was afraid of getting 
burned and didn't know if he could 
do it. He feels better now since he 
knows they don't light the flame 
until he reaches his destination." 
The Special Olympics was 
founded about 20 years ago by the 
Joseph P. Kennedy foundation 
and exists in ·all 50 states. New 
Hampshire's program is in its 13th 
year. 
Mike Mc Keough, UNH . 
Physical Education Professor a_nd 
co-director of the Special 
Olympi.cs predict~ . up· t~ 1,00_0 
athletes will part1c1pate m this 
year's games, a larger number than 
last year's 850. 
"We need volunteers," says 
McKeough, "billions of them, 
because we can never have 
enough." 
· According to McKeough, 
volunteers are needed to act as 
officials, timers, and judges for the 
competition events. 
"No . experience is ne'cessary, 
we11 show them everything they 
need to know," he sayd. 
"We also need people to be 1 
friends on a one to one basis with 
the-special olympians, and we need 
buggers at the end ·of every finish 
line," says McKeough. 
McKeough _explains that 
huggers are there to congratulate 
the athletes at the end of an event, 
an important part of making 
everyone in the Special Olympics a 
winner. -
Suspect is still sought 
for Kempton's murder 
· "One year Miss New Hampshire 
was there giving every medal 
winner a big kiss. She was awfully 
good about it,"recalls Mrs. Terrill. 
"The whole thing is a wonderful 
social outlet for these kids. They 
need this type of thing," she said. 
All participants in the Special 
Portsmouth police would like to 
identify the person in the 
composite. Police said the man is . 
known to have frequented the 
Victory Spa Restaurant in 
September l Q8 I and frequently 
spoke about Theatre By the Sea. 
He is described as a white male, 
31-35 yrs. old, 5'10" tall,. medium 
build with light brown shoulder . 
length curly hair and a light brown 
beard and mustache. 
Police said he also has a lazy eye. 
He has not been seen since 
Laura Kempton's death and may 
have changed his appearance since 
September, 1981. 
Any information should be 
given to the Portsmouth ·Police 
Depa'hment at 436-2511 or 436- ' 
2145. 
Olympics are mentally retarded. 
Some are physically disabled as 
well. The minimum age limit is ten 
years-old, but there is no 
maximum limit. 
"Last year, we had an olympian 
who was 66," says McKeough. 
The Special Olympic events 
include swimming and diving, 
floor hockey, soccer, track and 
field events, the longjump, softball ✓ 
throw, and frisbee competition. 
Nancy Hall of the Grat Bay 
School and training center is · 
responsible . for training 
approximately 120 local children 
for the games. 
Says Hall, "I coach them just as 
any other kid. i show them what to 
do and make . them practice on 
___ O_L_Y-MPICS, page-4 -
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MJT president 
Speaker urges cooperation 
By. Gerald Duffy 
Federal support for basic non-
defense research at U.S. 
11niversities declined 37% since 
1968. According to MIT President 
Dr. Paul E. Gray, new and 
carefully monitored cooperation 
between business and academe can 
help compensate for dwindling 
_support. 
long-delayed rebuilding," he · said. applied science, engineering, and 
Gray said it is ironic that "this · technical development." · .. 
fragility exists at a time when the · The way to do this, according to 
U.S. is facing economic challenges Gray, is to foster better relations 
by other nations, including between universities and business . . 
Germany, France and Japan." i This can take various forms, such 
Gray _~~id t~ ·g._~. canJecui:_e -~ '- as "co-operative education" 
Flowers h~ye blossomed on campus. (Tim _Skeer photo) 
Cablevision rates 
• 
In the first lecture series 
sponsored by Whittemore 
Business School and Congoleum 
Corporation, Gray spoke to about 
40 people at the New England 
Center last night. 
Gray, 50, explained the 
hi~torical development of federal 
support for basic research at · 
universities. 
"Until World War II there was 
little federal involvement ... the 
small amount of sponsored 
research in universities was . 
supported largely by industry," he 
said. 
"I believe the research 
universities in the U.S. are in 
fragile and somewhat anemic state, 
following more than a decade of 
declining financial support, fierce 
inflation, and flagging public 
support," Gray said. 
"There is little evidence that the 
present administration either 
understands the seriousness of this 
probl~m or is prepared to take the 
steps necessary !O und~!la!ce a 
DR~ PAUL GRAY 
leading position in high-
technology markets not by 
'protectionism' but by strengthen-
ing the "syst~ll_!~ of_ !>~sic rese~rch, 
programs ·like those at MIT. 
Gray said the war effort required 
extensive developments in 
technology .and scientific 
innovation for military purposes. 
Much of this work was done in 
university laboratories, he said. 
After the war, federal support 
continued and grew until 1968 
. when President Johnson abruptly 
reduced the funding of the 
National Science Foundation, 
Gray said. 
According to Gray, President 
Carter's efforts to restore the 
balance were off set by double-digit 
inflation. 
The "shocking decline" in 
federal support continued with the 
Raegan Administration, providing 
"a measure of the Administration's 
prioritjes," Gray said. 
He said shrinking federal funds 
have had three , major effects on · 
academic science: important 
scientific research has been unable 
to find fu'nding, opportunities for 
young people wha, seek academic 
careers in_ ~~ienc~ _hav~ dec!ease<!, __ _ 
GRAY, page 8 
may mcrease 
By Majorie E. Andruskiewicz ,"Towns don't have a bottomless 
Giant puddle spreads over Path 
Cable Vision, Inc. presented a pit of money. They have" to be By Larry LaPointe president of dorm affairs for 
new proposal Monday night to cautious about what kind of When it rains for more than a Williamson Hall. "It's always wet 
Durham Selectmen that grants the exposure they have," he said. day a 34 foot long monster engulfs and always muddy there." 
company an exclusive 20;-year "A conservative approach the path to Williamson Hall like a Williamson Hall residents make 
franchise in the town. would be to rule out exclusive giant Pac-Man. -up the majority of the students 
"If tne selectmen accept the franchises until the issue had been During the late spring and who use the puddled path. 
proposal, it means - that the clarified," he added. summer the monster hibernates According to Williamson Hall 
monthly individual cost of Cable Cable T.V. on campus is still a and a small kidney-shaped baby President Diane Lambert, their 
T. V. in Durham will rise from young issue. takes its place. dorm government decided to start 
$8.50 to SI 1.00," said Alan "This is extremely preliminary, The monster is only a puddle, a phone campaign to initiate 
Edmond, Administrat-i:ve but we'd first have to get butit'sanannoyingpuddletothe actiontofixthepuddleproblem. 
Assistant for the town. · .. 1 . permission from the Trustees to students who have to use the path Williamson's House Council 
recommend that we don't do it." install a system like that because that connects Williamson Hall and posted the number of the Student 
"In addition, if we accept, we we would be buying into a McDaniel Drive. Senate "gripe" line in all the 
may be violating ·anti-trust laws. mo~opoly," said John Sanders, "They builit the path there for bathrooms and urged students to 
Boulder,Colorado signed a similar CABLE, page 5 our use and we can never use it," call to complain about the puddle. 
cable contract and was charged said Elizabeth Swain, vice "We thought if_ enough_ peoele 
with violating competition laws," . . 
he said. "We don't want that, the L . . ·o· ' . . di d 
risk is too high," Edmond added. e_. g1onna1.re 1sease IS scu.ss_ e 
Rooert Felder, representative . 
for Cable Vision, Inc. doesn't By Peter Schlesinger lecture and slide show presented by . disease seemed to affect all age 
agree, "our counsel has researched "We've all consumed the the Microbiology Department at groups,llie bulk of the victims 
the Boulder case and found that it 'dd d bacterium and been exposed to it Spaulding Life Science Center.- were mi le-age . · is different. Durham won't be · d · fl · 1 in various concentrations," said Balows was responsible for Stame sections o ung matena violating any anti-trust laws." k d · t · · d Dr. Albert Balows, director for developing, coordinating, a_ nd , ta en unng au opsies on expire But Edmond is cautious, "We're · l d · s-laboratory science, of the Center managing· the ·bacteriological patients revea e more m1orma-
going to study the situation with for Infectious Diseases at · ·the research efforts to understand tion. 
legal advisors and tal~ to some Center for Disease Control (CDC) Legionnaires' Disease and its "The microscopic integrity of 
some other towns. Raymond has h l · · h t 't · t in Atlanta, Georgia. cause. t e ung tissue is s o ; i JUS an exclusive franchise. We have to 1·k l · " 'd In his lecture Tuesday On July 20, 1976 about two doesn't look i e ung tissue, sai find out how they dealt with the B I h · d t dd. h afternoon, Balows outlined the thousand delegates to the a ows, as e pomte o a re 1s 
anti-truSt question," he added. even_ts that led to the discovery of American Legion's annual gob on an illuminated slide. · 
Some states have addressed the · · f h d' d the ba·cteri um, Legionella convention arrived in Philadelphia Usmg portions o t e isease cable franchise issue and now · · · d l 
Pneumophila, responsible for the to check into their hoteJs and enjoy tissue, doctors mJecte samp es · allow municipalities to sign · l b · · Th mysterious p n e um on i a -1 i k e the meetings, parties and festivities mto a oratory gumea pigs. e exclusive contracts without the · d · h' h · . disease that struck nearly 200 of the next three days. animals die wit m a & ort time, threat-of legal conflict. d h h · 1 · f th · 
Participants in an American Within two weeks following t)1e an t roug ana ysis o eir "But not in New Hampshire," · · l b · Legion convention in Philadelphia convention, eleven legionnaires . tissue, a potentia actermm was 
said Barton L. Mayer-of the New in, 1976. were dead and twenty six were isolated. 
Hampshire Municipal Associat"'. Add. · l · d 
About 100 persons a!tended the hospitalized with similar itiona testrng an 
.,_i_o..:.n_, _w_h_o_is_a_d_~v_i-~i_~-g-t_~_~_t_o..:..w_n_._.....,..... ______ ..,...... ______ 
7 
-' symptoms of coughing; vomiting comparison of the guinea pig data, 
complained they would do 
something about it,'.' Swain said. 
Jol;m Cohen, a student senator, 
said the "gripe" line doesn't keep 
statistics on the number of phone 
calls they receive on a particular 
complaint. 
"If there was an unusually large 
number of calls we'd have known 
about it," Cohen said. "There 
hasn't been." 
"Our campaign · wasn't a 
success," Lambert said. "The 
puddle is still there and we haven't 
heard anything yet." 
Associate Professor of Civil 
Engineering Gary Jaworski said 
the puddle is caused~bY what he 
called a "closed depression." 
"A closed depression is how a 
lake is formed. The surrounding 
area is higher so the water runs to 
the lowest point," he said. 
Jaworski mentioned two 
possible solutions for the problem. 
"You can regrade the area or dig 
a trench so the lowest point is 
lower than the area where the 
water is," he said. 
Assistant Director of Services 
Henry Dozier, who is in charge of 
all campus grounds, said neither of 
Jaworski's solutions is possible 
with the PhilbrooJc puddle. 
"The area "around there is all 
flat," Dozier said. "There's no 
place to drain the water to." 
Swain suggested that they could 1 
put a ramp over the puddle, similar 
to the one in front of Murkland 
Hall. Dozier said that a ramp was 
only a temporary solution . 
Jaworski said that a large 
underground drain is another 
solution--but not an economical More UNH students are. 
arrested after concert 
and fever. Twenty-five CDC with that of similar unsolved · 
doctors and over one hundred area epidemics of past years, proved 
health officials began an extensive that the resulting deaths were all 
investigation of the killing caused by _the. same bacteria. one. 
· "It would require concrete 
Campus police have released the names of two people arrested 
Sunday at the Charlie Daniels concert. . . · 
UNH Freshman Richard C. Bruzga, 21, of 35 Oyster River Road 
in Durham, was arrested at 10:20 p.m. Sunday and charged with 
possession of marijuana. 
Daniel C. Plumer, 23, of Evans Road in Madbury was arrested 
Sunday night. Plumer, a non-student, was charged ~ith criminal 
trespass and police believe he was trying to enter the concert without 
a ticket. · 
Police made a third arrest apparently not connected with the 
concert . 
. David G. Villeneuve, 19, a Keene State student of Berlin, N.H. 
was arrested by campus police and charged with criminat mischief, 
operating a vehicle on a sidewalk, _ and . unlawful possession of· 
alcohol. 
All three together with three other people arrested at the concert, 
are due to appear at Durham District Court on May 7. 
infectious disease. Eight serum groups causmg underground,,, he sa1d. "It would 
After massive collecting and Legionnaires' Disease have ·been be more c9stly than the job 
analysis efforts, it was concluded isolated to ~ate. _ . . . merits.,, . 
that almost all the legionnaires had : Balows said the bactenum is sttll D . d. d H k th 
- - · h d · d Of th ·-· ozier isagree . e nows e 
stayed or were present at one causi~g. t e isease to ay. .- . e job is costly but he thinks it is the 
major hotel the Bellevue 2½ mtlhon cases of pneumoma m b t 1 
f 
S_t~atford, ~nd° that othe~ local the U.S. annually, 50,00~-65,000 e!J~ :a~o~~ area surveyed seven 
citizens havmg the same sickness are ca u~ed by Legionel~a years ago and the cost was $17,000 
had _frequented Broad St., the pneumophtla. It usually _occurs m to $18,000 back then," he said. "It 
location of the hotel. summer and early fall. persons - ld b b t $30 000 •ob · · · k. · d · wou e a ou a , J Data of the hospitalized patients smo mg cigarettes an consu!Iung t d ,, 
and those that had already ~ied a_lcoholic beverages are at a higher o .. :{you're going to do it, you're . 
included a low S_Putu~ P!Oduction, nsk than others. . . oin to do it once and ou '11 do it 
a factor makmg chmcal study The overall fatabty rate for the g_ htg"_ h , 'd Y 
nearly impossible because disease is 15-20% if it goes ng • e sai · 
researchers lacked a sample with untreated, he said. DISEASE, page 9 
which to work. Scientists have found that 
Males were found to have a far treatment with the antibiotic 
greater risk of contracting , the · 
disease aan females. Though the 
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....----~-----------,-~--OLYMPICS---
PERSONALS! 
<continued from page 2) 
their own. The best ones in each ' 
event compete in the olympics. ". 
· co-director of the Special · 
Olympics emphasizes · the 
desperate need for volunteers. 
on the class ads page of 
The New Ha1npshire 
are fun! 
"There's not much of an 
opportunity for these kids to get 
together socialy, so this is a big 
thing for all of them," says Mrs. 
Terrill. 
All of the Special Olympians are 
· housed in Stoke Hall during the 
games and at least one chaperone 
is needed for every four athletes. 
"We never have enough 
volunteers," she says, "and people 
can commit themselves for as 
much or as little time they can 
give." · 
On Masy 15th at IO a.m., there 
will be a meeting in room I 04 of 
New Hampshire Hall for all those 
intere~ted in helping the kids 
during the Special Olympics. Only $1 in Room 108-MUB 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Mon. thru Fri. 
"Some of the kids need 
medication or special attention, 
and volunteers are respnsible for 
that," said Hall. 
Susan Kasser, UNH Senior and 
Kasser said, "It's such a neat 
atmosphere, and it's so rewarding 
to be a part of it." 
PREPARE FOR -~ 
MCAT·LSAT·GMAT-
DAT·GRE·CPA 
SSA T·PSAT·SAT· ACT 
• Permanent Centers open days, • Opportunity to make up missed 
evenings and weekends. lessons. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full- • Voluminous home-study materials 
time staff. SM . . . constantly updated by research-
• Complete TEST-N-T APE fac1llt1es ers expert in their field 
for review of class lessons and • . · 
supplementary materials. Opp?rtunity to transfer to and 
• Classes taught by skilled instruc- continue study at any of our over 
tors. 100 centers. 
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 
GRE PSYCH & BIO• MAT• PCAT • OCAT • VAT• TOEFL 
MSKP • NMB • VQE .. ECFMG • FLEX • NOB• NLE 
li~-H I ~~ALCENTE~ TEST PREPARA~ SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
Call Days. Eves & Weekends 
Prepare t111s summer for fall 
exams . Call collect (617) 482 -
7420. Newton and Cambridge 
locations now open! 
For Information About Other Centers 
Outside NY State 
CALL TOLL FREE: eoo:223-1782 
L~O-QKING ~FOR soXJtthiNG 
BETTER. ,. . 
COPY OF THIS AD. 
(ADULTS) WORTH ·,~1._00 
THIS ATTRACTION 
N~O-~ THRU THURSDAY 
Another Smash Hit From 
Australia ... 
at 6:30 & 8:40 - Sun 6:00 & 8: 10 
·. Your bod 
yourwor 
enemy .. -. 
~ _can\e l\ic~e1, "'' 
l:~;t::::~ 
How to drink with your friends and 
.earn $500 to $5,000 a month!! · 
It's not Amway, Avon, Mary Kay, Tupperware, Shaklee, 
or Enhance! It is the most consumable product in 
households in America. 
You Don't Go Door to Door Selling 
You sponsor 5 people - work with them I or 2 hours the I st 2 weeks to get 
them started. Then watch the money roll in. It's well worth the effort to 
call, write, or come to our money making opportunity meeting. 
Don't Wait 
Baird Marketing Associates Epping, N.H. 03042 
Phone: 679-5645 
P.S. I( ruu don i l"'!.l'J)Ond tu this wealth huilding i~;•itativn, yvu are le11inK 5 
thousaiui dollars slip thrvuKh _rourJinKers in the next 60 days.' Yvu and I can .wfre 
your money prohlems 1oge1her. Let:~ Kl!I started! 
Class Ads 
WANTED 
Summer Day Camp 
Counse_lors 
College Work Study 
approval preferred_. 
For information contact: 
Frank Mitchell 
Pine Island 4-H Center 
2848 Brown Ave. 
Manchester, N.H. 03103 
627-3693 
WL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE! 
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the 
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away- 24 
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find 
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call 
might just make your day. 
Aries (March 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050 
Taurus (April 21-May 21) .... 1-212-976-5151 
Gemini (May 22-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252 
Cancer Gune 22-July 23) .... 1-212-976-5353 
Leo Guly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454 
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .... 1-212-976-5656 ' 
Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5757 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-:5858 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060 
Aquarius Gan. 21-Feb.19) : . 1-212-976-6161 
Pisces Cfeb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262 
1st Min. Extra Min. 
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm 
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm 
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am 
All Day Saturday 






These rates apply on calls you 
dial yourself, no operator 
involved, from the Durham area. 
Tax not included. 
• A service mark of Horoscopes-By-_Phone, Inc. 
@New EnglandTelephone 
~CABLE-
(continued from page 3) 
Assistant Director of Plant 
Maintenance and Engineering. 
. "If we did wire the campus, the 
first place to get it would be Forest 
Park. Also the system would have 
to serve other functions than being . 
a closed-circuit T.V. system," he 
added. 
"Cable Vision, Inc. won't install . 
the system unless the University 
agrees to wire the entire campus 
and guarantees a certain amount 
of service for a five-year period," 
said Anthony Zizos of Residential 
Life. 
"At the moment, we're just 
shopping," Sanders said. 
Edmond is also questioning 
what effect an exclusive franchise 
will have on the quality of service. 
"If accepted, Cable Vision may 
want to devote its capital to to 
other towns and continue on with 
the same level of service to this 
town. They may not have the 
incentive to improve service," he 
said. 
Consumer reaction varies. A 
resident of Alpha Gamma Rho, a 
fraternity which subscribes to 
Cable T.V., said, "I personally 
. wouldn't want to pay any more 
than I have to." 
"I think there would be some 
discussion as to whether we would 
continue the service or not," he 
said. 
Dennis Carlson, a Durham 
resident and cable vision 
subscriber, questions the motive of 
exclusive franchises. 
"I wonder if this is an effort to 
exclude other futuristic 
computerized systems from the 
town. The question is: What are we 
getting for our $2.50?" 
Jesse Uan wer, owner ot me 1 rn 
Palace -whic has cable vision, 
looked at the possible rate hike 
from a business point of view. 
"I might moan and groan about 
it, but would probably pay. We've 
got the Cable up there and it's for 
the benefit of our customers. 




-r- BED & BREAKFAST 
314 Court Street 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
603-436-7242 
Hosts 









THE STONE CHURCH 
on the hill in Newmarket 
Friday, April 30 and Sat. May 1st 
\ 
THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS 
"Let's Go! Let's Go! ' 
Sunday, May 2nd 
HOOT 
with Driveway Wilson 
Chili Dinner 7-9 p.m. Happy Hour all night 
--(USTQM. T-SHIRT PRINTING 
. < 
Businesses, ~lobs, organizations 
·uats, totes·~· golf shirts, 
sweatshirts 
M~ny styles available 
No order too small 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
31.;3.1 Lafayette Road 
?ortsmouth, N. H. 03801 
'PETER C. GREIDER 
603-431-8319· 
YMCA Day Camp-Staff Wante 
Waterfront Director & 
Camp Counselors 
at Camp Lincoln cocated in 
Kingston N. H. ( 15 miles from campus) 
Housing available at camp 
Camp services boys & girls ages 6-13 
Contact Steve Russell 
Camp Director 
at 642-3361 
or write P.O. Box 564, Kingston, N.H. 











Our engineering officers are planning and 
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today. 
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts 
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The 
working environment is conducive to research. 
And Air Force· experience is second to none. 
You can be part of this dynamic team if you 
have an engineering degree. YoD:r first step 
will be Officer Training School. · Help us shape 
our future as we help you start yours. Be an 
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact 
your Air-Force recruiter at 603-625-4737, 
TSgt. Bob Fouquette. Call Collect. , · 
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, April 30 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: Travel Fair: Stop by and ask 
about the ·many opportunities available to UNH students for study, 
travel or work abroad. Sponsored by International Student 
Association and Liberal Arts Advising. Balcony tables, Memorial 
Union, 10 a .m .-3 p.m. 
A TASTE OF TALENT: Becky J3enfield. Sponsored by The 
Association for Student Talent & 'Entertainment (T.A.S.T.E.). 
Cafeteria, Memorial Union, 12 noon-I :30 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: Self Defense Demonstration: 
Fred Villari's Studio will demonstrate martial art techniques of 
..___ karate, kung fu and self discipline. Sponsored by ISA and Fred 
Villari's Studio: Lawn in front- of Memorial Union, 1 p.m 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: "Meeting the Informational 
Revolution." International Society of Economics (AIESEC) and 
Multinational Corporation representatives wil_l discuss the impact 
of international communication technology and network in 
developed and underdeveloped nations. Sponsored by AIESEC 
and ISA. Senate Room, Memorial ll nion, 1-5 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: "Emerging Women." Film 
about the emancipation of women around the world. Sponsored by 
ISA and Women's Center. Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 2:30 
p.m. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE NOTABLES: Ring-in-the-Spring Sing. Also 
will feature the Dartmouth Aires, Williams Octate and Wellesley 
Widows. Sponsored by Student Activities. Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: $1.. _ 
GOURMET DINNER II: The Hotel Administration Department 
will present "Springtime in the Alps," and evening of Swiss_dining 
and entertainment. Granite Staie Room, Memorial Union. 
Reception at 6:30 ~p.m. and dinner at 7:30 p.m. Admission: $14. 
Dinner will be presented again on May l . 
UNVERSITY THEATER: Brian Clark's drama "Whose Life Is It 
Anyway?" Directed by David J. Magidson. Johnson Theater, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 8 ·p.m Admission: USNH students· and 
employees/ senior citizens $3; general $4. Continues through May l. 
INTERN A Tl ON-AL FESTIVAL '82: "The African Queen," 
starring Humphrey .Bogart a-nd Katharine Hepburn. Sponsored by 
MUSO and ISA. Room 110, Murkland, 8 p.m. Admission: $1 at the 
door. 
FACULTY REC IT AL: Nicholas Orovich, trombone and 
euphonium. Bratton Recital Hall, P~ul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Jay Towne--folk music. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 
Admission charged. UNH ID/ proof of age required. 
SATURDAY, May 1 
AUCTION PREVIEW EXHIBITION: A pr~view ofart, crafts and 
antiques donated to the Channel 11 Auction. Col.lier Gallery, New 
England Center, 9 a.m.-9 p.m. daily. Exhibition continues through 
May • 7. Preview bids on all items will be accepted at the New 
England Center through May 3. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: International Soccer: Watch 
some of UNH's finest soccer talent. Sponsored by ISA. Bouldei;-
Field, 11 a .m. 
MILE OF DIMES: Huddleston to New Hampshire Hall to 
Thompson Hall, 12-3 p.m. Everyone is encouraged to donate dimes 
to help build a mile. All donations will go to the New Hampshire 
heart Association and the Town of Durham's 250th Anniversary 
Fund. Sponsored by Mortar Board. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: "Around the World in an 
Evening." Enjoy a buffet of authentically prepared, native dishes 
from around the world followed by dancing to "Special Feeling." 
Sponsored by i"SA. Catholic Student Center, Madbury Rd. 6:30 
p.m. Admission: students $5.50; general ·$7.50 . Tickets on sale at 
Memorial Union Ticket Office or call 868-7390. 
GOURMEli DINNER II: The Hotel Admini_stration Department 
will pr~sent "Springtime in the Alps," and evening of Swiss dining 
and entertainment. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. 
Reception at 6:30 p.m. and dinner at 7:30 p.m. Admission: $14. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Brian Clark's drama "Whose Life Is It 
Anyway? Directed by David J. Magidson. Johnson Theater, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: USNH students and 
employees/ senior citizens $3; general $4. 
MUB PUB: T .A.S.T.E. student talent series. 8 p.m. Admission $1. 
UNH ID/ proof of a_ge required. 
CONTRADANCE: Celebration of May Day. Wit~ Dudley 
Laufman and The Canterbury Folk. Sponsored by Country 
Dancers. Soft-soled shoes requested. Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 8:30 p.m. Admission: $2.50 
SUNDAY, May 2 
ROTC AW ARDS CEREMONY: A joint Army-Air ROTC 
Awards Ceremony to recognize outstanding achievements of the 
ROTC cadets. Remar~s delivered by President Evelyn Handler. 
Lundholm Gymnasium, Field House, 10 a.m. 
HONORS CONVOCATION: Lundholm Gymnasium, Field 
House, 2 p.m. 
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. University of Connecticut. Brackett Field , 
I p.m. 
MUSO FILM : "Sunset Boulevard ." Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass. 
UNH WIND 
0
SYMPHONY CONCERT: Stanley Hettinger, 
director; Christopher Kies, piano soloist. Johnson Theater, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
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OT~_CES 
ACADEMIC 
PRE-REGISTRATION DROP IN: Informal session for 
students who need help with their course schedule and 
questions concerning psychology courses. Sponsored by 
Psychology Club. Monday, April 26 through 
Wednesday, May 5, Room IOI, Conant, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP SUMMER SESSION: 
$75 lab fee payable at sign-up. Sponsored by Animal 
Science 402. Tuesday, May 4, Light Horse· classroom, 
9:30 a.m. For more information call Amy Dickens 862-
1171. 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
FOIL TOURNAMENT: Co-ed and open.'Sponsored by 
UNH Club Sports and Fencing Club. Sunday, May 2, 
New Hamphire Hall, 11 a.m. $2 entry fee. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
WOMEN'S SOCCER CLUB: Meeting open to all new 
and old members interested in playing soccer next year. 
Sponsored by Recreation Department. Wednesday, May 
5, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. 
PAWTUCKAWAY STATE PARK BIKE TRIP & 
BARBECUE: A car will accompany riders to transport 
food, canoes and other equipment. Sponsored by NH 
Outing Club. Sunday, May 2, leaving room 129, 
Memorial Union at 8 a.m. Admission: $3. 
COUNSELING AND TESTING 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES: Coming Out to Your · 
Parents, facilitated by Jo-Ellen Yale. One of the series of 
infmmal experiential workshops -designed to help you 
· explore ways of understanding issues of personal interest. 
Wednesday, May 5, Counseling & Testing Center, 
Schofield House, 6-8 p.m. 
GENERAL 
CISPES: We sponsor educational forums dealing with 
the Civil War in El Salvador. Sponsored by Committee in 
Solidarity with the- People of- El Salvador. Every 
Monday, Room 218, Hamilton Smith, 7 ·p.m. 
Treat your SpriqgFeyer 
rw1th one of our specials: 
PrimeRih ... $7.95 Top Sirloin00$6.6S 
Indulge in the tenderest and juiciest 
beef you can imagine, at a very easy 
t6 swallow price. Our Special con-
tinues:, Regular portion of our Prime 
Rib, Salad Bar, Potato, Hot Bread 
and Coffee or Tea ... all for $7.95. 
Top Sirloin ... the steak that made us 
at 
✓ ~ a 
. J 
famous ... at the irresistable price of 
$6.95 ... served with our abundant 
Salad Bar and Potato and Coffee or 
Tea .... a meal to satisfy any hearty 
Sr,ring appetite. 
at 
Old Dover Rd. Newington Hannon's 16 Third St. Dover 
'.These Specials are good -daily through April 30; 1982 
MASTER CHARGE VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS 
ALWAYS 
ON SUNDAY. 
The Stratham Squire always 
. serves dinner on Sunday. 
Frorn 11:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
. You can enjoy hardy beef, 
succulent veal, taste-tempting 
chicken or an assortrnent of 
fresh seafood. And prices start 
at $7.95 for complete dinners. _ 
You're never far from the 
Stratham Squire. We're at the 
junction of 101 and 108 at the 
. Stratham Circle. Dinner or a 
drink. After church, after noon, 
after dark. You'll enjoy yourself 
all ways on Sunday. 
Luncheon -11:30 'til 2:00 
Dinner - 5:00 'til 9:00. Saturday 'til 9:30 
Cl<>stxi Tuesdav 
/ Reservations accepted 
10% senior Citizen discount on dinners. 
Tel: 778-1243 
Siel retrial May 24 
·By Darryl Cauchon 
Barney Siel, a former UNH student, has been given a · 
new trial date for the first-degree murder of Joseph 
Woodside. -
State officials in Concord said Siel's trial date is 
scheduled for- May 24 but that it will not be held in 
Strafford County, where Siel was originally tried. 
The location of the new trial has not yet been 
determined. 
Siel was sentenced to life in prison with no chance of 
parole in June 1980 but was released from prison and 
granted a new trial when the N.H. Supreme Court found 
that instructions given to the jury during the first t.rial 
were prejudicial to the defense. 
Since this ruling, .Siel's lawyer has subpoenaed two 
former reporters of The New Hampshire for information 
they have concerning the Nov. 14; 1979 Woodside 
murder. 
The two reporters-Laura Meade ·and Joel Brown-have 
declined to reveal the sources and have appeared before 
the Concord's Superior Court twice and The N.H. 
Supreme Court once. 
Student Rentals 
Apartments for rent for school year 82'-83'. Walking 
distance to the campus. 2 bedroom apts. for 3 or4 students: 
$7,200 for both semesters. I bedroom apts. for 2 students: 
$4,400. End your own roommate. For appointment call , 
868-5542 and ask for Mike. · 






MUSO FILM SERIES 
presents - - -
sunset Bouleuard 
Winner of Thr~e Academy Awards 
Gloria Swanson--William Holden--Erich von Stroheim 
Gloria Swanson as Norma Desmond, the aging silent film queen, and 
William Holden as the struggling writer who is held in thrall by her 
madHess, created two of the screen's most .memorable characters in 
Sunset Boulevard. A true classic, the film is the definitive statement on 
the dark and desperate side of Hol:ywood. Erich von Stroheim as 
Desmond's discoverer, ex-husband, and butler, is equally celebrated for 
this masterful performance. Director: Billy Wilder. Producer: Charles 
Bracker. 
Sunday, May 2 

















G,,ri Fri,~d/(l(m<for Robyn Ottru.·imw 
Cathy Furt,,J.· Linda Smith 
Stm·y Gafft\'r Maria Zamarchi 
· Love your sisters of 
Phi Mu 
___J 
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( continued from page 1) 
the other, a Tuesday or Thursday 
following the Monday of the first 
week of April of each academic 
year." 
The petition was passed to draw 
attention to the University snow 
day on April 7 during which 
commuter students did not have as 
e.qual access to polling booths fo~ 
student body president elections as 
Internal Transfer into O.T. 
Students i~terested in intern~l trnnsfer into the 
Occuoational Theraov Deoartment: 
Applications available: 
O.T. Department 
·218 Hewitt Hall 
School of Health Studies 
Deadline: May 7, 1982 
on-campus residents, said Junior .. ----------~--.--------------• 
. Jill Afaba~ho- drew up the 
petition. 
In sup.port of the amendment 
Little said, "The reason why I did 
that is because a lot of commuters 
have all Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday classes and don't come near 
the campus on Tuesday or 
Thursday. They wouldn't have a · 
chance to vote." 
Although the petition succeeded 
in achieving an amendment, it 
failed to produce a re-election. 
"The results of the election will 
stay this year. They're valid but 
they're unfair," Ara bas said. 
The reason why the election is 
valid is because, in the by laws, it 
says that elections must be held on 
those two days which they were. 
And they (the polling places) were 
open for at least six hours on those 
days," Little said. · 
"That's why it's valid - not 
because sc.hool was open or closed. 
It's clearly a problem with the 
constitution and that's why the 
amendment was proposed," Litt.le 
said. 
The constitution of the Student 
Senate has only been in effect for 
the last three years, Little said. 
"It has bugs in it. This type of 
concern by students is what 
corrects those things," Little said. 
She talked to members of the 
judicial board in order to stress the 
importance of passing the bill and 
the board supports the 
amendment, she said. 
••1t takes this kind of action - a 
petition - to get something done 
around here. Our fight was not in 
vain,:• Arabas said. , 
The best way to guard 
against breast cancer is 
right in your hands. It's 
called breast self-exam-
ination. Ask your doctor to 
teach you how to do it. 
And while you're at it, ask 
him about mammography 
- a low dose breast x-ray. 
For more informa-
tion, call your local 







Is It Any~ay? 
by Brian Clark 
directed by David J. Magidson 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham 
April 27-May 1 at 8 p.m. 
April 28 at 2 p.m. 
rreview: April 26 at 8 p.m. 
General: $4 
UNH student-employee/Senior: $3 
Preview: $1 
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Package 




~_O_n ly $ 6. 9 5 
(And just $_3.95 for kids!} 
Enjoy Sunday dinner with all of your family 
with all of the fixin's (but none of the fuss) this 
Sunday a.t Hcpzibah's. Choose from IO hearty 
selections varying e::-i r h Sunday, plus pasta, soup 
of the day, breads, .:rnd unlimited trips to our 
sideboard. Call today to reserve your . table from J 
~i JIJ 11 :30 after ch~rch, right 
~'- ~ through until 4:00. 
~ : . ~. :, . . ~ HEPZIBAH'S 
~ ~ .: __ . ''.: ._":,., · .!;;: "designed with you in mind" 
~i , ,y;.. Dining enQ· day until 9:00 
~~ w1'1.¥ ~ ' ~ Ta,un Until #Ji l) ~-.; ~ Legal Closing 
, ~ 351 O Lafayette Road, Portsmouth • 436-7999 , ·, 
.':- 1 Mi. No. Portsmouth-Rye Line ..._, 
The beat goes on ... 
blue grass _ 
easy listenin' 
MISCHIEF MIME: Sponsored by Women's Studies and Women's \ 
Center. Room 110, Murkland, 8 p.m. Admission: $3. Tickets 
available at Memorial Union Ticket Office: Amazement 
guaranteed! 
MUB PUB: Freddie D. Sponsored by MUSO. Memorial Union, 8 
p.m. Admission: 50t UNH ID/proof of age required. -
MONDAY, May 3 
FREE BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING CLINIC: Use your 
head and save your heart--remember to have your blood pressure 
checked. Senate Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: "Miracle at Morgan's Creek." Directed by 
Sturges. Sponsored by MUSO. Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. 
, TUESDAY, May 3 
MICROCOMPUTER FAIR: The fair will focus on educational 
software f ~r instruction and research. About 25 companies are 
expected to participate. Sponsored by Computer Services as part of 
the state's "Computer Education Week." Granite Sta'te Room, 
Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Free and open to the public. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Modern Art. David S. 
Andrew, The Arts. Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 11:10 a.m.-12:30 
p.m. 
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Boston College. Brackett Field, l p.m. 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: vs. Harvard. Memorial Field, 3:30 p.m. 
UNrv'ERSITY ART GALLERIES: Opening ~eception for 1982 
Seni Jr Bachelors of Fine Arts Exhibition. University Art Galleries, 
·Paul Creative Arts Center, 5-7 p.m. Exhibition continues May 5-
July 2. Gallery hours: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday 
and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and University holidays. 
Summer hours starting May 12: Monday-Friday,- 11:30 a.m.-1:30 
p.m.; Sunday ,2-4 p.m.; closed Saturdays. 
UNH WOMEN'S CHORUS CONCERT: Audrey Adams Havsky, 
director. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
FREDDIE "D" 
· -Sunday Nite 
Oldies an~ Newies 
May 2nd 
MUB ·.pua 
50 cents ·A<hµission 
.JAY TOWNE 
~-~ --) 








Tonight in the PUB 
8:00 p.m. I 
Admission: $1.00 , 
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the· middle of switching offices at 
the field house. 
Henderson would not comment 





(continued -from- page 24) 
Bigglestone attributes the error 
to the confusion surrounding the 
change in coaches. 
"There can always be some 
confusion when you have part-
time people involved and a coach 
that is away," Bigglestone said. "It 
was something that just slipped 
through." 
Chairperson Gorton said the E 
& E committee decided to reinstate 
Rockwell's eligibilty because her 
· waiver request "seemed to meet the 
requirements of an extenuating 
circumstance." 
"Wallace indicated she intended 
to graduate with her class so we 
accepted the amount of credits she 
had," Gorton said. 
"The AIAW has always tried to 
avoid penalizing the student- . 
athlete for an administrative 
· oversight." 
Gorton said she is uncertain 
whether the mix-up will affect the 
seeding of the tournament this 
weekend (UNH is ranke_d s_econd). 
"That decision is up to the 
seeding and selection committee," 
Gorton said. "We notify them of 
all this and they decide the impact. 
We make it clear to that 
committee, however, that it is not 
their function to penalize teams." 
Gorton added that if the 
selection committee goes solely on 
record, UNH would run into 
difficulties. The winner of the 
tournament this weekend 
automatically goes to the 
nationals, and the runner-up 
becomes _a candidate for one of 
three at-large spots across the 
country. If UN H loses in the finals, 
their chance at an at-large bid 
could be lessened because of their 
poor overall _record. 
In the meantime, Rockwell's still · 
trying to understand how in a 
course of a week a successful 
season ·has turned· into a 
nightmare. 
"I don't know if I was 
responsible for this," she said. "I 
, think we used to get a booklet 
about the rules but we haven't 
gotten that for over a year. I really 
don't feel this is my fault." . 
Officials at the field house have 
concluded that in the future, the 
assistant athletic director will 
screen the affidavits of elegibility 
as well as the coaches. 
"It is something that we have 
worked out in our department," 
Basile said. "This won't happen 
. ~gain." 
Save up to $3.00! 
Major label LP's! Top artists! 
Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included! 
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection! 
Sale starts today! 
UNH 
bookstore[ID@@[k@~@[r@ 
Get your favorites at Big Discounts! 
-GRAY-
(continued from page 3)· 
and talented scientists and 
engineers have been attracted by 
higher salaries in industry. 
These programs enable students 
to gain valuable experience by 
alternating periods of study at the 
university with field experience in 
an industrial setting. 
Gray said that the . financial 
benefits for students in these 
programs are of growing 
importance when "self-help" in ah 
essential part of. financial aid. 
Gray listed the following factors · 
affecting the academic-business 
relationship: 
-In its support of university-
based research, business seeks a 
competitive advantage. 
-The development of 
university-business relationsips 
must not be · allowed to distort 
academic objectives. 
-Specifically, secrecy, in 
process or results, is to be avoided, 
and full disclosure of relationships 
is desireable. 
-All research results, including 
those developed under industrial 
sponsorship, should be communi-
cated to the public openly and 
freely, although brief ·delays may 
be necessary to protect intellectual 
property rights . 
. The last issue 
Friday, May 7. 
COURT 
DORSEY 
Saturday . May I 7:00 PM 
Murkland 110 UNH 
5th Annivenary of the 
1977 Seabrook Occupation 
Reproductive 
Health care~ 
A team of 
health care professionals 
offering 
gynecological services 
in all aspects of 
women's health care 
and gynecological 
surgery, including · 
office fem ale 
sterilizations and 
pregnancy terminations. 
All services provided by 
anDB/GYN surgeon and 
professionally 
trained staff. 
SERVICES ALSO INCLUDE: 
• Birth Control Counseling 
•Pro Choice 
Pregnancy Counseling 
• Free Pregnancy Testing 
• Evening Hours · 
• Sliding Fee Scale 
• Complete Confidentiality 
Gregory C. Luck 
.M.D. Prof. Assn. 
152 Court"Street 
Portsmouth, N .H. 03801 
603-436-6462 
Hours: · 
Monday - F'riday 
9am-5pm 
• I 
I plan on living a long and 
. healthy life, so I get 
regular cancer checkups. 
Call or write your local unit 
of the American Cancer 
Society for a free 
pamphlet on their new 
cancer checkup guidelines. 
Because if you're like me,, 
you wantto live 
long enough to do it al I. 
AmCrican Cancer Society~-
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(continued from page· 3) . 
erythromycin successfully controls evaporative condensers, dehumid~ 
the bacteria when used for about ifiers, shower heads and 
three weeks, and that the fatality ornamental fountains. Balows said 
rate then decreases to from 0.5- it thrives on water. 
1.0%. No bacterium has been "Although it may be transmitted 
isolated that is resistant to through the air, there has been no 
erythromycin. evidence of person to person 
"The disease is not just limited to spread," said Balows. 
Pennsylvania, but is very prevalent Water sources found to contain 
throughout the U.S. as well as the bacterium may be decontamin-
numerous countries throughout ated with the application of 
the world," said Balows. various commercial disinfectants. 
We've all been around the Analysis of nuclear plant 
bacterium for years, he said, as it cooling ponds in South Carolina 
probably has infected all drinking have found that the bacterium can 
waters, though its concentration is survive temperatures from 4-67°C. : 
lower in some places than others. "The bacteria probably was here 
Known sources of the bacterium long before us and will stay here 
include surface waters,mud,air . long after we disappear," said 
conditrioning ~O..QJJ.!!g !O~ers_,___ Balows. 
Are you ready for Spring? 
we have: 
1. Earth Tone - all purpose skin color 
2. Highlighting 
3. Complete Redken line 
4. Hennas 
5. Booy Perms . 
Not to mention our speciality Hair Styling! 
29 M.ain St. 
Durham HAS-:3 UM EOO 




for your language requirement? 
Take this ad with you to registration: 
Ref. No. 1624 GREK 403 4 er. 
Oral-aural method, native instructor, grammar, reading, 
writing, lab, 2 semesters. 
Present studies of the bacterium 
include its gre>wth, metabolism 
and occurrence in nature, as well as 
those into which areas of the U $. 
population the disease is most 
prevalent. With the accumulation 
of these studies, work will begin on 
the development of a vaccine. 
"But that's a little bit down the 
road," said Balows. "It's not going 
to happen tomorrow." 
The lecture was a presentation of 
the Co11sta'fJ£._e Le_dward Rollins 
Distinguished Lecture Series made 
possible by contributions from 
alumnus Dr. John Rollins in 
. memory of his wife. 
The New 
Hampshire. 
THE TIN PALACE 
"-.__ FOOD & DRINK 7 
watch 
The Kentucky Derby 
on our large screen T. V. this 
Saturday 
DOWNSTAIRS 
don't miss the 
Celtics Playoffs 
on the big screen! 
THE UNH WRITER'S SERIES PRESENTS 
We have to break through this new mystique 
and transcend the false polarization 
between ferninism and the family-
between women and men, · Czesla"X Milosz 
POET 
AND WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE FOR LITERATURE, 1980 
WILL READ FROM HIS WORK 
ON TUESDAY, MAY 4 
AT 8:00 PM 
IN ROOM LlOl PARSONS HALL 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
CO-SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT HANDLER 
AND THE SIDORE LECTURE SERIES 
'ADMISSION IS FREE 
and between women and women . 
. - · -
Betty 
Friedan 
Thursday, May 6 
8:00p.m. 
Granite State. Room 
· Memorial Union 
University of New Ha'1'pshlre 
r. 
\ 
Tickets on Sale Apr1126 
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University Forum 
Hatch Alllendrnent 
Within the next few weeks it is likely that the full 
United States Senate, for the first time, will debate 
legislation aimed at outlawing abortion.The Senate 
Judiciary Committee has approved a proposed 
· constitutional amendment sponsored by Sen. Orrin 
G. Hatch (R-Utah) which would allow states and 
the Congress to prohibit or restrict abortions as 
they see fit. Such a constitutional amendment 
would overturn the 1973 Supreme Court decisions 
which voided most laws restricting abortion. 
The Hatch ·amendment, of course, needs a two-
thirds vote from each house of the Congress before 
it is sent to the stat-es for ratification. But it stands a 
chance, because it allows senators and 
representatives to pass the buck; it does not actually 
outlaw abortion, it merely would permit the states 
to do so on an individual basis. For this reason, it is 
a particularly unfair and punitive piece of 
legislation. Consider the consequences: 
If the Hatch amendment is ratified, some states 
undoubtedly will ban abortion immediately. Others 
will not. Thus, a woman's ability to obtain a sa'fe, 
legal abortion will depend on whether she happens 
to live in a state where abortion remains legal and, if 
she does not, whether she has the means to get to a 
state where abortion is legal. 
Thus, poor women living is states where abortion· 
Right to life 
I I believe one of the most disturbing trends in 
America over the past ten years has been the 
legalization and increasing prevalence of abortion. 
For 2000 years Western society prevented the 
taking of life from the -womb. The Hippocratic 
Oath, the highest standard of medicine, prohibited 
doctors from performing abortions. Man was 
viewed as created in God's image and considered a 
human being before and after the womb. 
Advances in science and medicine have opened 
up the once secret world of life in the womb. I have 
seen pictures (Newsweek cover, Jan. 11) and read 
accounts of doctors describing the fetus (Latin 
word meaning 'little one') in the second month. 
They describe and show the fetus within the. 
embryonic sac swimming vigorously in the 
amniotic fluid. The photos reveal a tiny baby and a 
very real little person. All systems and organs have 
been formed and changes from this point on will be 
primarily in size and refinement of existing parts. 
Even if a person says he is not sure this is human 
· life ( what other kind of life could it be) would that 
give one the right to deny the fetus' existence? A 
hunter would not have the right to shoot at 
movement in a bush and say he was not sure it was 
not another hunter. He would have to be.able to say 
he was sure it was not. We can not say that the fetus 
is not a human being. Indeed, it is far easier to 
conclude that it is. 
Yet over the past ten years we have acted as if the 
fetus is not living. We have aborted over ten million 
'little ones' during this time; I wantto give you some-
hard facts showing the magnitude of the abortion 
problem, explain some of the reasons behind it, 
reveal the horrible impact it is having on 
individuals and America and submit some 
solutions. 
In 1969, there were 20,000 legal abortions in 
America, performed primarily to save the mother's 
life. In 1973, the Supreme Court reversed the anti-
abortion laws. They made abortion legal, as Justice 
White stated in his dissent, 'for any reason or for no 
reason' all nine months. The result - in 1973 there 
were 744,600 abortions. The figures have doubled 
since then. 
In 1980, there were 1.5 million abortions in the 
U.S. One third-of all pregnancies were terminated! 
In -1976, Washiltgton, D.C. had more abortions 
than live births. Adoptions agencies virtually closed 
their doors because unwanted children were being 
aborted rather than carried to term. 
· In 1975, more deaths were caused by abortion 
than anything else. It is the most frequently 
performed operation in America. Outside of 
owning an oil well, an abortion clinic is the quickest 
way land can bring in money. All of the ab_ortion 
Andrew Merton 
has been outlawed would be force·d -t~ seek illegal 
abortions or to bear unwanted offspring. 
It seems ironic that the hierarcy of the Catholic 
Church in the United States has chosen to back the 
Hatch amendment. Until very recently, the church 
rejected most anti-abortion legislation on the 
grounds that it was too liberal; only a 
consititutional 'amendment forbidding abortion 
under all circumstances--even when the life of the 
mother is jeopardized by the pregnancy--was ' 
acceptable to , the bishops. Cruel as it was, this 
position at least had the virtue of consistency. 
But now, in choosing to advocate passage of the 
hatch amendment, the church appears to be saying, 
"If we can't force al( women to carry· their 
pregnancies to term, we will, at least, force babies 
upon those women least able to care for them. 
Andrew H. Merton is an associate professor of 
English and director of the journalism program at 
UN H. He has written for Esquire, The Boston 
Globe, and other publications. His book Enemies 
of Choice, an in-depth look at the pro-life 
movement, was recently ·published by Beacon 
Press, and is available at the University Bookstore. 
techniques are gross. They involve scraping or 
sucking the baby out'of the womb and this tears the 
body to bits, poisoning the child by shooting salt 
solution in the amniotic fluid, etc. 
I believe the only acceptable reason for having an 
abortion is to save the mother's life. While I do not 
want to underscore the vulgarity of rape or incest, 
pregnancies that result from them should not be 
terminated. Two wrongs do not make a right. 
Taking an innocent life is not the solution. Only 
three percent of abortions occur for these reasons. 
The vast majority of abortions - 97 percent -
occur for far less legitimate reasons. Examples of 
these arguments are " ... a child would put off my 
schooling ... another child would be a financial 
burden .. .I'm too old .. .I'm too young .. .l'm not 
married ... " All of these arguments stress the 'quality 
of life' over the 'right to life.'The quality oflife is a 
relative term. For instance, what is enough money 
for one is not enough money for another. The right 
to life is an objective term and an absolute right that 
should be guaranteed by the U.S. government, 
according to Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson believed 
"the care of human life and not its destruction is the 
first and only legitimate object of good 
government." 
Other reasons likewise do not hold water. It is 
contended that pregnant women who do not want a 
child often commit suicide. Statistics show 
pregnant women are some of the least likely 
candidates. 
Others contend that aborting certain children 
will prevent birth· defects. But who is to say that a 
handicapped person does not have as much right to 
live as anyone else? 
Finally, others state that if you outlaw abortion, 
people will go to the back alleys with a coat hanger. 
They claim that thousands of these coat hanger 
abortions took place before legalization. There is 
no evidence to back this contention. If there was 
you would be able to find death certificates stating 
the cause of death for the mothers as an 
unsuccessful abortion attempt. The fact is the 
highest number of deaths of mothers that can be 
documented in this way is between one and 200 
annually. If it were true that thousands of illegal 
abortions were taking place during this time with so 
few deat;hs, then illegal abortions are far safer than 
iegal ones. 
The real reason there are 1.5 million abortions a 
year is that we are living in a society of self-serving, 
uncommitted individuals who are abandoning the 
J udeo-Christian ethic. 
Everything in America is built around self. Fewer 
and fewer people are willing to sacrifice time, 
1 finances, energy, or careers for children. Children, 
. Richard Loftness 
once seen as a blessing are now considered· a 
burden. 
Many Americans. don't want to be held 
responsible for their actions. They view abortion as 
the ultimate out for sexual irresponsibility. 
Abortion is seen as a quick way to remedy a 
mistake. The child is not taken into account. 
But whether they· know it or not there are serious 
implications for those havin_g abortions -
psychological and physical. I've read numerous · 
statements of guilt ridden women who mourn their 
decision to abort. Honest abortionists often report 
of the nightmares they have about the · operations 
they perform. 
There are physical implications involved as well. 
·NARAL, National Abortion Rights Action 
League, encourages us to "Keep Abortions Safe 
and Legal." While abortions may be legal they are 
not necessarily safe. 
France requires women to sign papers 
recognizing that a woman having an abortion may 
bring danger to herself and to her future prospect 
for motherhood. Yet our government does not 
warn anyone of the potential danger involved. I 
believe this . has to do with the profit motive 
involved in performing abortions.Quite frequently 
the muscles surrounding the cervix are so weakened 
by an abortion that it is difficult for the prospective 
mother to carry a wanted child to term. This 
"increases the likelihood of premature birth and . 
therefore birth defects. 
The implications ' for America are even more 
staggering. As abortion has become more 
prevalent, so have other abuses in our society and 
there appears to be a correlation. 
Infanticide, the killing of newborn babies with 
birth defects, and euthanasia, allowing old people 
to die through neglect are on the rise. While 
abortion was supposed to cut down the amount of 
child abuse by decreasing the number of unwanted 
chi~dren the (?pposite has occurred. Child abuse 
increased 400 percent from 1973-1977. The 
thinking may be that if one could have legally killed 
his child earlier, through abortion, what's so bad 
about roughing him up now? 
The second implication is that we are flushing 
our posterity down the toilet. Eastern European . 
nations who have in the past practiced abortion 
indiscriminately an~_ now trying to restrict it. A 
Professor of Pediatrics was quoted as follows. "Our 
abortion policies were bringing us to the brink of 
national genocide." The professor was worried that 
without a healthy generation of young Poles, 
LITTLE ONE, page 11. 
Self ~abortion 
An instruction book on self-abortion is now on 
the market and ava1ilable to anyone of any age. It is 
a very informative book that not only instructs 
women in how to perform a self-abortion, but tells 
them where to buy the paraphenalia and how to 
construct the necessary equipment. The two women 
who wrote this book are concerned that abortion 
may be made illegal and that women used to the 
alternative of abortion will be forced underground 
to seek the help of unprofessional, 'quack' doctors 
in dangerous, unhealthy situations. Their feeling is 
that it would be much safer for an informed female 
to abort herself in her own home than to seek help 
elsewhere. 
If it is true that when you accept the 
responsibility of sex you must also accept the 
responsibility of children, then what do you do with 
the very young girls who didn't quite understand, or 
the high school girls who forgot to take their pill on 
just one morning, or the middle-aged, lower class 
women who already have five children and just 
can't afford another one? Is a mass of cells another 
be_ing. when if is actually living-breathing or is 
abortion murderous because the potential of life is : 
there? Though_ these are all valid.moral questions 
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the most important concern is not whether abortion 
is right or wrong but whether we, as individuals 
with different standards, will be allowed to make 
our own decisions. 
The legality of abortion has come under a lot of 
fire recently. In re-evaluating the decision to make 
abortion illegal the most crucial aspect to consider 
_ is: How would women who have come to depend on 
the alternative of abortion handle unwanted 
pregnancies when there is not legal choice? 
The authors spoken of are not doctors or nurses 
or psychiatrists. _ They are social workers 
participating in a feminist health clinic. At their 
clinic they provide emotional help for women: 
counseling rape victims, women with troubled 
marriages, unwed mothers and mothers-to-be; 
They .treat venereal diseases and assist in births 
and abortions. They feel that these experiences 
qualify_ them to write such a book. Doctors do not 
agree. Many physicians feel that their method of 
abortion has been over.;simplified. And young girls, 
to whom this information is readily available as it is 
to older, more experienced women, may consider 
this an easy alternative and do irrepparable damage 
to th~ir bodies _and minds. _ _ 
Colleen Berry 
But this book does guarantee women a choice. 
And if women are determined to have this choice 
legal or illegal, shouldn't the government allo~ 
them a cleaner, healthier chance? -
By making abortion illegal, the government 
would be making a moraljudgement. Values are an 
individual decision. Just as there are two sides to 
our participation in' the Vietnam War, there are two 
sides to the abortion issue and neither is necessarily 
correct. The legality of the issue allows each woman 
· to make. lier_ own choice and _gives her the 
opportunity to have the best medical care possible if 
· she decides that abortion is the wisest alternative. 
And, after all, it is the woman who has to live 
· with herself after the fact, be it a baby or an 
abortion, not the government or the "moral 
majority." -
Colleen Berry is a sophomore English maior. She 
was recently elected president of Stoke !fall wher~ 
she proudly and selaom peacefully. resides. She is 
editor-in-chief and in fact, -the_ en~zre staff_ o[ that . 
award-winning campus pub/zcatzon, Tlie Stoke 
Gazette. -
-----------LITTLE ONE--------~ 
Poland was lost. 
Finally, I would submit that America's abortion 
policies have approached the _ i_mmorality of Nazi 
Germany. Hitler gassed and incinerated six million 
Jews, and few citizens protested. America has 
aborted ten million babies in the past ten years. Will 
Americans continue to sit back and watch the 
carnage? T<.5 tlo so would make us more guilty than 
the German people because we live in a democratic 
society where we can do something about it. 
What is that something? The only way the 




( continued from page 10) 
through a "constitutional Amench:nent that would · 
reverse the Roe V. Wade Supreme Court decision. 
The Hatch Amendment is a· too-watered-down 
version to accomplish that purpose. The Human 
Life Bill sponsored by Jesse Helms and Henry Hyde· 
would be a successful route to an eventual Human 
Life Amendment. It would affirm "that every 
person has the right ot have his life protected by law 
from the moment of conception and that no one 
shall be arbitrarily deprived of it ... " . 
I would strongly urge everyone to support its 
passage. The facts clearly support a Pro-Life 
'position. 
Finally, help promote alternatives to abortion. 
These include adoption, and care and compassion 
for those brave enough to carry babies out of 
wedlock to term. 
Richard Loftness is a graduate of the· University of 
Delaware. He is currently on staff, at UN H, with Campus 
Crusade for Christ. Campus Crusade is an 
interdenominational Christian movement working on 
college campuses and with local churches throughout the 
world. 
-·· --
THE STRAFFORD HOUSE 
-~nd. THE STRAFFORD M.ANOR 
GRANITE STUDENT RENTALS AVAILABLE FOR FALL SEMESTER, 1982 
ISIN! 
If you were an undergrad in 
1979-1980, stop by the Granite 
Office, R_m. 12-5, MUB. 
Hurry ... There's only a limited 
number of copies available. 
PRICES START AT $650.00 per semester (an 
utilities included) 
SUMMER RENTALS -· START AT $150.00 per 
month (all utilities included) 
Rental Office at The Strafford House call: 868-2192 
l4 Strafford Ave, Durham, N·.H. 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
Single and Double occupancy ·_rooms 
· Electric heat with individual -thermostats 
Wall to wall carpeting 
All rooms completely furnished 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room 





The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located 
in the heart of Durh-am, N.H. with all the facil'ities of the 
University of New Hampshire within walking distance. 
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Editorial 
Get off the beach 
At noon May 9, college students from New 
Hampshire will march in support of nuclear arms 
freeze in Concord. That same day at 3 p.m. there 
will be a "Mother's Day Action for Nuclear 
Disarmament" rally on the Boston Common. On 
May 16 there will be another rally in Portsmouth. 
Trustees and other political leaders in New 
Hampshire didn't want p~litical activists Abbie 
Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, and David Dellinger to 
speak at UNH. 
Consider this description of a nuclear strike: 
"A great finger of fire would roar up six miles 
into the heavens, broiling everything below it. 
Everything flammable would be set afire, and cars 
parking meters, windows, steel buildings and 
everything made of metal or glass would melt." 
The largest movement ever is spreading across 
the United States. Lawyers, doctors, professors, 
young people, the elderly, and members of 
Congress are all critical of the nuclear arms 
Days later, UNH students struck. Classes were 
cancelled. Student Body President Mark Wefers 
said, "I'm terrifically enthusiastic about the obvious 
student disgust for the American military 
machine." 
"People in the street would burst into flames and 
their ash would be carried away by 400-mile per 
hour winds." · 0 
b~d~. . 
The machine is bigger now. But UNH students 
don't care. Several weeks after the 1970 rally at UNH, warm 
weather brought with it apathy. Michael · 
Painchaud, editor of The New Hampshire, wrote: . 
"The summer sun bleaches chalk drawn slogans 
from the concrete sidewalks. A girl, silent and eyes 
closed, sunbathes beside the stone memorial to four 
slain students." 
It looks as if throughout New England--from the 
biggest campuses in Boston to White Pines College 
in Chester, N .H---there is only one group that, with 
the Reagan administration, doesn't want the 
nuclear arms freeze: UNH students. 
Some think the United States and Soviet Union 
only use nuclear arms to "scare each other" and a 
nuclear attack will never happen. There are also 
~errorist groups in small, unstable nations who have 
access to nuclear weapons. 
Some say a freeze would leave the United States . 
at a dissadvantage. But the movement is calling for 
a "varifiable" reduction, by both the United States 
,and the Soviet Union. 
D 
"Summer has come. The clenched fist is 
thumbing its way to the beach." On Ma
y 4, 1970 more than 1500 UNH students 
marched on campus. The gathering ( organized 
largely by the student body president) was in 
opposition to several issues, including the Board ·of 
Trustees' power, and the Vietnam War. 
The issues seem unrelated, but they weren't. The 
There are arms enough now (and there were four 
years ago) for the United States to destroy every 
major city in the Soviet Union, and vice-versa. 
The Vietnam War was to end, and the students 
on the beach have relaxed for a decade. 




To the Editor: 
I've been following your articles on 
the developing Kari-Van COAST 
situation with great interest. It appears 
that the University is being offered an 
opportunity to be of genuine service to 
the seacoast community, but is instead 
opting to favor its own narrow interest 
in transporting students. 
It seems a shame that, after 
pioneering the establishment of quasi-
public transportation in an area much 
in need, the University will apparently . 
now drop the ball and fail to cooperate 
in a regional effort. 
The New Hampshire editorial of 
April 27 illustrates the narrow and 
hypocritical point . of view being 
expressed on campus. Would it be so 
terrible to have a stop a Pease Air 
Force Base? Who would suffer if 
control of the Kari-Van were shared 
with the New Hampshire PCU? How 
can we argue for increased support of 
our state institution of higher learning 
when that institution refuses to 
cooperate by extending valuable 
services to the community thereby 
eliminating an operating deficit which 
must otherwise be covered by the state? 
I know that re.lations between the 
State and the University are b~d. But, I 
feel the University administrators who 
control the Kari-Van and the state 
administrator who are promoting 
COAST have a responsiblity to stop 
the bickering over control of the Kari-
Van and get down to the business of 
enhancing the University-State 
cooperation and the Seacoast public 
transit. 
Thomas £°. Moore 
Physics/ Space Science Center 
• 
To the Editor: 
In times of economic cutbacks, both 
the Uni versity and the general public 
wQul d benefit g r eatl y from a 
coopera ti ve public transportation 
system, without wasteful duplication 
and half-empty buses at non-peak 
hours. At present the bus available to 
the public runs (also at a daily loss) ai 
too infrequent intervals to be helpful to 
many working people, the elderly, 
young mothers, etc. 
We have an opportunity to bring 
University cultural events to a wider 
public and to help non-university 
people get around (including to jobs) 
with new buses interfacing with present 
Karivan routes, in an area where public 
transportation has been almost non-
existent since world War II. 
A coordinated system would help 
visitors to our area as well as residents. · 
It would also reduce needless pollution 
and traffic jams generated by the 
number of cars on the roads. It works 
in western Massachusetts, for example, 
where non-university people are not 
excluded from the inte,rcampus bus 
system: and to nobody's loss. 
State funds help pay the deficit in 
Karivan operations, as taxpayers · 
contribute to the financing of our 
education. Try standing on a corner in 
Dover without a UNH ID and watch 
the privileged few board the bus that 
takes them at convenient hours to 
study or work in Durham or beyond , to 
understand the plight ·of those without 
an ID or a gas-consuming, expensive-
to-maintain private car and a ~amily 
budget · that can't keep up with 
-inflation . 
We appeal to the trustees to consider 
the benefits to the Karivan and to the 
larger community which is part of our 
education without walls, in joining the 
human service agencies and COAST 
who need our support in developing a 
much needed transportation system.' 
Jere Vincent 
Oyster river High School . 
• 
To the Editor: 
Your April 27 editorial, "Keep the 
Kari-Van," is a timely comment on a 
matter of importance to / students 
(particularly commuting students) 
which is now before the UN H 
administration and the Board of 
Trustees. 
As reported by The New Hampshire, 
a special seven-member committee has 
been established by the University 
System Board of Trustees to evaluate 
Writing letters to the editor 
Leuers to the Editor.for p uhlicarion in The New Hampshire m usr 
he signed and no longer rhan fl t •1ages r_rped, double spaced 
Le/lcrs may ht' hroup,lu w Roolli I 5 J in rhe l1,fl 1 B. or maili'd ra: 
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, l1N H, Durham, 
..NH 03824. 
economy and efficiency recom-
mendations made by the Governor's 
Management Review team. That 
committee has asked the University to 
provide further information and plans 
as to how the effectiveness of the Kari-
Van transportation system can be best 
maintained while seeking to make the 
· service cost effective, as urged by the 
Governor's Management Review. 
The trustee committee is most 
anxious to receive' comments and 
suggestions about the Kari-Van system 
to. assist in its deliberations of the 
Management Review recommen-
dation. It is expected that a hearing 
open to the campus will be held on this 
matter in the near future. In the 
meantime, the trustee committee 
welcomes written communications-
from individuals or organizations-
directed to its attention at the following 
address. 
W. Arthur Grant, Spec. Asst. 
Trustees Management Review Com. 
Rm. 104, NECCE Admin,. Bldg. 
Durham 
Bike club 
To the Editor: 
For several weeks, the UNH bicycle 
team has tried to get recognition for 
itself on the sports pages of The New 
Hampshire. There exists some policy of 
this paper that discriminates against 
most club sports and the intermural 
events of the Rec.-Sports department. 
The editors of The New Hampshire 
must think that no one is interested but 
because we think that someone might 
be, we are forced to tell of our 
achievements on the columns of the 
letter page . 
We are a new team but have, in a very 
short time, pedaled our way to several 
victories. Our current record is 25-0, 
and tomorrow we are off to West Point 
to ride in the regional finals in which we 
hope to (again) be victorious. 
On April 4, in sleet, snow and 30-
mph winds, we won our first race ever, 
against 18 other teams in Newton, 
Mass. The score was UNH 518, West 
Point 517, and in 3rd place, Drew 
University with 235 points . The 28 mile 
A race went well with UNH taking 1st, 
3rd, and 4th place by Joshua Gordon, 
Don Deroo and Andy N orthrop. We 
also took 4th, 8th , and 19th place in the 
B race by F red Burtt, Arthur Dunn, 
and Chris Jahrling. The women scored 
well with ·c indy Mangene and Lynn 
Fitzsimmons placing 5th and 7th. 
Last week, the team travelled to the 
University of Vermont to race 7 other 
tea ms. The Mens A race was 
dominated by UNH riders \1/ith Don 
Deroo (1st) and Andy Northrop (2nd) 
coming in a full 5 minutes ahead of Bill 
Ducette (3rd), Joshua Gordon (4th), 
and. Stan Broods (6th). Our strong 
showing in the Mens B race with 
Mourice LaMantagne (3rd), Fred 
Burtt (10th) and Arthur Dunn (15th) 
and in the womens race with Cindy 
Mangene (4th) and Ann Metcalf (7th) 
helped UNH to its victory. 
We're all excited about our race 
tomorrow and are looking forward to a 
strong team next fall. 
The bicycle team 
NOW 
Amendment / Political Action 
Committee) is working for the election 
of pro-ERA candidates in state 
legislatures and fol:'.i.the def~t of ERA 
opponents. This committee needs our · 
help. 
To contribute to this important 
cause, the committee asks you to please 
make your check payable to 
"NOW/ ERA/ PAC" .and send it to: 
NOW/ ERA/ PAC 
P.O. Box 317 
Washington, DC' 20044 
(Same address for more information 
and / or a financial report.) 
As Eleanor Smeal, Chair of 
NOW/ ERA / PAC points out, primary 
elections are being held in key 
unratified states before the ERA 
ratification deadline, June 30th. This is 
To the Editor: our chance to replace opponents with 
"College students are in the PRO-ERA candidates. 
generation which stands to benefit - WHO benefits from denying women 
most from passage of the equal righrs equal rights? 
amendment. What is at stake is Win or lose in '82, the equal rights 
economic equality for women." goal is not going away. The fund-
Eleanor Smeal, NOW President raising goal is at least one million 
A recent NOW letter reports that the dollars, the votes have been close, and 
N OW E R A / PAC ( N at ion a I whatever you can contribute matters. 
organ~zation for W O!Ileri/ Equa) Righ~_ Deborah Dallero 
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Letters 
Bad budget 
existed. That idea sounded plausible as 
the misconception seemed to have been 
going around lately, like President 
· Reagan virtually eliminating all federal 
aid for graduate students. 
Well, I did some inquiring as to the 
To the Editor: basis of our non-student status (Didn't 
The $13 million 1983 - 1985 budget the little plastic card I carried around in 
request for UNH by the Board of my wallet with my picture and the 
Trustees is a ridiculous proposal based Unviersity's seal mean anything? I was 
on an absurd set of priorities. It is under the naive impression it proved I 
inconceivable how the board could was a student here). I was told that we 
allocate $2 million for a new health as graduate students pay less of a 
facility as well as an additional $2½ Memorial Union and Student Service 
million for additions and modifications fee than do undergraduates, and 
to the field house while allowing badly _ therefore are not entitled to attend 
needed faculty members to seek events on a student status. What then, 
positions elsewhere because of the may I ask,does o·ur $22.50 Memorial 
horrendously low salary scale at UNH. Union and $8.75 Student Service fees 
This is supposed to be an institute of (as of Spring '82 semester) get us? Not 
higher education and as such the much would be my answer. If we aren't 
schools budgetary priorities- should be entitled to even some of the benefits the 
based on scholastic concerns. If the undergraduates receive, why must we 
UNH Board of Trustees continues the pay anthing at all? 
gross mismanagement of funds the I attended UMass/ Amherst as an 
school will be faced with a serious undergraduate. There, the graduate 
shortage of skilled professors and students have their own union and 
teachers. However, we will have a student senate. I might add that they 
sparkling new health care facility for all are classified as real students there. I 
of the athletes who hurt themselves in propse something similar, on a smaller 
the revitalized field house to go to. scale of course to accomodate the 
Andrew Zinman smaller minds here, be started, and end 
all this "Non-Student" nonsense. 
Unfairness 
To the Editor: 
After just being told by the MUB 
Ticket Office that I, as a graduate 
student, was a "Non-Student" and 
must purchase tickets at the non-
student rate, I felt compelled to express 
my opinion in the manner. in which 
. graduate students are handled by this 
University. In many instances, we are 
treated like second-class citizens. When 
inquiring about ticket prices for 
MUSO's April 27th Trent Arterberry 
show, I was informed that graduate 
students are classified as non-students 
and must pay the corresponding ticket 
price. In the Tuesday April 27 edition 
of The New Hampshire, ticket prices 
for the show were advertised as "$2.00 
Students/ $5 .00 Non-Students." The 
same pricing policy extends to other 
. events, such as concerts, whose tickets 
are offered through the MU B Ticket 
Office. 
So I asked myself, why are we, as 
graduate students, required to pay 
outsiders' rates for these University-
sponsored events· when we attend the 
University? I thought there might be an 
impression afloat that graduate 
students are financially better off than 
undergraduates, and can afford to pay 
outsiders' ticket prices.Or perhaps, I 
thought, the University must believe 
that the once prolific · species called 
"poor graduate students" no longer 




To the Editor: . 
.I am writing this letter in response to 
the article, "Alcohol use: Does UNH 
deserve its bad reputation?" which was 
published in the April 20 issue of The 
New Hampshire. I do not feel that 
UNH deserves its bad reputation. 
- Alcohol abuse can be found in any 
group of people, whether it be in 
teenagers or respectable businessmen, 
even though we only hear about the 
younger generation. 
There are many cases when an older 
person will say, "I am going home to 
· have a martini or two to wind down 
from this hectic day," or, "Let's go out 
to lul)ch today and have a few drinks." 
Even the typical working person is 
most likely to be found socializing in an 
atmosphere where the highlight of the 
evening is drinking. So, why is drinking 
such a crime for college students? 
One of the problems which UNH 
faces is that there is not a spot around 
Durham where students who are not of 
age can go and socialize with those who 
are of age. The students of the 
University of New Hampshire also face 
problems of limited access to places 
where people of all ages can socialize. 
In the city of Boston the students in 
schools around can venture off for a 
night on the town in such clubs like 
Club Celebration and Mr. C's and their 
drinking there is not considered 
campus alcohol consumption. If the 
town of Durham had such a place such 
as those in Boston maybe the campus 




To the Editor: 
I would like to address a response 
made to an article I wrote about rock 
music. The individual's name was 
apparently left out so just let me 
suppose this persons's name is Bobby. 
Bobby concludes after reading the 
essay that either I am a joker or a 
person with a problem or twJ. Well 
first off Bobby, I may be a joke but 
you're funny . Your whimsical 
treatment of my assertion that loud . 
music interupts the flow of thought is 
quite amusing. Did you make that up 
yourself? 
And do you really think it does'? If 
you do. Bobby, it's probably just an 
adaptation to the environment you find 
yourself in or a result of listening to too 
much loud music. Anyway, don't 
worry too much about it because 
eventually I am sure your thoughts will 
return to being linear. ' However, 
Bobby. suppose you and I perform a 
little study. 
We will test the validity of my 
assertion by selecting two groups of 
people and assign each to a different 
.experimental condition.One group 
will listen to a typical rock song playeo 
loud, the other group will be placed in a 
quiet room. Both groups will be asked 
to read a passage which contains 
several · premises leading to a 
co_nclusion. After it is. read we will test 
each &TOUP. to determine their 
comprehension of the passage and their 
judgment as to its validity. If my 
hypothesis is wrong, then I will conceed 
in good will. 
Now Bobby about my problem or 
two. Sorry you were wrong as to the 
number of my problems. Actually I 
have more than one or two problems 
which I struggle with. But if you don't 
have any problems, for God's sake 
Bobby, let all of us people who do 
know your grand secret. Actually I 
think your _reference to my problems 
was your attempt at humor and not so 
much related to your counter-
argument. But that's o.k. Bobby 
because I don't mind. 
Your suggestion that I have never 
had a good time when loud music was 
playing is not entirely true. Never is a 
long time you know. However Bobby 
the times that are actually best for me 
arc described by the lyrics of a song by 
America : "Soi:netimes late, when things 
arc real, and people share the gift of 
11a h." The "11ift of !!ah" is truelv a e:ift 
~m! .l .. J.!1.o~_-_frP!ll experience what 
atmospheres are co'nducive to it and 
which are not. Bobby. have you ever 
shared the gift of gab with someone you 
cared for'? 
You also label me as an existential 
philosopher, thankyou . The idea that 
existence preceeds essence is at least 
attractive and something to think 
about.However I try not to believe in a 
thing simply because it is attractive. 
Moreover I am not sure that the 
"realization of self" is an existential 
1 c;oncept , since it implies that there is a 
"self"that exists somewhere inside us 
waiting to be realized or discovered.I 
am not sure this is what existentialists 
beiieve--perhaps you could explain this 
to me so it won't be a problem any 
longer and I can spend more time 
listening to rock music. 
If I gave an inadequate explanation 
of the daimonic then I apologize. But if 
you are interested in finding out what it 
is I would be happy to lend you my 
book . Maybe then you might 
understand why I sec a connection 
between this concept and some of rock 
music. 
Bobby, could you a.lso exp!ain to me 
what you meant when you referred to 
Freud, Jung, and the others? Do you 
really know enough about these 
theorists to say what their explaAation 
of rock music is'? 
Also Bobby the Who's destructive 
tendencies may have ended some rime 
ago but only the other day I saw an 
advertisment for a radio station· 
showing Peter Townsend slamming his 
instrument around. Don't forgetuthe 
fairly recent movie about this group 
which made a point in demonstrating 
those frenzied behaviors either. 
Now about what music is saying 
these days. You've heard the question: 
if a tree falls in the woods and no one is 
around, is there a sound? Well let me 
pose a question to you . If the musicians 
you mentioned are saying anything 
important and no on is listening to the 
message then are they saying 
something important? 
I Finally,Bobby,a word about · 
boredom. You -need not have bored 
yourself unless you felt an instinctual 
urge to • continue. Being the good 
psychology student that I am let me 
interpret a few things for you. The truth 
is often threatening to our fragile 
psyche.Our unconscious senses ihe 
truth and compels us to pursue 1t. It 
however this truth is inconsistent with 
our established beliefs then we are 
threatened. Anxiety results and our 
ego, in order to deal with 
unpleasantness, cues the introduction 
of defense mechanisms. The anxiety is 
lessened but of course only at the 
expense of obscurin-g and denying the 
truth. I am sorry Bobby if you felt 
. "AND THEY SAY NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS.:~ 
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threatened with my opinions about 
rock music and other subjects. But you 
seemed to have taken all defense 
measures to deal with your threat and 
employed them with style. f. hope you 
are feeling better and I send you rriy 
blessing for a quick recovery. 
Joe Leverone 
Yearbook 
To the Editor: 
With the utmost suprise this wee! 
did I greet my 1980 yearbook. To tel: 
you the truth, I hever thought I'd see it 
but I'm glad I have. In manys ways, it'! 
been well worth the wait. 
Having just gone through a period 01 
tough . times, it brought back man) 
bright and happy memories about ID) 
four years at UNH. 111 admit that J 
shed a few tears over the endless nighti 
of merriment and comraderie at m) 
fraternity Sigma Beta; of the blurrec 
and frazzled nights in The Ne'tl 
Hampshire's offices pushing .out ye 
another issue; of the friends I found; o; 
the love I lost; of the glory I shared 
helping bring the first EAIA" 
championship to UNH with th< 
women's ice hockey- team. 
I relived every setp for a few hour: 
- and it brought me tremendous sense o; 
worth, of my value to people. UNE 
showed me that -and 111 alway: 
remember those people who helped m, 
realize it. 
The pictures were astounding i1 
meaning, the layout suberb and witt 
great clarity. It is a most noteworth! 
yearbook. 
Merely four pages into it, there i: 
already a picture of me(very good, vel) 
good). My contributions are dul) 
noted on the next page (although the! 
did misspell my name, a good jol 
nonetheless). In total, four pictures anc 
some good, sharp copy ( thank you Dor 
Murray, Andy Merton, Ron Winslov 
and at the time Jack Thomas of th, 
Boston Globe). 
There are only two things whicl 
bother me that I hope you can pas: 
along to The Granite's presen1 
leadership: I) there wasn't a single bi 
of mention about the women's ic, 
hockey team, one of the greatest eve· 
assembled in college history ... 2) 
NEVER GOT PAID FOR WRITING 
C'mon, fess up. I even wrote for t~t 
'79 yearbook and never got paid fo1 
that; Hellt I don't even know if it eve 
came out. Now, really I enjoyed th, 
credit in the book, upfront and wha 
have you buy credits don't pay the ren 
of this attic apartment in Belmont. M: 
words are inked for posterity, hov 
about some greenbacks to ink m: 
bankbook? 
Lee H unsakei 
Belmon, M.A 
5 Warwick Rd., Belmont 489-427~ 
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"How much did you pay for 
your last pair of jeans?" 
- $28. $35. ·$45. Well, you didn't have to. 
Because Marshalls has hundreds of pairs of 
jeans for_ less. In fact, 20% to 60% less than 
department and specialty store regular prices. 
Oh, but yours a~ ''designers"? No problem. 
Marshalls has racks of top brand name and 
designer jeans. Labeled, with logos ... straight leg, 
flairs or boot cut. .. for as little as 9.99 to 24.99. 
And that's only the beginning. OJr 20% to 
60% everyday savings are storewide ! From pro-
maker running shoes to designer tees and jackets. 
In styles from prep to new Wdve. 
So whether you 're dressing for frisbee on the 
quad or dinner in town, you can get in style at 
Marshalls .. : for less~ ._ 
J\VilillF~ n ~ 
Rrwul No.mes for Less!============ 
•
. BEDFORD Rt. 3 and Kilton Rd., across from the Bedford Mall, (adj.:to Caldor), open Sun. 12 noon to 5 p.m. NASHUA Royal Ridge Mall, . 
Webster Hgwy. South, open Sun.1 1: to 6 p.m. PORTSMOUTH Marshalls Mall, Woodbury Ave., between K-Mart and DeMoulas · 
-~ open Sun. 12 noon to 5 p.m. SALE"' Rt. 28, state line, open Sun. 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. ' 
lliiiilJ • open Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. • Marshall• refwtd policy ... almply retum your purchaN within 14 daya with the ulH allp • no-NrvlcN:harge layaway 
rn 
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Arts & Feature-s 
Trent Arterberry: mime favorite 
r By Leslie MacPherson 
By the time the line started to 
move, at five of eight, it extended 
· -down past Pistaccio's and half way 
into the MUB Pub. Why was 
e:veryone there? On Tuesday night, 
several hundred students and 
others gathered in the Granite . 
• State Room to watch Trent 
Arterberry and The New 
Movement Theater perform. 
Warming up for Arterberry was 
comedian; A. Whitney Brown. 
Brown, ' whose humor covered a 
variety of subjects from dogs, 
, raising children and driving to, of 
; course, sex, quipped that "New 
· Hampshire isn't a bad place to live-
-especially if you're a tree." He got 
. a good reception. 
Brown did more than tell jokes;. 
he juggled as well. He juggled first 
three balls, then three balls and a 
·shoe (removing it- from his foot), 
and then. finally three Icmves. 
Slicing a number of vegetables and 
fruits into the audience to prove 
. the sharpness of one of the knives, 
Brown remarked that he is a 
vegetarian, but not because of any 
special fondness for animals. 
"It's because," quipped Brown, 
"I hate vegetables." 
burlesque-style stand wit"h con'tribution of "fishing rod'; ancf 
placards to the left of the stage. - became first a man out in a 
The first, entitled simply "Trent rowboat, and
1 
then switched to the 
Arterberry", involved a series of fish being caught. 
mechanized body movements. Arterberry was as spontaneous 
Wearing a red body shirt, black as he was talented. At another's 
satin pants, black dancing .shoes, suggestion, he "rolled" a joint, 
white gloves, and white make-up which he began toking with great 
covering his face, he looked the animation. He stepped down into 
epitome of a mime. His body the audience, passing it around. 
control was astounding; it was Then he started picking people up 
difficult to believe that he was a until he had a train of four people 
man, and not a robot, on the stage. behind him. 
Other subjects for his solo pieces They scurried down the aisles, 
were "Cowboy," "Daddy stopped "to refuel" then went out 
. Babysits," "Birth," "Toys", and through the doors. Audience 
"War." members were· a bit puzzled when 
"War" began with two red the train returr~ed to the Granite 
spotlights and the sound of drums, State· Room without Arterberry. 
and then traced, through the Suddenly, he burst through the 
expression of mime, the forms of doors, shreiking as police siren, 
battle through history. Arterberry and pulled them all over. 
played both the aggressor and then In the process o{ his 
the victim as he "fought" with "interrogation", one member got 
sticks, a slingshot, bow and arrow, .taken up onto the stage. Senior 
rifle, machine gun, and finally a Don Mueller was a willing 
nuclear explosion. He turned into participant as Arterberry played 
the mushrooming cloud, and as the · him in a spontaneous baseball 
sound system echoed the sounds of game;. To the delight of the 
the blast, Arterberry, picked up audience, when Arterberry 
sticks, and began the next type .of ch~llenged hi~ to d9ing several 
war. chm-ups, Mueller bested him--by 
The next placard read: Suggest . perfc~mjng one-armed ~hjn-)Jps. 
an Object. Audience members MIM. 
. (Trent Arterberry_ su_prises himself __ with his ~ox of toys. ( Skeer'photo)· 
Trent Arterberry began with a 
. series of short mime selections . 
· E·a,:h - -was·.- aim-ounced- -by .. a 
shouted out yo-yo, duck, and other E, page l 7 -
possibilities. Arterberry took the 
. .. . 
The Department of Absurdities 
Somewhere on the University of New Hampshire 
campus, there is an office. I'm ·not sure where it is, 
but it's probably located somewhere deep in the 
bowels of Thompson Hall. On the large, oaken 
door of this office, in bold, goldplate Roman 
capitals, are the words, "DEPARTMENT OF 
ABSURDITIES. OFFICE OF ODDS AND 
ENDS. VISITATION BY APPOINTMENT 
ONLY." Underneath, in black magic marker, 
someone has scrawled, "students need not apply." 
Inside the door, behind ornate antique desks, the 
department staff carry out their work. Everyone 
wears dark glasses, and their minds are shrouded in 
mystery. No one understands how those minds 
work, but their day-to-day decisions affect us all. 
You see, the Office of Odds and Ends has full 
responsibility to rule on innumerable trivial details 
in our daily life. 
Now, the Office of Odds and Ends may or may 
not exist. There is no physical proof of its existence, 
and when one tries to find answers, the standard 
official response is, "NO comment," coupled with a 
glare that says, "and don't ask." Skeptics say, 
"There is no evidence! How do you know the 
Department of Absurdities exhts?" However, I 
have the evidence. It's everywhere. All you have to 
do is open your eyes as you stroll around campus, 
and you'll see. 
Take Thompson Hall, for example. The clock in 
the bell tower takes jumps in time. All last semester; 
the T-Hall timepiece ran exactly three minutes 
slow. At the beginning of this semester, it was 
running at the same, perfectly constant rate. But 
exactly seven minutes fast . Now the clock is only 
one minute slow. Who decides where on the-dial the 
T-Hall clock hands will be located?If not the Office 
of Odds and Ends, then whom? 
Further evidence can be found all over 
Thompson Hall. The carillon at the top plays every 
day at 1:00 (presently 12:59, T-Hall time). The 
music is beautiful, and it has brightened the campus 
for almost four semesters. However, every day, the 
same four or five songs are played. I refuse to 
believe that in four semesters the musician is unable 
to learn any new songs; it must be that the 
Department of Absurdities has hand-picked the 
five songs deemed appropriate for student ears. 
Also in T-Hall, consider the Financial Aid and 
Business Offices. In my years at UNH, I have 
· realized that it takes three to four weeks for a piece 
of paper signed in the Financial Aid Office to travel 
to the Business.Office, exactly one floor away (it's 
precisely 28 narrow stairs). Why? Each sheet of 
paper processed through the vast University 
bureaucracy must first travel through the 
Department of Absurdities, where it is stamped, 
folded, and ston~d for an indeterminate amount of 
time, or simply filed in the circular file. I can think 
of no better explanation than the Office of Odds 
and Ends for the paperwork nightmare that is the 
, Fiancial Aid Office. 
Of course, the Department of Absurdities could 
never manage its trremendous responsibilities 
· without help . . Luckily, through the miracle of 
modern technology, that help is available. The 
University's DECsystem-IO computer is instructed 
to switch from its administrative mode to a silly 
program, so absurdities appear in all other 
departments. Final exams are scheduled at the 
same time, classes. are filled without classrooms, 
and students are "forgotten" come registration 
time. Without the computer, the Deps1rtment of 
· Absuridities would have never achieved its all-
encompassing role in campus affairs that it enjoys 
today. 
It's difficult to comprehend, and I understand: a 
rational mind rejects the idea that an institution of 
higher learning would accept such absurdities,. But 
just look at majors. The Biology major is in the 
College of Liberal Arts, the Chemistry major is in 
the college of . Engineering and Physical Sciences, 
but the Biochemisfry major is in the ~ollege of Life 
Science and Agriculture. Weird. Then, there's 
degrees. Majors in Microbiology and Zoology 
receive Bachelor of Arts degrees, while majors in 
Recreation Programming and Hotel 
Administration receive Bachelor of Science 
degrees. Really weird. Also, who else but the 
Department of Absurdities could assign credits? 
Organic Chemistry lecture, Physical Chemistry 
lecture; and Mechanical Engineering's Junior Lab 
are all time-consuming, difficult courses, and are all 
3 credit, while "Landscaping Your Home" and 
"Impact of Leisure," are four credits. Ami why 
four? Every other college I've heard about offers the 
average three-credit course, and students take 
fifteen credits per semester. At UNH we take 
. sixteen credits per semester. Need I tell yo?who is 
responsible? . 
There is no escaping the Office of Odds and Ends, 
and absurdities follow you till your graduation day. 
I'm a senior, and just last week I received 
instructions for ordering a cap and gown. If you 're 
an undergrad, you can purchase a cap and gown for 
$7.70. However, if you're graduating with a 
master's degree, rental of a cap, gown, and hood 
costs you $9.25, and if you're receiving a Ph.D, that 
commencement outfit will set you back $15.10. 
Either they're trying charging grad1:1ates _in 
proportion to their fuhire earning power, or the 
by JohJ! Schneeweis. 
Absurdities ~taff has struck again. · . . . 
Closely associated with the Office of Odds ·and 
Ends is the Office of Lost and Found. I'm not 
talking , about the fraternity brother who loses his 
lettered baseball sap, or the engineering student 
who misplaces his calculator; I'm ref erring to major · 
· University losses. Somewhere on this campus there 
is a warehouse where they are storing all the stuff 
that has mysteriously disappeared around here 
lately_;_ things like.the bridge over College Brook· 
in the Ravine, the very expensive award-winning 
lilacs that are supposed to be on the hill behind T-
Hall, · all the Par-Course · signs run over by 
snowplows this winter, the beautiful plants 
arranged in University gardens for parent's 
weekend only, Deans to half the Colleges at the 
University, and the Communications Department 
· facplty. Somehow, I think it's a ploy by _the 
accountants - they're gona wait until things get 
really bad, then hold one gigantic garage sale. 
I know there are still those stubborn Yankees out 
there who need more evidence. For that conclusive 
proof, you need look no farther than the wall 
around you. Odds are, they're painted chartreuse. 
With lavender .trim. In other words, UN H's interior 
decorator (who must work out of the Department 
of Absurdities) is color blind. Look aj_ the library. 
, There, you have yellow and red striped carpets 
between purple walls. Also, in Stoke Hall, there is 
an elevator lobby with pastel blue walls (good 
start), black door frames (uh oh), and purple 
elevator doors (YUCK!). · 
Finally, I present the maintenance crew. In Stoke 
Hall, during semester break, every door knob on 
every fire door was replaced. Every one. No one 
knows why The old ones used to work fine, but the 
Department of Absurdities (who else?) ruled that 
those knobs · must be replaced. There's also a 
bathroom in Stoke that has a stall literally hanging 
off the wall, but during break, every missing sink leg 
in that bath_room was efficiently replaced. I assume 
that other buildings aren't immune to such 
treatment, as well. Now, I'm not knocking the 
Facilities Services workers; they're only following 
orders. And ultimately, those orders generate from 
you-know-where. 
I'm sure you can think of more absurd examples. 
Housing policies and add/ drop rules come to mind, 
but they're too big - large issues are handled by 
other departments. The small issues, . the little 
quirks, the strange idiosyncracies of a large 
bureaucracy are the tasks of the Deparmtent of 
Absurdities, Office of Odds and Ends. And judging 
by the way things are handled here, the Office does 
its job very, veFy , well. -
I ) 
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~ose Life • is it Anyway?: strong 
' By.Laura Brennan "He's depressed. He can't make is irrati~nal and unh·eatthy_~ 
_ Whose Life is it, Anyway? The , a rati<?,n~l decision in that stat~ 9f Scott Wilson's protrayal of Dr. 
question is not pro-life or pro- · mmd, says ur .. Em~rson. Emerson is honest and believable. 
death. The question is pro-choice. And eve1;1 a pne~t fm~s !easo!1 to ·He is a skilled actor whose ·words 
The University Theater -c ke~p H~rnson,,ahve. _ Its,alnght flow from_ the soul, -noi"just'tffe· 
department's interpretation of this ' bemg crippled, the pnest had told script. 
question is sensitive energetic and · him. "It makes other people feel -· Dr. Scott, played by Tracey. 
compelling. Director David J. good w~en th~y help yo~." . Walker, is more open to.subjective 
Magidson has created a cast of , Harn~on is a vehicle f_or , emotion. She becomes slightly · 
characters on which there are no · compassion, but no one treats him . involved with her patient, allowing 
winners or losers, just individuals like a , man. A sculptor, an arti~t · him the validity of choice .. 
fighting for what they believe is- w~ose_ org~ns are paralyzed, his "You're both treating the same 
true. · ' · - mmd is actlv~ as ever. subject," she says to Dr. Emerson, 
•Whose Life?is the tragic story of One ~ornmg, the head n!-lrse "'But it's his body, and only he 
Ken Harrison, a sculptor rush~d m to help the anxious knows how he feels." 
paralyzed in an automobile H~_r~ison. . . ,, . The possible relatio~ship 
accident. He has lost the use of his Ive been thmkmg, he said. between Harrison ano Dr.-Scoffis-
. body, he is denied the use of his ~'You do too much of that," she lived ou_t through his self----
mind (so-called depression) and he said. . . . . proclaimed·"surrogate ·self,"Philip 
wants to end his life. Is it fair to de~y a man his Hill. Hill is -Harrison's lawyer. 
Not because he can't sculpt, not thoughts, dee~ him d_ep~essed, Brain Hotaling gives a fine 
because he'll forever be sexually , and yet ke~p him (un;uonm~ to · performance as Hill, a man 
impotent, but because he has ~as~ the gmlt of society· Certamly I fighting for his client's right to die: 
become inhuman to those around it is they who are paralyzed, "It's a case I could bear to lose," 
him. tranquil_izing themselves. against Hill says. 
Call it psychic numbing call.it the reality of a useless existence. "If you do, it's a life sentence for 
whatever you like; the pe~ple of · . "I'm ~.aralyz~d and you're me," Harrison says. 
, this world are uncomfortable with impotent, Hamson says to Dr. As the play progressed, 
the imperfect human. And because , Scott. •~1. ge!,the pill and you get the characters slowly choose sides. 
· of his imperfection, . Harrison is tranqmhty.. . . The only character in the show 
unable ·to draw natural, human • So there is bmlt mto th~ play a who doesn't is the only one free of 
responses from the doctors and · complex net~ork of social an~ guilt. He is John, an orderly who 
nurses, the social workers which moral q~estions; . each comph- plays in a steel band, sings reggae 
surround his life. -rnente~ with subp'lot or scen~ry. with Harrison, and tries to seduce 
And he certainly does try. J_umor Wan~a. Karolcz~k s set Kay, a young nurse. 
Playwright Brian Clark has given de~ign is ~ ch!lical. ampitheater If Hill is Harrison's surrogate 
Harrison the brightest lines in the pamt~d entirely m white. The stage self, then John is Ken's 
play. He teases, plays, sings and is bl!ilt ?n levels that repres~nt counterpart. Tender performances 
offends in · a desperate attempt to Hamson s room, the h~spital by Todd Irvine and Dawn Didham 
be treated humanely. . beyond, and the world outside of make the natural relationship 
But the "Optimism industry" is that.. between John and Kay sparkling . 
. far too guilty to offer Harrison Mmor characters. represent the in comparison to the hospital staff./ 
anything beyond the clinical real ~orld. ~nd while the part of Other characters in the play 
responses. The very exercise of Harrison _is almost dir~ctly contribute to the tension. 
their so-called professionalism is __ presentational, .th e mrnor Psychologists ·Dr. Paul Travers 
what makes him want to die. characters _succeed m a. subdued (Ted Pfeiffer) and Dr. Rachel Barr 
In one scene with Mrs. Boyle represent~t10!1 of the social order. (Maria Isaacs) offer testimony at a 
(Veronica Knapp), .. Harrison There is_ Sister Anderson, he_ad trial of life or death. Mrs. Eden 
· expJOaes at ner aetached coolness. - nurse._,Sohdly protrayed by _Lisa ( Katherine Lockhart) plays 
"Christ almighty, you're doing it Fo1;1tai1:1e, Si_ster Anderson ~e- prosecuting attorney opposite 
again. Listen to yourself, woman. I ma_m~ i_mparti~f to. !~e pro-choict: Philip Hill. · 
say something offensive·about you conflic~ .. He~ Job is ~e.ll defined; And while the Judge (Dennis 
· and you turn your professional her opm10n 1s not sohc1ted by the - Chase) ponders the final question, 
cheek. If you ·were human, if you other characters. . the audience sits enrapt, pleading 
were treating me as human, you'd . Dr_s. Emers_on and ~cott provide silently for victory. 
-tell me to fuck off. Can't you see an m~erestmg twist to the Joel Porter's portrayal of the 
that this is why I've decided that , professional angle: Dr. ~merson brave Harrison is tender, amusing, 
life isn't worth living? I am not has treated Hamson smce the and believable. It is worth rooting 
human .. :" - accident. He's pulled the man for __ . 
Despite this realization, the through the tra~edies of a And when the judge decrees that 
"optimism industry" is faithful to . shattered ~QdV, heahn_g all but the life is indeed a choice, the audience • 
keeping him alive. "He has such a ~evered spmal cho~d a~d, accord-> is thrown against the wall. To give_ 
bright mind: how could he want to ·mg to ~merson, his_. mmd. To _let . Harrison his choice means 
~nd his life?! _Dr. Scott asks. the patient choose his own destmy . watching a good friend che. 
Tracy Walker as Dr. Claire Scott debates the meaning of life · ~ith 
patient_ Ken Harrison, played by Joel Porter. 
Nohel pri~e poet visits 
By James Kirk . 
On Tuesday; May 4th, Czeslaw 
Milosz, the 1980 , Nobel Prize 
Winner, will read from his work at 
8:00 p.m. in L2 ,of Parsons Hall. 
The reading is co-sponsored by the 
UNH Writer's Series, The Office of 
President Handle-rand the Sidore 
Lecture Series. it will be an event 
not to be missed. 
Milosz was born in 1911 in 
Provincial Lithuania, an area that 
. had once J>een part of the great 
Lithuanian-Polish Republic 
which, m 1911, pelori.ged to 
Russia. 
Milosz was first -educated in 
Lithuania and later in the city of 
Wilno where he studied law-at the 
Stefan Batory University. h 1934-
35 he lived in Paris with his relative 
Oscar V. de L. Milosz. 
Then, 'in 1946, Milosz came to 
America as a cultural attache and 
during this period found' himself 
increasingly uncomfortable as an 
official of a country whose recently 
liberated cultural elite was being 
manipulated and oppressed for the 
sake of alien demands as the 
POET, page 17 
Man of-La-Mancha at .Theatre by .the Sea reverberant 
The Mam of La Mancha sings of hope. 
By Kevin Judy and Martha 
Thomas 
Aeschylus' Prometheus, Jesus 
Christ, and idealistic heros 
, throughout 1 the ages in fact and 
fiction have addressed the q ..iestion 
of might versus ri6ht, and now 
The_atre by the Sea, with its current 
:production of Man uf La Mancha, 
· is tackling the conflict. 
The musical oy Dale 
Wasserman, which opened Friday 
night, is an adaptation of 
: Cervantes' Don Quixote. 
The TBS cast performs the 
. material in a spirit which 
dramatizes the ancient conflict of 
might vs. right, while retaining the 
comedy of this classic hero's 
struggle. 
The play is set in a dungeon 
where thieves, murderers, and 
prostitutes await the Spanish 
Inquisition. 
- Cervantes (played by Jack 
Sevier) arrested for foreclosing on 
a church, during his career as a tax 
couector, is racea w1tn a mock tna"I 
·by his fellow prisoners. "You have 
been charged with being an 
idealist, a bad poet, and an honest 
man," says one inmate. 
Cervantes' defense is in the form 
of a tale--a tale of a man who sees 
honor and glory in a decayed land, 
beauty in the most base, a man 
who dreams "the impossible 
dream." 
Cervantes himself t~kes on the 
role of a country gentleman who 
claims to be Don Quixote, a k.night 
who fights windmills with 
Arthurian zeal, and sees a mighty 
fortress where only a . rough 
country inn stands. 
The rest of the tired looking 
prisoners come to life, donning the · 
costumes and characters necessary 
to help Cervantes with his story. 
The play is rarely subtle in 
presenting its theme: Don 
Quixote's sensitive, idealistic 
nature, and the brute forces of 
r·eality are in constant antagonism. 
The contrast is highlighted by his 
relationship with a whore, 
Aldonza, who bitterly declares 
that the world "is a dung heap and 
we are the maggots that crawl 
upon it." 
Aldonza's complaint against . 
Quixote is that he will not see her 
as she is, a vulgar, debased woman, 
living by her wits. Of course Don 
Quixote is unable to see her 
wretchedness, because for 
Quixote, all realities of the world, 
are transcended by his quest for 
truth, and as he asserts, "facts are 
the enemies of truth", and 
appearance is not reality."· Effort 
remains sublime, he says. The 
problem he faces is that effort, 
striving, the Quest, all that he 
holds in esteem, seems useless 
without results. In mocking the 
Quest, it can be shown to be at 
best, foolish, at worst, tragic. 
h is the foolishness that the 
comedy revolves a round. 
Accompanied at all times by his 
faithful, humble, half-witted man-
servant Sancho (played 
delightfully by Edmund Varrato) 
Quixote involves himself in 
ludicrous capers. He steals a brass 
shaving bowl from a protesting 
barber (Stefan Windroth), 
announcing it to be the Golden 
Helmet of Mambrino, and sets out 
to get himself dubbed a knight 
(Quixote sees no reason why he 
shouldn't be a knight, having all 
the qualities of one). Quixote 
continues to transcend reality--he 
sees an inn as a castle and the . 
innkeeper as the Lord, and having 
successfully def ended Aldonza 
against a team of muleteers, has 
the innkeeper dub him a knight, 
the Knight of the Woeful 
Countenance. 
The tragedy of his idealism is his 
confrontation with reality, as those 
who would destroy him surround 
him with mirrors (appearances), 
and h~ falls paralyzed to the 
_ ground. _It is onl~ _Aldonz~ who ~ 
revives him, by rec1t1µg the lm~s of 
his theme song, Impossible 
Dream, and revealing for the first 
time, her faith in Quixote's ideals. 
Man of La Mancha is such a rich 
musical that only requires the most 
basic acting and singing abilities to 
be successfully presented. And this 
the cast at TBS did. 
Though sometimes lacking 
sharp pace and sparkle, the 
production had its great strengths. 
Edmund Varratto as Sancho could 
not have been more perfect as 
Quixote's droll, rotund 
companion. and Nancy Ca Hman 
LA MANCHA, pag~ 17 
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Russian controlled Polish 
Communists assumed full power 
in the new state. • - , 
Had Milosz not been posted in 
America he might have severed his 
ties with the Polish communist 
regime at an earlier date. America, 
however, with its lack of direct 
experience of war, its postwar 
prosperity, and naive optimism did 
not offer Milosz any congenial 
alternative. He finally was forded 
to break his ties with the Polish 
Governmt>nt and became an exile 
in 1951. 
After his renouncement of the 
Polish Communist regime, M ilosz 
spent the rest of the decade i.n 
France. 
In 1960 Milosz was appointed 
Professor of Slavic Literature at 
the University of California at 
Berkley -- a position from which he 
only recently retired. In 1980 he. 
was awarded the Nobel Prize for 
Literature. 
Milosz's poetry, with it's clear 
sense of history and of himself as 
not only a participant but a victim, 
communicates as well as any other 
what it means to live in this age. 
Mr. Milosz is an essayist, 
novelist, poet, and translator. His 
books in English are: The Captive 
Mind, Postwar Polish Poetry: An 
AnthologJ;, Native Realm: A 
Search for Definition, Selected 
Poems of Zbigniew Herbert, 
translated with Peter Dale Scott, 
The History of Polish Literature, 
Selected Poems, and his most 
recent, Bells In Winter. 
His work, however, was not 
greatly accessible until recently 
when he was awarded the Nobel 
Prize for Literature. Most of us 
first came in contact with his work 
in 1976 when Charles Simic and 
Mark Strand co-edited and 
published an anthology of 17 _ 
European Jlnd South American 
Poets entitled, Another Repulic. 
In their co-written introduction 
to the anthology Strand and Simic 
said that Milosz's poetry is 
"'dominated · by historical 
consciousness" and that, like his 
- great predecessor, Cavafy, Milosz 
"understood perhaps better than 
any of his contemporaries that in 
history nothing changes but the 
names, that there are always the~ 
· victims and the oppressors." 
After reading Milosz's poetry 
and his fine translations of another 
Poet, Zbigniew Herbert, it is 
nearly impossible to deny that 
despite our utopian ideologies we 
live in a world of wars, famine, and 
· faithlessness. His , poetry bears 
tragic witness to the social and 
political events of his time and is 
"characterized by two modes .of 
self-expression: the lyric, which 
attempts to ennoble suffering and 
those who are victimized and 
estrainged; and the comic, which 
recongnizes the absurdity of 
individual destinies in the presence 
of the great abstractions of ' 
history." 
Although M ilosz shares the 
Romatic sense of hte poet's duty, 
he does not share their sense of 
Divine Mission. When Czeslaw 
Milosz hears the angels calling to 
him, the duty they impose on his 
life is no differerit than that of the 
common everyday man: "Day 
drews near/ another one/ do what 
you can." 
The aim of poetry, it seems, has 
been the exploration of man's 
moral predicament in an often 
diabolical universe. He is 
constantly testing the limits of 
faith and of despair. 
Czeslaw Milosz explores man's 
moral predicame1t in his poetry. 
------MIME------ LA MANCHA-----
During the intermission. 
Mueller said that he didn't know 
Arterberry before the perform-
ance, and that he hasn't had any 
training in theater. When asked if 
he was nervous being up on the 
stage, M ueJler said that he couldn't 
see the audience once he was up 
there. Will he ever go into mime as 
a profession'? 
"I don't think so," said Mueller. 
The second half of the 
performance was comprised of 
three selections. The first, entitled 
"Barfum and Max" was a clever 
piece about a man, played by J .J. 
Kepiarz, and his dog, played by 
Arterberry. 
Arterben-y's performance of the 
Stravinsky piece Renard made up 
(continued·from page 15) 
mo~t ol the ~cconJ ~1..'.l. l h!..'. cast 
included J.J. l.epairz as the goat. 
Melodie Hicks as the cat. Annie 
Loui as the cock. and Stephan 
Driscoll as Renard--the fox.. 
The evening ended with 
"Wal~ ing". performed by 
Arterberry. It was an absorbing 
piec·e, and even the cast of 
"Renard", who must have seen 
Arterberry do it many times. stood 
off-stage, spellbound. It began 
with a dim light and the sound of a 
_Moody blues poem. 
"Cold-hearted orb which rules 
the night, removes the colors from 
our sight. Red is grey and yellow 
white, but we decide which is right. 
And which. is an illusion." 
Then the sound switched to 
Flash 'N the Pan's version of 
MUB PUB. 
~ 
"Walkin' in the Ram." Arterberry 
i..:ntcn:d wearing all blad and 
carrying an umbrella . The lights 
changed to a hot pink-orange. and 
the music merged into another 
song by the same group. 
Clouds of dry-ice produced fog 
drilfrd around his feet. The 
combination of music and 
Arterberry's movements gave the 
piece an airy, ephemeral tone. 
Out of respect and awe for the 
performer, the audience remained 
silent and motionless as Arterberry 
performed his graceful imitations. 
They saved their appreciation for 
the end and showered on 
Arterberry the applause . he 
dese~ved for his excellent 
performance. His response'? 
fv!erely a smile and a silent bo·~ 
(continued from page 16) 
was passionate and sensuous in her The performance is enhanced by 
role as Aldonza the whore. Se\·icr\ an elaborate production. including 
Cervantes ' Don Quixote. seemedµ a pair · of am mated horses. and a 
bit flat in some of the musical huge staircase that is lowered from 
numbers, but his performance as the ceiling, effecting an 
the tormented hero was as it expansiveness of the set as 
should have been. characters descend and rise. 
Board of Directors 
You'll be am~d at all 
the opportunities and 
advantages the Army 
offers men and women 
with BSN degrees: Annual Meeting 
Tuesday, May 4th 
3:30 p.m. 
Graf ton Room, MUB 
Pub operation for 1981-82 academic year 
will be discussed. Election of MU B PUB 
officers to be held. 
OPEN TO ALL UNH STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY 
· • Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a lib~ 
eral vacation policy. · 
• Real opportunity for advancement and professional 
growth-every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer. · 
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation 
.course- to familiarize you with the Army Medical 
Department. 
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy. 
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching 
or additional education. · 
See if you qualify. 
Call collect to 
301-677-4891 
The Army ✓Nurse Corps. 
r--- -------~--------------------------- --7 
1 For inore information, write: ' 1 
: The Army Nurse Corps. , : 
: Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting : 
: Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755 : 
, : Name _______________________ : 
: Address------'-------------- Apt. __ l 
I I 
1 City, State, ZIP ___________________ 1 
I I 
1 Phone_--'------------------ Age __ 1 
1 CASS/NERRC I L--~--- - --------------------------------- _J 
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-- -By JOHN FRAZIER 
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By-JEFF MacNELL Y 
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BLOOM COUNTY 
No crossword puzzle today. 
when the EPA was at its foulest .. ~ 
when waste disposal was at its fullest ..• it was 
dumped 
n 





By GARRY TRUDEAU 
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YOU K/,IJIA/, lH/5 
HASGOT708c 
ON&OF7H&IA/Ol!ST 
PAYS OF MY llf&. 
---------
rl""'""----------
SIR! tu&'!<£ Jw~:f:ok 
60/N(3 IT. 7HANI< GOO 
PO/JIN! I'M S!ONW. 
-PARENTS-
< continued from page 1) 
;, 
Opportunity Grants, and State 
StudentJncentive Grants. The Pell 
Grant and College Work Study 
Programs are subject to reduction. 
Gauranteed Student Loans also 
may be substantially reduced. 
Smart said he has seen some 
apathy in everybody but said the 
association is more concerned with 
informing people than getting 
them angry. 
"The more people that get 
involved, the more response we'll 
get," he said. "We don't have a 
great deal ·of strength defending 
against financial aid cuts. The 
people who should be involved are 
the people that it will affect the 
most." 
· Smart said by the time the letter 
is published, the "budget will be 
pretty much settled," and they 
-''won't be able to change much." 
According to S~art, most 
middle income parents help their 
children, but students also help put 
themselves through school. 
"Parents don't pretend to be 
paying all the bills," he said. "Not 
very many studnts can find a job 
over the summer that will enable 
them 'to pay all their tuition costs. 
It's out of proportion," he said. 
Smart said the lack of student 
reaction is due to a "matter of 
timing." 
"Most students are concerned 
with accomplishing immediate 
things, like finals, rather than 
worrying about things that will 
affect them six months from now," 
he said. "'The realization hasn't hit 
them full-force. yet." 
Smart's advice to students is to 
"get your heads out of your books · 
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up for sale, but says only take-out 
restaurants, not sit-down, can 
reside in the area because of 
present zoning laws. 
•~1 had an . article for the 
(Durham) Planning Board to 
change the zoning amendments, 
but the articles got mixed up," · 
Smith said. 
The Durham Planning Board 
presented new zoning amendments 
in March thro11gh two obligatory 
town meetings. 
One amendment would allow 
sit-down restaurants, an4 the other 
would allow retail stores that sell 
alcohol to open. One amendment 
was passed and the other defeated. 
However, due to a mix-up in the 
numbering of the two amendments, 
· it wasn't clear which was passed 
and which defeated. 1 
Therefore, at the April 14th 
· meeting, Planning Board members 
· presented the new amendments 
separately, and six Durham 
residents showed up for the public 
hearing to speak up against both 
sit-down restaurants and retail 
stores that can sell liquor. 
The two amendments were 
forwarded by the Board to be · 
presented at another public 
hearing bn May 5th at 7:30 p.m. in 
town offices. 
Durham resident, Professor 
Holmer Bechtell, said fast-food 
restaurants would only take 
business away from restaurants on 
Main Street. 
But when asked if other 
restaurants would hurt Tally-Ho's 
business, Manager Joe Souza said, 
"I don't know. Competition is 
competition. It's up the town to 
decide. If they want to let them in--
let them in. I have no control over 
it." 
Although he would like to have 
no more retail stores open in the 
area, Armand Vallee, better 
known as Jodi of Jodi's on Main 
Street, said, "It's a free c~un_try." 
- ( continued from _page 1) 
"I wish ~hop and ~ave, 
Community Market, and Pettee 
Brook · Market didn't sell beer, 
wine or cigarettes either," Vallee 
said. "But I only have one reason I 
don't want other stores opening, 
and it's a selfish one." 
Durham residents Jim and 
Johanne Jelmberg were at the-
towri meeting opposing the new 
amendments because they said any 
more restaurants would make an 
already bad problem of litter, 
worse. 
Mr. Jelmberg said, "Consider-
ing the track record of the 
University of New Hampshire, 
which is not impressive, I can 
imagine the volume of litter that 
would be on our driveway if this 
goes through. 
As a teacher of nutrition, 
Jelmberg is also concerned that the 
building of more fast-food 
restaurants will promote junk-
food eating. He said the 
community of Durham is only 
giving more allowance for junk-
food if these amendments pass. 
Bechtell, in regard to the second 
amendment, which would allow 
alcohol to be sold in Gasoline 
Alley, ·said that Durham should 
stop selling liquor anywhere in 
- town, at least, should not expand 
the number of stores where alcohol 
is sold. 
But Attorney Stephen White, 
said no matter how many stores 
sell beer and wine, the dirnkng 
. level is going to continue at the 
· same rate. 
A retail store selling alcohol on 
Route 108 would be convenient for 
people who don't want to fight 
traffic on Main Street, he said. 
Sherwin agrees an area store 
would be convenient. "A 
convenience store that sells milk 
and stuff--yes, I could see. I can 
never park at Community Market, 
even when the students are gone." 
But resident Barbara Mullins 
said, "I don't think '!le need· 
anymore places that sell hquor; we 
have an ample supply already." 
Mullins also says she is denintely 
against the amendments which 
would allow restaurants or retail 
stores to open before construction 
nas been completed along the 
road. 
"Until sidewalks are put in, I 
don't think anything should be 
done," she said. 
Planning Board.member, Dave 
Walker, said at the town meeting 
that DurI~am is in the process of 
selecting a consultant . for the · 
redesign of the . road along 
Gasoline Alley. Theis construction 
will include sidewalks and lighting, 
but will not begin until 1985 or '86. 
-FESTIVAL-
( continued from page 2) 
of intercultural understanding, 
and_ . cultiv~tion of fri~n.dship 
. between the peoples of the world 
are the objectives of I.S.O.," 
Daldbec said. 
The International Festival is one 
of many events the I.S.O. hosts 
each year. · 
Friday, April 30, the festival will 
continue with several events 
including a self defense 
demonstration, a film on women's 
accomplishments around the 
world, and the movie, "The · 
African Queen." . 
An international dinner held 
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. in the 
Catholic Student Center will bring 
~ close fo the f es ti val. 
Howto 
do well in 
Economy Class 
Simple. Fly Capitol Air's Economy Class. Our 
fares are the lowest of any scheduled airline so 
you can use the money you save for lots of · 
other things. Like a Eurail pass if you fly us to 
Brussels, Frankfurt or Zurich. More time in the 
sun if you're headed for Miami, San Juan or 
Puerto Plata. Or for even more fun in New York, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago or Boston. 
And, if you want to fly to Europe this summer 
at lower winter fares, fly Capitol. Just make your 
reservation and purchase your tickets now and 
we'll honor them even when our highest sum..: 
mer fares are in effect 
So if you want to do well in Economy Class, 
fly Capitol's. 
For reservations, call your Travel Agent or 
Capitol at 800-223-6365 or 800-621-5330 
No one makes Economy Class 
as economical ~s we· do. 
-'~tfjf.ffiifJi_fB 
THE LOWEST FARES 




(A PAID POSITION) 
UNVEILING YOUR HEALING POTENTIAL 
isn't something miraculous or mysterious but is natural 
once we begin to see that we are open energy systems. 
Work in Kirlian photography gives graphic verification 
of this pulsing corona that extends beyond physical form. 
With some training almost anyone can learn to feei 
the energy field that surrounds the human body and to 
effectively transfer this vitalizing energy to bring 
relaxation and a ·hightened sense of well being and to 
speed the regenerative processes of the body. 
Kirlian Slides and lecture on the Creative Touch by:. 
DENNIS BROWN 
TUESDAY, MAY 4 7:30 PM 
HORTON S.S.C. ROOM 304 
Society for Wholistic Living 
Applications now available in 
Rm. 126 MUB~ Apllication 
Deadline is Fri., May 7t];i. • 
~ .. ... 
Duties involve coordination of 
food and beverage and programming 
activities in the -MUB PUB. 
PAGE TWENTY 
Apartments for Rent 
Summer Sublet only 1.5 miles from 
campus. 1st stop on Dover A bus. · 2 
bedrooms, furnished, full big kitchen and 
bathroom. Good sized living room .· 
$275/ month (negotiable) Call soon! 
, (Keep trying) ,Alison 868-9781 ; 2-1925; 
2-2379. 
Summer Sublet offered in the Coops 
(Durham) $100 a month (1 May - 1 Sept.) 
Call 868-2910 or 868-5372. 
Durham Summer Sublet. behind SAE. 
Partially furnished. 2 bedrooms, living 
room, full kitchen . Possible fall option. 
Reny very negotiable. Call 868-1895. 5/7 
Durham Summer Sublet, 3 persens, 
semi-furnished, convenient location 
(Madbury rd) Off road parking, washer 
and dryer, $300per month. Contact Steve 
or Eric 868-9898. 
Summer Sublet in Durham for4people, 3 
bedrooms, large kitchen, living room and 
bath . Excellent location near Mill Pond, 
walking distance to class and to shop. 
Available June 1 Price negotiable. Call 
868-9792. rms. 226 or 203. 5/7 
Durham Summer Sublet : Located within 
walking distance to downtown Durham. 
On Bagdad Rd. off of Madbury. Furnished, 
including , pots.pans etc ... w / 25 ' TV 
console. Looking for 3 or 4 people. Call 
Mike or Mark after 6:00 and we'll dicuss 
price. 5/7 
Durham Summer Sublet-The Coops-
One bedroom, large living room . 
100/ month/ per person. Call Bobbie / 
Becca 868-9732. 
Summer Subelt / Fall option : Newmarket 
1 minute walk to K-Van 1 bedroom. 1 or 2 
persons (ideal for couple). Availble June 
1st or before if necessary. Please call for 
more info. 659-2794. 5/ 4 
Newmarket-Quiet, rural 2 story/ 2 bdrm 
apt. $340/ mo. plus util. (Low heat costs) 
Near Kari -Van, no pets. non smokers. 
659-2531 . Keep trying. 
Summer Sublet: 4 bedroom duplex in 
Dover (3 people wanted) Rent is only 
$100/ person & utilities from June 1st to 
August 30th. Partially furnished, newly 
renovated. Large kitchen, living room and 
private bedrooms on Kari-Van route. Call 
Deb or Beth at 2-2172 or 868-9787. 5/ 4 
Wanted: 21-23 inch frame 10 speed bike. 
Price negotiable. Call Tom Terhune or 
Nancy Payne at 868-9662 or 2-1164. 5/ 4 
Working in Newmarket this summer? 
Roommate wanted to sublet downtown 
apartmef!t during summer months. 
$125 / mo. heat included. You pay 
electricity. For more information call Mike 
or Randy at night 659-5281 . 5/ 4 · 
Summer Sublet - Durham - "The Coops" 
(Dennison Rd.) 2 bedroom apt. w / kitchen, 
livingroom w / fireplace, and balcony .. 
Furnished - cheap price - call Sue or 
Suzanne 868-5923. Available for 3 
females. 
We are looking for a summer housemate. 
Located next to Tin Palace, our house has 
a sunning roof. great view and you will 
have your own furnished room (that's . 
great for plants). only $94.00 per month . 
Call 868-1198 anytime. 
Housing in the Coops (Durham). Two 
roommates needed from 1 June for a one 
year lease, $135 (approx.) · per month, 
male or female, no pets, no smokers, call 
Mike 868-5372. 5/ 4 
Dover - Westgate Vig, Summer 
Sublet / Fall option. 2 bedrm apt. roomy 
enough -for 3. Rtmt $265 mo, plus heat 
and electricity & Security deposit. No 
pets. 4 miles to campus on K-Van route. 
Available 5/22!!! Calf Carolyn 742-7639. 
5/ 4 
Dover 1-2 roommates wanted Park St. on 
K-Van. Furnished 1 year lease desired, 
but will negotiate. $100 per month . Call 
749-4719 ask for Jim. 5/ 4 
Summer sublet in Durham-Right on 
campus. 1 bedroom, furnished, 
w .w ./carpet,· rent negotiable. Garrison 
Ave-Behind SAE. Call soon!! Alsion 2-
1925; 2-2379; 868-9781 . 5/ 7 
Summer Sublet Wanted : Law student 
seeks studio or 1 bdrm in Durham-
Portsmouth area from May 15 to Aug 31 . 
Reliable, have references. Please call 
Carin Fischer. (617) 735-9195. 5/7 
Boston Summer Sublet : 2 bedrom, 
furnished on Brighton Ave. in Allston. 
Very convenient to downtown, public 
trans at front door. Avail. May 20-Aug 31 . 
Call Carin Fischer at (617) 735-9195. 5/7 
Durham Summer Sublet. in the Ghetto-
Garrison Ave. 2 bdrm ., living room. 
kitchen. bath. partially furnished . Ideal for 
4 people. Reasonable pr ice - available 
after finals . Call 742 -4625 after 5:00 Ask 
for Vivian or leave message. 
Rooms for rent: York Beach, Me. Sii,gle 
rooms, $35 .00 per week, at Short Sands 
Beach; may thru Septs . 1-207-363-2859. 
5/7 
Help! Looking for an apartment or house 
within walking distance to campus. There 
are 4 of us - needed for next year . Call 
Jennifer or Cal at 868-2102 - best time is 
after 6. 
2 bedroom apt in Newmarket-t·,Town line 
4 miles from campus. Quietl'oui.lding in 
nice setting on Kari-Van 8te. Wall-To-
Wa 11 carpet , cats o.k '.' .. available 
· .immediately. C-111 Nancy 6q.91.p052 or 
· Lorraine 659-2303. ·•· 
f (·; l,.Y, 
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;:,ruaio Apartment, !:> minute walk -lo 
campus. Available June. Call 868-2983. 
517 . 
Female roommate needed to share a 2 
bedroom apartment for summer only. 
Includes own bedroom, living room, 
kitchen and pool. A relaxed country 
setting, directly on Kari -Van route in 
Dover. ony 4 miles from Durham. $150 
per month. Call 749-3507 anytime if 
interested. 
Durham Summer Sublet available . 
Excellent location just three blocks from 
T-Hall. Clean, quiet, all modern 
conveniences. wash/ dry. One bedroom. 
spacious living room, ideal for two, 
especially professors or graduate 
students. Rent negotiable. Call Zan 
(Suzanne) at 868-9884. 
Summer Sublet in Dover. 7 Room house 
1 ½ miles from Durham. The house is 
located on the first stop of the Dover A 
Kari-Van Ideal size and spot. Rent is 
negotiable. Call either 868-9744 and ask 
for Bill Specker or .868-9814 and ask for 
Steve Parker. you can also stop by the 
New Hampshire advertising office to see 
Steve. 5/7· 
Summer Sublet only 1.5 miles from 
campus. 1st stop on Dover A bus. 2 
bedrooms, furnished. full big kitchen and 
bathroom . Good · sized living room . 
$275/ month (negotiable) Call soon! 
(Keep trying) Alison 868-9781; 2- 1925; 
2-237~ 
$100/ month / person SUMMER SUBLET. 
includes everything . In Dover. 4 
bedrooms. full kitchen, living room, dining 
room, breezy porch, partially furnished, 
on Kari-Van route. Nice neighborhood, 
close to downtown. Rent negiotiable. Jen -
868-9804. Car·ol 868-9789 or Scott 742-
2096. Don't need four people to 
rent.4 / 30 
Summer Sublet Vii / fall option. 3 bedroom 
apt . in Lee needs 1 roomate 
$75/ month/ person includes all utilities. 
Country setting and fireplace . Call Henry 
or Dave 868-2614.5/7 
DURHAM SUMMER SUBLET: Webster 
House. Great location-walking distance 
to campus and downtown . F.ully 
furnished. Call Melinda at 868-9897 or 
862-3283. 5/7 
Summer sublet / fall option. Newmarket, 
Sliding Rock Apartment. 2 Bedroom, wall 
to wall carpeting, walk-in closets. On 
Kari-Van Route, 5 mins to Durham. 
Tennis court, washer /dryer. Porch, 
private storage shed, ample parking, 
baseball field. Available May 26, call 659-
6098. $300/ month.5/ 7 
Summer Rooms rental in Durham . 
Walking distance. No smokers . Limited 
cooking. $110.00 per month . call 868-
1042. 5/ 4 
Summer Sublet w / fall option, 
Newmarket. Roomy 4 bedroom apt. Space 
available for up to 3. $100/ month & 
utilities. Call Jana Evenings 659-5956. 
5 / 4 
Summer Sublet w / Fall option. 3 bedroom 
apt . in Lee needs 1 roommate. 
$75 / month/ person includes all utilities. 
Country setting & fireplace. Call Henry or 
Dave 868-2614. 5/7 
$100/ mon'th / person Summer Sublet 
includes everything. In Dover, 4 
"bedrooms, Full kitchen, living room. 
dining room,• breezy ·porch, partially 
furnished, on Kari •Van route. Nice 
neighborhood, close to downtown. Rent 
negotiable. Jen 868-9804, Carol 868-
9789 or Scott 742-2096. Dant' need four 
people to rent. 5/ 4 
Live at the Villa Maria, Durham 's own 
vineyard. Mill Road, a two minute walk to 
T-Hall. ' Sublime atmosphere for the 
summer months. Six single bedrooms 
available ... You won't want to miss this 
chance!! Rent negotiable. Call 868-1145 
and leave name and number. 5 / 7 
Summer Rooms Rental in Durham. 
Walking distance. No smokers. Limited 
cooking. $110.00 per month. Call 868-
1042.4 / 30 
::iummer Sublet - one roommate ~;;~t~d 
to share house in Durham. close to 
Downtown, $175/ mo. utilities included. 
Call 2-2454or 868-9743 and ask for Mike 
or Derinis in Rm. 239 for more info. 
Sumn1er s·ublet : Just 5 minutes -by car 
from campus. Large enough for 3 or 4 
people . Partially furnished . Two 
bedrooms, living room, kitchen and 
bathroom . Plenty of parking . Quiet 
sett ing. Just $278/ mo. ($69.50 per 
person). Available end of May. Call 868-
5858. 5/7 
Summer Sublet: 2 bedroom arpt. Pulaski 
Drive, just outside Newmarket (on Kari-
Van route) completely furnished , 
available after 5 / 20 . approx . 
$250/ month . Call 659 -6195. 5/ 4 
Summer Sublet offered in the Coops 
(Durham) $100 ~ month ( 1 May -1 Sept.) 
Ca 
Summ e r Subl e t w . f a ll option . 
Newmarket . Roomy 4 bedroom apt. Space 
ava ilable for up to 3. $100/ month plus 
utilities. Call Jana Even ings 659 -
5950 4. / ?~ 
Summer Rooms for Rent at Alpha Gamma 
Rho. Co-Ed Habitation with all privileges 





FOR SALE: Reel to Reel: Akai 4000, like 
new. 150 blank tapes/bulk eraser free. 
868-9650. Ask for Peter Lewis. 5/4 
One Royal manual typewrite for sale 
cheap. brand new, have to unload now. 
868-9650, ask for Peter Lewis. 5/4 
Yamaha tennis raquetwith new Prince 
synthetic gut for sale half price. 868-
9650, ask for Peter Lewis. 5/ 4 
Lobster trap tables are a great.aaa1t1on to 
a dorm room or apartment only $75.001 
Custom made. Order Now and recieve 
next fall. 5/7 
2 refrigerators for sale (both are in decent 
condition). $35 or best offer. Call Anita or 
Tom at 862-1972. Leave a message. 5/ 4 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Courier-Small truck 
with custom -camper shell, mag wheels, 
no rust, runs great asking $995. Call 868- · 
1348. 5/4 
Motorcycle: 1974 Suxuki GT 250 Green 
and White mint condition with added 
windshield and helmet. $4 75.00. Call Joe 
862-1290 . 
Waterbed included: mattress. liner, 
heater, frame, sheets: $ l 25. Call Pam 
868-1138.4 / 30 
For Sale :. - Versatile, framus acoust ic 
guitar with soft case. $60.00 Call 868-
2925 after 7 :00.4/ 3(' 
For Sale: HP-4IC - Just back from factory, 
like new, 3 new ROM's, new keyboard. 
$175.00 Call 332-9218 (Rochester) 
Overhead Garage Door 7' x 8' 6 panes of 
glass 13½ x 16½ ea. 2 need replacing. 
- $75.00 Call 742-3570 after 5:30 p.m. 
Dog House 25" x 2.5" x 22" (Tapers to 
19" ) Roof overhang· 36" x 36" on hinge 
for opening. Removaele partition for 
summer use $10.00. 742-3570after 5:30 
_;:. _-;:Servtc;;:;~~"~==•==nd==lt=· epa;;;;;:i;:fl:~_l_~--- Jo_s-t--o-n~Ot:: : ::caJI 3._J , 
TYPl~G--Fas~ & accurate service. contains -my health and well-being and 
Experienced in typing theses, term memories for my old age. If found please 
papers, letters, resumes etc. using office- . contact Lynn at 659-3750 or call the 
stY!e typewriter. Three typefaces music office at 862-2404 and leave a 
avail_able. Call Dover 742-6643 for further message. Reward offered. 5 / 4 
. details. Reasonable rates.5/ 7. 
Splitting for exotic places· tn1s -summer · I ~; l~ 
with more time o-n your hands than Persona· ls ., , 
· money? We can help you conserve that 
money on air transportation costs so you 
can put it into good times on the ground. If ---------:-----,/ 
you 're headed out of the country, give us a 
call and let out 12 years of experience in 
service to the young, budget conscious, 
international traveler go to work for you . 
We know all the tricks. Vikings. Call (212) 
867-6070. or Toll Free (800)223-6130. 
5/7 
Typing : In Durham, close to campus. 
80¢ / page DS . Call Karen eves , 
weekends. 868-?'-'U:i 517 
TYPING : In Durham, close to campus · 
BOC / page DS . Call Karen eves · 
weekends, 868-2538.5/7 ' 
Typing done in my home; IBM Selectric 
typewriter. Tel. 742-4704. 5/ 7 
E. Hopper House Pa inters-Experienced, 
artistically industrious students will do 
everything required to beautify and 
protect your investment. No job to small. 
Free estimates. Call evenings 749-5131 . 
5/7 
.FACULTY-Students will scrape, prime, 
paint and do anything else required to 
protect your investsment. No job to small. 
Free estimates. Call evenings E. Hopper 
House Painters. 749-5131 .5/ 7 
Moonlight VIKING SUN BOOZE CRUISE 
with Ben Baldwin on May 11, last day of 
classes. 7:30 p.m.--semi-formal. End the 
year with a toast--- . Call Laura, Beth, 
Patty (868-7050). Tickets on sale MUB 
cafeteria, Tues. and Thurs. 11 :30-2.4/30. · 
OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer / year round. 
EtJrope, S. America, Australia, Asia. All 
f ields.$500-$1200-monthly.Sightseeing . 
Free info.Write IJC Box 52-N.H. Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625.5 / 4 
Deb-I'm glacl you're feeling better. This 
weekend should be great, I'm looking 
forward to it.-D . 
Karen, Wen_dy, Addie, Liz and Diane-Hi. 
. You're so pretty (Yee, hee). I didn't want 
any of you to feel left out, so stay out of the 
hot·sun.-D 
Ka Koo Koo Koo Koo Koo Koo Koo ... Ka Koo 
Koo Koo Koo Koo Koo Koo - Stogie 
p.m. CAR REPAIRS-done by a qualified UNH 
Juliett Stero 2 speakers, turntable 8 track students at reasonable prices. Tune-ups, 
AM / FM receiver , one component water pumps, starters_ etc . Have 
$60.00. Call 742-3570 after 5:30 p.m. references, Same day service. Call John 
RRR-fi~37. 5 / 4 
Audi-I can't thank you enough for my 
surprise Wednesday I Hotdogs and 
peanuts, kahlua and fudgecicles, and best 
of all - YOUI I'm REALLY sorry your jinx 
turned out to be worse than mine. Thank 
you again for thinking of me and being 
such a wonderful personl I love youl! -
Your adoring Co-pilot 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will 
be holding auditions for next year'_s group 
this Monday, May 3 at 8:00 p.m. in room 
M223 in PCAC. Try out for a piece of the 
Gents "Good Singing and good Times ... 
This meeting is organizational with actual 
auditions Tues. and Wed., but It Is 
nP.r.P.ss::irv 
FMC Bolens 22 5 HP Rotary Self Propelled ) --··----------.. 
Lawn Mower/ Mulcher $150.00. Sells I ][l]f 
new for $329.00. Excellent shape 742- Help Wante~ 
_3570 after 5:30 p.m. 
For Sale : Versatile, Framus acoustic ---------------'. _, ' 
guitar withs soft case. $60.00 Call 868-
2925 after 7 :00. 
Waterbed-lncluded : mattress, liner, 
heater, frame, sheets, $125 . Call Pam 
868-1138. 
1975 Honda CB360T Excellent Condition 
17,000 miles all the extras-includes 
cover . $775. Call 659-2583. 5 / 4 
Motorcycle for sale : 1 ff79 Kawakaki 650 
Mint conidtion, Low milage, Kerker and , 
many other extras; Must sell, no 
reasonable offer refused. Call Dave at 
868-5429. . ---:-
1979 Honda XL - 250 excellent condition 
asking $650 or best offer. Call 742-7862. 
5 / 4 
6 month old FM / AM Stereo Cassette 
· Recorder Sony CFS ·66; Brand new and 
excellent stuff!! $250 or less Ph. # 868-
9662 or 2-1164 or 2-1163 Room 106. 
For Sale: Jansport D3 pack, purchased 
last spring, hardly used: Excellent shape. 
Will give it away for $95. Dave 436-8879 
(Leave a message.) 
For Sale: Women's all leath_er jacket. 
Worn only once or twice; sixe 9 / 10. Rust 
colored with gathered waist and belt. Very 
attractive and well -made. $125 originally; 
will talk . Call Susan weekdays 862-2040; 
749-4546 weekeves and weekends. 
For Sale-Kiron 80-200 F/ 4 Zoom and 1.5 
x Match Mate - Call Tim Skeer at 862-
1126 - Canon Mount. 5/7 
~ L----------Autos for Sale 
For sale : '76 SAAB tan 2-door sedan. 
Reliable transportation with lots of 
pickup. Solid body. New tires. Original 
owner . Call Pat days 8_62-2750 or eves. 
(207) 384-5203. Asking $2,800. 5/7 
Firebird Formula, 35K miles, AM - FM. 
sky blue, white int. 4 speed, immac. 
$5, 100/ 80. John Rm. 103. 2-1586. 5/7 
'76 VW Sirocco Asking $2,500CalITrip at 
868-1821 or 868-9723. Leave name and 
number if not there. 5/ 4 
Classic Volvo '122-2DR. Navy blue sedan . 
Standard drive, sound engine. excellent 
brakes, spare studded snow tires, needs 
minor body work. Moving to Calif. in May; 
must sacrifice this vintage car . Asking 
$1100 or best offer. Call Charlie 10-12 
p.m. or before 10 a.m. (903) 431 -
3914.5/7 
For Sale: FIAT 128 SL Sport-front wheel 
drive; new battery, exhaust system, 
alternator, voltage regulator, shocks, and 
much more. Good AM / FM stereo/ 
cassette and 8 track system. Good gas 
mileage. Must sell to go x-country. BEST 
OFFER. Call Sheila at 868-9780. 5 / 4 
1972 BMW 2002, 4 speed. New paint job. 
New undercoating, new exhaust system. 
Strong engine. Worth more but I need to 
sell. '$2995.00 Call in Epping at (603) 
659-.6215 evenings before 9 p.m. Keep 
tryin~. 
Moving must sell 1973 SAAB w / pioneer 
AM / FM tape deck, radials, body in great 
shape, needs some engine work. Call Ann 
2-3734 (work) or 431 -3634 if interested. 
5/ 4 
Boys Camp (54th year) in New England 
invites applicants for Counselor positions. 
Separate specialties : Canoeing, water-
. skiing. fishing, tennis, baseball, ceramics, 
street hockey, weight training, ham radio. 
Other opening . Extra June work available. 
Send full details to Joe Kruger, Camp 
Mah-Kee-Nae, 20 Allen Court, South 
Orange, N.J . 07079.5/7 
Reward for Information leading to help 
with a grueling Living World Course. Call 
742-7986.5/ 4 
Educational Talent Search, a federal 
pro~ram helping disadvantaged NH 
res1aents with college plans, is looking for 
work-study students for the summer. Job 
involves contacting college admissions 
and financial aid personnel via mail and 
telephone as well as helping college-
bound high school students and 
graduates plan for post-secondary 
education. A good opportunity to gain 
communications skills and a knowledge 
of resources. Contact Carolyn Julian at 
862-1562 or apply at Robinson House, 
Rosemary Lane. Pay rate is $3.75 per 
hour with option to continue through the 
school year . 5/ 4 
WORK STUDY -Wanttoworkoutsidethis 
summer? Plant Science needs work study 
students to help Dept. researchers. Call 2-
1205.4/ 30 
Gilford yacht sales (on Lake 
Winnipesaukee-Gilford, N.H. Looking for 
:1 skilled woodworker for boat repairs. If 
nterested, call; Tom 253-7635. Eve. after 
p.m.4/30 
Wanted : Bass player to complete the 
format ion of a Rock Band. Now includes 
female vocalist. Lead guitarist. and a 
drummer. wlill be playing Heart, Par 
Ben itar, Led Zeplin. Foreigner. Journey, 
etc. Several jobs line uo. 5/ 4. 
Help Wanted-Work Study student to work 
as clerk receptionist in the New England 
Center Administration building from July 
5 thru August 20. Hours are 8:00 - 4 :30 
Monday thru Friday . Job includes 
answering telephones, sorting mail , 
some bookeeping. Call Janet Doty at 862-
1900. 
Help Wanted-Work Study student to work 
full time as a clerk / typist in the NECCE 
UNH Conference Office from May 24-J hru 
September 3. Job includes processing 
registrations for. summer conferences, 
typing rosters, name badges and other 
aspects of coordingating conferences. 
Call Janet Doty at 862-2018. 
W anted: Three Enthusiastic work / study 
students to fill personnel coordinator 
positions in MUB for '82- '83 year. Apply 
now in student act iviti es office . Rm. 322 
MUB For information see Mary or Deb 
during office hours . 5/ 7 
Wanted: UNH students to donate a few 
dimes to charity . Help us make a mile of 
dimes along Main Street Durham on Sat 
May 1st from 12-3 pm. Br ing your dimes 
and lay your money on the line. Proceeds 
to NH Heart Associat ion and Durham 
250th Anniversary Fund. 
Earn up to $500 or more each year 
beginning September for 1-3 years. Set 
your own hours"-- Monthly payments for 
placing posters on campus . Bonus based 
on results . Prizes awarded as well. (800) 
5l6-0883i5/.4 · · 
DON'T MISS THE BOAT! VIKING SUN 
BOOZE CRUISE--featuring BEN 
BALDWIN. OJ1 May 11th, last day of 
classes. 7:30--semi-formal. Call Laura, 
Beth, Patty, 868-7050. Buy now at the 
MUB cafeteria Tues. or Thurs. 11 :30~ 
?•()() 4. / ::10 . . 
SPRINGTIME IN THE ALPS: Students 
from Hotel 667 present this elegant 
evening of Swiss Cuisine and 
Entertain'ment . Gr an ite State Room, 
Memorial Union. 6:30 p.m . Admission : 
$14.00. Tickets available at the Memorial 
Union Ticket Office 10 a.m.-4 p.m. -
Monday through Friday . Telephone 862-
2290.5/ 1 
Yard Sale benefiting Lee Co-Op Nursery 
LSchool to be held at Lee Church 
Congregastional on Mast Road oh May 8 
from 10-3 rain or shine. Used items, 
plants, baked goods for Mother's Day, 
clothing, raffle. 5 / 7 
Debini-I can't believe the whole year has 
gone by and not one S N at the M! I'm 
gonna miss you after this year but Boston 
(that goodol' FunkyTown)won'tbetoofar 
away to visit. Say "hi" to The Baby for meJ 
Love ya, Fellini 
Andy Thibideau-Take a suck pill. 
EVERYTHING YOU'VE ALWAYS 
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT ... SAJLING, 
BUT WERE AFRAID TO .ASK!! The UNH 
Sailing Team has the answers. Lessons at 
the Great Bay on April 30, May 1 & 2. 9-
12, 1-4. Come to the Field House or call 
for info 862-2031 .4/30. 
GO FLY A KITE at the First Annual Kite 
Festival on Sunday at 12:30, Wallis Sands 
State Park, Rte. 1 A in Rye. Creative prizes 
for ·the best dressed kite flyer, best-kite 
crash and many others. $2 entry fee. 
Bring a kite, bring a friend, bring a picnic. 
Gooa News! The Cat 's Closet is saleing 
away in the MUB starting May_ 1. Come 
get a good deal on all the extra items we 
have!4/ 30 
Have you ever heard the ~?'pressio,n 
. "SAILORS HAVE MORE FUN, well, It s 
TRUE, you too can learn from the UNH 
Sailing Team on April 30, May 1st and 
May 2nd, 9-12, 1-4. Come to the Club 
sports office to sign up or call 862-2031 
, for info.4/ 30. 
Happy Birthday- Donna - Sconna!! The 
sweetie in rm . 311 It's been a fun year but 
next year will be even better living as one 
big happy family . Get psyched!! we're all 
goin·g to get down on it this weekend so 
get ready for a wicked excellent time. L<:>ve 
ya. your new Y.D. Roommates. 
Wanted :. Camouflage clothing, Jackets 
and pants, u·.s. and foreign issue. Good 
Prices. Call Jon in 612 at 2-213.8 or 868-
9826. 
Does a blue sparkling ocean, salt air_ in 
your hair and a cool easternly wind 
EXCITE you? The UNH Sailing Team has 
the ANSWER. SAILING LESSONS on 
April 30, May 1st and May 2nd, _9-12, 1-4. 
Sign· up at the Club sports office or call 
RM-2031 for info.4/ 30. 
Manny, Joe-Chris, Donaldo, Janet. Rudi, 
M.J.. Manolata. Creestoefir, Jerry, 
Davido, Johanos, Char-less, Gilos, Dan, 
Van, and. Cathy. New wave extravaganza 
in Sarafoga ~ - .,be there. Stay tuned. 
Zotnam. ' '·, · • 
Larry, Lori , Davyanne, Ann, Glenn, 
Wayne: Get psyched for our all-night 
beach trip! It's less than a week away I We 
didn't make it al I-night last week, but we ' II 
see the sun rise this time. It should be an 
excellent last fling for our 'family' of 
friends. We'll have pancakes with real 
maple syurup when we return to 
complete the trip! Also, thanks so much 
for making my semester in T-school great! 
You're all terrific friends!! Love ya, Linda. 
HEY ALL YOU PANCAKE LOVERS!!! 
Come and get the BEST pancakes at the 
Delta Zeta Pancake breakfast this Sunday 
morning, May 2, 9:00 a.m. until 12:30 
p.m. at the Delta Zeta Sorority House. 
:rickets are $ 2.00 and available from any 
DZ pledge or at the door. 
Russ- the doctor 's bill is in- you owe me 
$25 for the toes you damaged Saturday 
night. Bet you didn 't think I'd send it? 
Wrong! PS- Thanks guys for a fun time at 
the Spring Fling. We want copies of the 
pictures of the dancing in the hall. Linda 
and M-L. 
Action : congratulations again for pulling 
through a long haul this semester. I knew 
you could do it. You and Alpha Chi are the 
balls, and I hope the Radisson feels the 
same way when they send out the bill for 
· "hotel abuse." Thanks for everything, 
Love, Mark. 
" Quickie": I had the ballsiest, ballsiest 
time at your PD. Didn't we have fun 
destroying the place and throwing up all 
over the room I hope we can have some 
more good times like that ... thanks for .. 
well, you know. A frat friend. 
JB: I've got a great little surprise to show 
ya! Stop by 331 asap. 
TT: What will Reagan do without you this 
weekend? Looking forward to dacquiris 
and dancing at the Margate ... Love, SGT 
Mark, Jon and Anne: Get psyched to party 
in the "Swinging Single" tomorrow ... No 
One Poops Out! 
To my honey tom : thanks for keeping me 
company on Saturday, pizza and beers 
wouldn't have tasted better with anyone 
else. You'll make someone a great 
husband someday! F.W . P.S. Save me a 
few dances this weekend, will ya? 
L- Congradulations! I knew it would 
happen sooner or later. But you had better 
make that telephone call or I'll kill you!! 
We only have a couple more weekends 
left here, but then I'll be bugging you at 
the beach. I can'twait --we ' II be smiling all . 
summer long. But we'll all have todo it up 
one more time this semester. Love ya-K. 
Ugly- only a couple more weeks left to 
give out those bifls and to haze those 
pledges. We may be the only return ing 
sisters next semester. Cheer up!! This 
Sat. night is the girls night out on the 
town . Let's end this semster with a bang! 
Love and ugliness forever - a particularly 
ugly person . 
Robin Fowa- Get psyched for a wild 
weekend in Laconia . Bring your frisbee! 
Two nights in a row, will we ever get any 
sleep? 
Ph il W .- In all probability we will have a 
fantastic time this weekend . Don't forget 
to bring your stats book. Get psyched! 
Your Big Bro. 
Deb M - Get psyched for a really awesome 
time th is weekend. Don't forget your 
bikini . Jim. 
Deb Metcalf- they say the first time is 
always the best! But some people like 
strawberries on their cake, not cherries. 
Experience counts; it can't hurt! Have a 
great time this weekend. 
Al- I hope you are ready for a great time 
this weekend & in the future . -Big Bro 
MARY-HELEN CRABB, Good luck 
tomorrow in Worcester . I hope your boat 
can replace that big goose egg in the win 
column . I'm sure you will without the 
BARGE! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! To anyone born on 
the d~y BONNUE & CL YOE stole their last 
car . 
Spring into NHOC outdoor Extravagar.za!! 
Hey all you outdoor and sunshine 
worshipers come and enjoy a fun filled 
day; complete with games, entertainment 
and a cookout. It all begins at 10:00 AM, 
May 8th at Madbury Park. Get your tickets 
now at the NHOC office, RM. 129, MUB. 
Charlie where are you going in such a 
rqmpage? I have got to get to the NHOC 
office before the extravaganza tickets are 
gone. I hear they are having mud 
wrestling, new games and plenty of 
foamy and solid refreshments. It is going 
to be a great time so bag that paper and 
get on down to RM. 129 in the MUB. 
Scarp- you are the balls. 
You folks were doin ' great until you did up 
that one for President Natural. Jesus God, 
what a masterpiece of typos! Didn't we 
pay you enuff? Oh, well, it had the desired 
effect . Anyway, here's todays: 
To Dwight Trash, Sal Putrid, Muffy, and all 
my anonymous critics, including the 
ladies in Ham Smith & Spaulding, and 
especially to that very creatively critical 
lady(?) in the MUB who was very sick of 
Xeno " Smart-ass" Smith arid wanted that 
I should lick my graffiti off the walls with 
my tongue : Nya, nya, try and stop me! (a 
response worthy of my critics.I think) Oh, 
and Jim, it's pronounced "Zeno" like it 
rhymes with "Beano" . Dig? 
Don't miss your last chance for a big score 
at the Cat's Closet. Our inventory close 
out sale starts May 1 in the MUB. 
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-- Xe, ,<J -·we would like to s~ttle once arid for 
all about your amb ivalence and 
ambiguities. Are you really levrorotatory? 
Drop in to my office under the stairs in 
Ham-Smith . Janet J . will be there too.--
Geor·ge B. Nako. 
Sood- thanks for a great time last Fri . It 
was a night to remember, for sure!! Love, 
Vickie. 
To Joanne, Sue, Deb and Pam - Get 
SUPER-MEGA PSYCHED to " hear a 
tymphany" kids! Let 's have a wicked 
excellent time and get mega trashed at 
this awesome Phi Mu PD. Love ya "Buh ' 
Wheat & Panky" OH TAY!! 
Where can you go on a Friday evening to 
meet your friends for some good times 
and live music for only one dollar? Come 
and enjoy the Darmouth Aires, the 
Wellesley Widows, the Williams Octet, 
and our very own New Hampshire 
Notables prov iding an evening of musical 
fun that you and your friends are sure to 
enjoy. Friday, April 30th at 8 PM in the 
Strafford room of the MUB. Admission 
only $1.00!! 
·DON- Don 't plan anything on May 13th. 
Let me do the work. -Kathy. P.S. Keep 
smiling , I love it! 
Did you know that service on the Kari-Van 
is being extended during finals so that 
commuters will be able to stay at tht 
libraries later? On thursday (5 / 13) and 
Monday through Wednesday (5 / 17-
5/ 19) there ~ill be a midnight run for 
Portsmouth ( 1 2:05 ). Dover A & B ( 1 2: 10) 
and Newmarket (12 :15), Sunday (5 / 16) 
there will be an extra Dover B ( 12: 10) and 
a Newmarket (12 :15) run. Arranged for 
commuters by the commuter council with 
the cooperation of the Kar i-Van office . 
David Biron- Don 't talk about aerobic 
exercises when you walk downtown 
dressed like THAT- " Bothering" us ladies. 
P.S. Carole agrees. You do have a sexy 
chest! Love - A mature woman . 
All I am saying is give absurdity a chance. 
All the things that make life valuable are 
absurd--Love. Art, Humor--they can't be 
rationalized . Even God is absurd - just ask 
an atheist . So, brace yourself : Everything 
you know is wrong. Cogito ergo dubito. 
Xeno uber alles! 
Dear C.C .- Meet me under the light. P.C. 
and B.R. 
Michael- Get wicked psyched for the P.O.! 
It will be the most AWESOME and best 
time ever . What will those in "pink " 
think? Don't forget the $2.00 for T.J .R! 
Bimbo. 
Q - How's that for obscurity ? Well , this is 
the end, or is it just anotl1er beginning? 
We've had fun but I guess it's time to go 
on. (You take B.S. ar d I'll take S & G) Don't 
forget our date at 50, I w on 't . But anyway, 
I'm gonna miss you and you know that if 
you ever need anyone or anything, I' ll be 
here. OK? So aloha. me. 
To Kim. otherwise known to the SoCals as 
Halfpint .l Thanks for making this a wicked 
good semester. Your fri endship will b() 
one of my best memor ies along with 
dancing at the MUB, spending the night in 
Logan Airport. our fun w eek in N.Y. and 
D.C. (liquid lunches). sailors on Cape 
Cond. Frenchmen in Qu ebec, hickey 
games, the Franklin Scarp 's, and Boston 
trips. You and I sure had a bl ast cruisin 
the slopes of Gunstock. And who could 
ever forget our embarassing bus trip 
through Dover. Thanks also for making 
my 20th birthday one to remember. even 
though' you did get me totally drunk. Wild 
and crazy nights at Nick 's sure will be 
missed, but watch out Sandiego because 
the wild woods women will be back and 
ready to paint the town . Get psyched for 
fun times in sunny California . Love, Chris. 
Persuasive Paul and Wild Bill - Sowhen 's 
the next issue of hte Scopin' coming out? 
Time 's running out and we're all 
anxiously w aiting . Don't disappont us. 
But is Tracey Dr. Scott or is Scott Dr .. 
Tracey? Will "Dr. Noah Springfield" sing 
between the acts? W ill Ms. Hill -Eden get 
in a slug fest w ith the formerly lopsided 
Dr. Barr? And where ht ehell is the 
MUSAK? Here 's to Horton moving crews. 
white blindness. " apparent " disabilities. 
mental enemas, and one hell of a cast and 
crew! Get psychied for a mega -awesome 
balst cast party to the max. Oh ... did we 
ever decide "Whose wife is it anyway?" 
Laurie and Sue - To my two favorite happy 
people, THANKS for everything!! You've 
been the greatest and i just wanted to let 
you know that I appreciate ya face! To the 
best - LOVE YA!! Al. . 
BADCO - Happy 19th b-day only 1 day 
late! Celebrate! Now ony 363 days to go 
and you'll be legal. Also thanx for all the 
great times this semester - everything 
from J . Geils concert (and the " Limo" tha 
bro_ught us there) to water -sprayed · 
popcorn and " N.R. soda." Love Swampi 
Counselor - the semester is almost over 
and l' in waiting to thank you . Your a good 
friend to have around. when I'm feeling 
down. Hopefully one of these days I won't 
have to get off the ground. Oh, by the way, 
your new sidekick seems to be a stud. 
Flatland talk! Don 't forget about the 
second annual bP.ach party and good good 
luck on your finals . Your friend B.G. P.S. 
That chick is still nice. -----~------BOSTON MARATHON CAPS only $1.00 
while they last call 868-5054 
ML - Thanks for the Molson protein 
treatment for my scalp. Sorry about your 
arm. (An eye for an eye). I was right about 
the sun (not just less wrong) See you 
when my brain is working correctly. #7 
GO FLY A KITE at the First Annual Kite - Are you longing to hear that good old tour-
Festival on Sunday at 12:30, Wallis Sands part harmony? Bring your friends and 
State Park, Rte. 1A in Rye. Creative prizes enjoy the delightful tunes of the 
for the best dressed kite flyer, best kite Dartmouth Aires; The Wellesley Widows; 
crash and many others. $2 entry fee. The Williams Octet, and our very own 
o.;.,.,. "' ltitA hrina a friend, bring a_picnic. New Hampshire Notables! Friday night 
Honeywell Inc. and Econ Prof Manely April 30th at 8 :00 p.m. in the Strafford 
Irwin present to you the impact of Room of the MUB. This promises to be an 
communication technology throughout evening of fun that you 'll never forget . 
the world: multinational and University Admission is only $1. 
viewpoints. Senate-Room-MUS/ 1 :00- Did you know that service on the Kari-Van 
2:00 p.m.- -Honeywell Inc. 2 :30-3 :30-- is being extended during finals so that 
Prof. Manley Irwin Sponsored by AIESEC. commuters will be able to stay at the 
4/27. Libraries later? On Thursday (5/ 13) and 
K-l'm glad you had such a great 
weekend. I'll bet you smiled the whole 
time!! Sorry you couldn 't make it to oz·s 
too, we missed you! Oh well, the 
semester is almost over, so start making 
plans to visit me in Hampton this summer. 
Love L. 
If you have $160 spare bucks and a way to 
get to New York, you can be in Europe by 
the day after tomorrow. Airhitch, a new 
concept _in air travel to Europe m~kes it 
. possible to fly across the Atlantic from 
New York's Kennedy Airport with the 
world 's major airline for the incredible fair 
of $160. For details call (212) 867-6070 
or, Toll free. (800) 223-6130. 5/7 
Boys Camp (54th year) in New England 
invites applicants for Councelor positions. 
Separate specialties: Canoeing, water-
skiing, fishing, tennis, baseball, ceramics, 
street"hockey, weight training, ham radio. 
Other openings . Extra June work 
available. Send full details - Joe Kruger, 
Camp Mah-Kee-Nae. 20 Allen Court, 
South Orange, N.J . 07079. 5 / 7 
Cin-To a very special friend-have a vety 
special and happy 21st birthday. Lin . 
To the best looking thing I ever picked-up 
and brought home-let's just be roomies 
and live on whipped creme! Happy 1 
Birthday, Peach, Love Blue. 
Patrice, You're the best little sister I could 
ever have asked for . Thanks for being you . 
Let's go wild tonight, sister! It was worth 
it, wasn't it?!? All my love, Robin. 
Hey Williamson Hall Dorm Government-
It's been wonderful working will all of you. 
Thank you so much for all the time and 
effort you put in to help our dorm. I hope 
all of you have a great summer and good 
luck next year. Diane. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN are 
holding an organizational meeting on 
auditions this Monday, May 3at 8:00p.m. 
in room M223 in PCAC. Come and find out 
what the Gents can offer you in the form 
of "Good Singing and Good Times." This 
is simply an organizational meeting, but 
necessary. 
Mmmmmmme Melange, Mmmmme, 
Melange! ... " idn't it sumpum? Our state 
bird is a chicken" ... secret admirers .. 
Heidelberg ... Let's dance on the radiator 
(what clock radios?) ... Hey write about it 
Nardo! " If she were a drink, she 'd be a 
warm beer, you know who I mean, Barney 
Rubble? You guessed it. Jackie 0 . (just 
kidding -she 's perfect) -Barracuda ... Gay, 
heard any sonic booms lately? (me 
neither) Rain drops keep falling on my 
head-or the popcorn bowl. whatever the 
case may be-right Lis? ... ltaly ... Heidelberg 
got a package in the mail! I 'm 
starving Sara Coventry what will you do 
when y~~ move off ca~pus? Nardo and 
Dings, I'll miss the view and you , but stop 
to the second floor and enjoy the T.V. 
reception ... Have a great summer. 
AUDITIONS : The New Hampshire 
Gentlemen will be hold i ng an 
oganizational meeting Monday, May 3 for 
auditions to be held Tuesday, and Wed. 
This meeting is in room M223 in PCAC at 
8:00 p.m. and is necessary for all 
auditioners to attend . The only way to be 
involved in the Gents "Good Singing and 
Good Times" is to trv out. 
Michael, Thanks. Thanks for a very 
special dinner, beautiful flowers, and all 
your words and silences. Thanks for 
birthday beers, trips to Bermuda, generic 
spagetti, and trying to ski . Thanks for 
sharing your beach with me and for 
letting me share mine with you . Thanks 
for sharing obnoxious trips to A-lot with 
Zak and breakfast at " 8:30." Thanks for 
your caring and kindness. your honesty 
and advise. Thanks for taking care of 
Jasper and for taking care of me. Thanks 
for the nickels, but- no more please, they 
aren't necessary. Thanks for being you; 
for being someone I could make red jello 
for; for being my friend. A toast to 
Michael : To Good Friends . Don't forget . 
Live, Love, Laugh . Love, Suess. 
Q- How's that for obscurity? Well, this is 
the end or is it just another beginning? 
We 've had fun but I guess it's time to go 
on. (You take B.S. I'll take S&G .) Don't 
forget our date at 50, I won 't. But anyway, 
I'm gonna miss you and you know that if 
you ever need anyone, I'll be here. O.K.? 
So Aloha, Me. 
Leslie Smith-Good luck this week! 
You 've been a great pledge and an even 
better little sister. Being your big sister 
has made this semester really special. 
Thanks for all the good times and 
memories (drinking beers on the roof, 
Baily's in your room talking about 'Wild 
ideas,' pizza at T.P., breakfast at Young's, 
hot chocolate and Schnapps at Lambda 
Chi, etc.) You better be on your toes this 
week ·cause there are lots of surprises 
coming up! Much Love, Lori . 
Centrally located in Dover near Kari Van. 
3 large bedrooms 1 small bedrrom, living 
room and bath . Available June 1st Lease 
required. No pets. Call 742-7908 
between 7 - 9 p.m . 
Monday through Wednesday (5/ 17-
5/ 19) There will be a midnight run for 
Portsmouth (12:05). Dover A & B (12: 10) 
and Newmarket (12 :15). Sunday (5/ 16) 
there will be an extra Dover B (12 : 10) and 
a Newmarket (12 :15) run . Arranged for 
commuters by the commuter council with 
the cooperation of the Kari-Van· office. 
Have you ever seen a "Mile of Dimes?" 
Well, come join us Sat. May 1st from 12-3 
pm as we make one along main street 
Durham. All you have to do is bring a few 
dimes and put your money on the line. 
Proceeds go to the N.H. Heart Assoc. and 
Durham 250th Anniversary fund. Be 
there! 
To Freshman Camp Area One (Mark, Jim 
Chaz, Kim Monica, Kent Derrick). Hey, we 
did it!! How? I don 't know! Who could ever 
forget a certain Tuesday in Hetzel. "Take 
off!" All those long meetings. Moving 
, beds across campus ("you ' ll need 
permission" - "Hey cops want donuts?!") 
dress rehersal to 2 a.m. And of course the 
big show ("Mark, I like your character. 
But ... ") Seriously though, you. guys are 
seven of the best people that I know. 
Thanks for the memories. B-Pugs. 
To: The California Bound RR Van Girls. I 
can picture you guys crusin through 
Nashville, New Orleans. Gilley·s. The 
Grand Canyon--- I wish I could be there 
with you . Think of me when you hit that 
California State sign. (You'll be taking a . 
picture on 6 different cameras I'm sure.) 
Have a beer for me at Gilley·s a margarita 
for me at El Torito's and a tequila puff.for 
me in camp. Make plans for heavy duty 
road trips next fall because I'll be going 
into co-pilot withdrawls. Be good to spot 
and watch out for racoons. I' ll meet you 
Sept. 6th at the 8ear -- 9 :00. (bring the 
trip -home-tape). I'll miss you guys. Ex-Co-
pilot (alias undecided) Let me know when 
the big borrow is. What's a road trip 
without O.Ding on bran muffins & p.b.? 
Dearest Persuasive: Boggie Board sound 
great along with the "rude boys " and an 
honorary membership! With excitement 
like this, how could I not call you!! Just to 
be sure I call , I'll send you "the bear" to 
hold ransom so I'll have to call you! In case 
you don 't recognize me in the fall , I'm the 
one with the ... Love ya, SCARface. P.S. I'll 
bet you 2 egg-a-muffins and a banilla 
shake I'll call you . 
TZ- Well baby, only 24 days, 22 hours, 5 
minutes and 30 seconds until the 
ceremony begins . Congratulations 
yourself. The alarm 's gone off and I don 't 
want to get out of bed (if you know what I 
mean) - We 've been through it all and 
there's a whole summer ahead of us; so 
just holler when you find a 4 -poster and 
I'll bring plenty of P.B. and we 'll find out 
how it really feels to be tied down! Sure, 
there's a lot to do but I know you'll 
manage to stay on top, (plenty of space in 
between the lines . ) I Lu . Your 
B.D.W.A.R .W. 
Maria, Congratulations on becoming a 
sister. A warm welcome to Phi Mu . Your 
the best little sister anyone could have. 
Get psyched for the P.O. Let's go wild!! 
Love Mari~. 
To the men of Theta Chi (you know ... every 
man 's dream, every woman 's fantasy .. . ) 
We ' ll alwa.vs remember the first annual 
pledge dance ... Are Dan and Scott still 
pledges? We hear they only have one 
speed!! Speaking of speed, did Tom or 
Mike win that horse race? Must have 
been Mike- he had the security Bucket. 
Anybody for Stinky imitations? ... Ah yes, 
and then came dinner . Please pass the 
rqlls! Anyone for cake besides Steve? ... 
And after dinner in the lounge with Otis 
Day and the Nights. To bad we couldn 't do 
the Time Warp! By the way, who were 
those guys wearing lampshades? .. .Then 
back to the rooms for strawberry 
daiquiris. Think they'vbe gotten rid of all 
those seeds in Scott's room yet? Hey, was 
that Julius Caesar or Gropey we saw? 
Steve, what are those obnoxious 
sounds?? Mike, are you still awake? .. . 
Time for the group shot-16 people on 
one bed?!I ... Here·s to the beginning of 
many more good times. you guys are .the 
best!! Gin and tonics forever, The Girls. 
CB-What a wonderful month:. giving the 
police at Hampton Beach a hard time, 
interrupting a Downy Woddpecker·s 
social life, and not carrying around 
enough cash for dinner. All in all it's been 
wonderful. Now you know what green M 
& M's are for. Fun, huh? Thanks for being 
there when I needed you . Ropefully there 
will be many more great times and new 
experiences. Even though you're only a 
freshman, I love you .-G. 
Dear LMZ-Although I am many miles 
away, I still can send you a personal in my 
own special way. Coming soon will be 
graduation day. The occassion will 
culminate your four year stay. You made 
it, you had it your way. I was not so lucky; 
Uncle Same sent me away, to work on the 
0-2a. I congratulate you and I just have to 
say. There may be many mile in the way, 
but my love for you grows with every 
passing day. PCA. 
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James· Arthur Whitmore- -Pike Pledge 
and adopted brother of Stoke 4 / 0 _girl's 
wing. To put an end to your whining, here 
it is. Wejustwantedtotellyouwearesick 
of doing you laundry, sewing your 
crotches, and letting you sleep .in our 
beds. Our regards to the wench (which 
one?) Despite your abuse of us, we still 
harbour some degree of affection for ---
your Norweigan !Sweater. 
To the Gre_y Hairs and Desire Gang - Can 
you believe it's over?! Hey Dana-Little 
Girls. Tee Hee. Party at Potie 's then Buck-
Buck and war. And one of you will be the 
Lucky winner of Wanda 's Place. Ovaries, 
Decker. P.S. Strut your stuff. 
To my amazing big sister, Will you ever 
forget R.B. (Score!) Pizza's at T.P. chats in 
B 1, the runs with me on your heels, large 
M.C.I.C.C., the Masse, beers, the onetime 
you saw me in the library, stopping short 
on the expressway? I won't, you're the 
best thanks for everything! I'm going to 
miss you a lot. Love, your younger clone. 
Wanted : Looking for someone willing to 
split use and cost of 12 foot U-Haul truck 
one-way to Brockton MA or area. Reply 
immediately, reservations have to be 
made now. Approximately $70 total. call 
Natalie, evenings, 749-1827. 5/ 4 
Mix-up! Last Thursday night at Nick 's one 
of us grabbed the wrong Dungaree jacket . . 
Mind had a green shamrock on the right 
collar and a blue wallet in the pocket. 
Please contact me at 862-3237 or return 
it to Nick's . 5/ 4 
Where can you go on a Friday evening to 
meet your friends for some good times 
and live music for only a dollar? Come and 
enjoy the Dartmouth Aires, the Wellesley 
Widows, the Williams Octet, and our very 
own New Hampshire Notables providing 
an evening of musical fun that you and 
your friends are sure to enjoy. Friday, 
April 30th at 8:00 p.m. in the Strafford 
Room of the MUB. Admission just a 
dollar! 
Reward for information leading to help 
with a Grueling Living World Course. Call 
742-7986. 5/ 4 . 
Summer Camp Jobs. Boys Camp (54th 
year) in New England invites applicants 
for Counselor positions . Separate 
s_pe~ial fA~s :. iCanoei ng, water-skiing , 
fishing, tennis baseball, ceramics, street 
hockey, weight training, ham radio. Other 
openings. Extra June work available. 
Send full details -Joe Kruger, Camp Mah-
Kee-Nac; 20 Allen Court, South Orange, 
N.J . 07079. 5/7 
Good News! The Cat's Closet is saleing 
away in the MUB starting May1 .Come get 
a good deal on all the extra items we have! 
5/ 4 
AUDITIONS : The New Hampshire 
Ge.ntlemen will be holding . an 
ogan izat ional meeting Monday, May 3 for 1 
auditions to be held Tuesday, and Wed. 
This meeting is in room M223 in PCAC at 
8 :00 p.m. and is necessary for all 
auditioners to attend. The only way to be 
involved in the Gents "Good Singing ~nd 
Good Times" is to try out. ' 
1982 Summer Work Study position I 
available for eligible students . · 
Clerk/ typist for New England Region of I 
ELDERHOSTEL. Full time. $3.50 per hour. I 
We are looking -for someone who is 
responsible: reliable and has a good 
sense of humor. Call 862-2055 to arrange 
an interview. 
AUDITIONS : Monday May 3, in room 
M223 in PCAC at 8 :00 p.m. This will be an 
organizational meeting with actual 
auditions Tuesday and Wednesday. Come 
in and meet the Gents and find out how 
you can be a part of the "Good Singing 
and Good Times." 
Paul , New Hampshire tIems may be 
GOLDEN soon, but we're heading out (like 
babies) for more wicked good times in 
sunny San Diego. Is it true that you never 
succeeded with your lent promise? Don 't 
worry, w e'll help you out next year . How 
about next week?! Oh yeh - don 'tforgetto 
pawk ya caw in Hawvaud Yawd, go by the 
libs and have one last pizza and beer at 
T.P. Love the wild woods women . XXOO 
To Wild Bill - The MUB's Disco King. 
Thanks for all the wicked good -
Thursday 's, Sunday 's and everyday 
inbetween. The New Hampsha Puppies 
will be sad to see you go but the Wild 
Californiar;is will be glad to have you back. 
Get you inner tube ready for this summer 
and get psyched for good times with the 
Wild Women from the woods . Love 
ya.XXOO . 
Spring in NHOC Outdoor Extravaganza!! 
Where are all those neat people you met 
on Frosh trip, halloween trip and turkey · 
trip, been hiding? Well. you are sure to see 
them all. on Saturday, May 8th at 
Madbury Park . Tickets on sale now in Rm. 
129. MUB. 
GO FLY A KITE at the First Annual Kite 
Festival on Sunday at 12:30, Wallis Sands 
State Park, Rte. 1A in Rye. Creative prizes 
for the best dressed kite flyer, best kite 
crash and many others. $2 entry fee. 
· Brina a kite, bring _a friend, brinq ~picnic. 
HO~EYWELL INC. and Econ Prof. _Manley 
Irwin present to you the impact of 
-communication technology througout the 
world! Multinational and University 
viewpoints. Senate Room, MUB/ 1 :00-
2:00 p.m. Honeywell Inc. 2:30-3:30 p.m. 
Prof . Manley Irwin Sponsored by 
AIESEC.4 / 30 
Donna, Happy 21st Birthday. I just wanted 
to say thanks and go have a wild time! 
Your the best friend anyone could ask for. 
Love your roommate Cheryl . 
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Several · wash-outs dampen batsmen season 
By Ged Carbone 
Members of the UNH baseball 
team must feel like Joe Btfsplk, the 
• 'Lil Abner character who carried a 
cloud over his head wherever he 
went. Snow and rain have washed 
out 14 of the Wildcats first 21 
games. 
Ted Conner, UNH coach for 20 
, years said, "I've never s~en 
; · anything worse. The only thmg 
: comparable to this was about 10 , 
· years ago when we were going on a 
spring trip to New Jersey and 
Pennsylavania. We got to West 
Point and a foot ot snow tell and 
. ended the whole spring trip," he 
said. 
The latest washout was 
Wednesday's , home doubleheader 
against Vermont. Four of five 
home dates have been cancelled. In 
' fact the piles of ~n~w i~ ~ight field 
I 
r--LAXMEN-
(continued from page 23) 
take the ball and let it rip," said -
Garber. "Whenever I need a goal, I 
want Glover on the field." 
Glover is a Business Adminis-
tration major and made the dean's 
list last semester. He won the 
coveted Ralph Craig Scholarship 
last year, given to the outstanding 
sophomore scholar-athlete at 
UNH. He plans to continue his 
education after he gets his degree. 
"I'd like to get my MBA, but 
that's a couple of years down the 
road. 'I want to get some 
experience in the work force first." 
Garber respects Glover. "He has 
acclimated to college life and he 
i has gained a lot of self-discipline. 
He's taken personal pride in doing 
well academically. He wants to do 
something with himself. There is 
no professional lacrosse, so he 
wants to get out of here as 
somebody. As a person." 
-DOIG~ 
(continued from page 24) 
· listening. 
"It was a long day," said Doig, 
·who flew to Pontiac, Mich., 
yesterday to meet his new 
employers. "I heard a lot of things 
' about when I might be drafted, but 
I didn't think it would take this 
long." 
Neither did Doig's parents. In 
fact, George Doig, who works in a 
Sears · Automotive Center in 
Saugus, Mass., was so frustrated 
that he left his son's crowded living 
room for a walk. He heard the 
news in the family car which was 
parked outside. · 
"I don't know where his father 
went," said Else Doig minutes after 
The Call, "because I wanted to tell 
him he had a Lion in the house." 
Mr. Doig heard all he needed to 
know on . the car radio. However, 
he did miss as his son, swept in a 
wave of excitement, inadvertantly 
hung up on Detroit's head coach 
' Monte Clark. The television 
announcers would have called it a 
"rookie mistake." 
.! 
"Steve's brother is six foot nine 
inches and 260 pounds," remarked 
Mr. Doig earlier, "but he never had 
the motivation Steve has·. From 
the time he was born he had the 
de~ire. ! feel won<!~rful for him." 
Meanwhile Else Doig, who had 
seen fit to clean parts of her son's 
apartment during the early hours 
of the three and a half hour long 
first round picks, had other 
concerns wh~n she heard her son 
was on his way to Detroit. 
and · behind first base had to be 
read into the ground rules in the 
April 17 home opener. 
"I gue:ss it's called baseball in 
New Engl~ 11d," Conner said. 
However, the long hours of 
practice drills ·.-iside the field house 
have begun to t~ lee their toll on the 
players. 
"We're just waiting to play,"said 
captain Vint Choiniere. "There's 
no doubt that we have lost some 
edge just screwing around down in 
the field house." 
The 'Cats were 5-2, riding a four 
game winning streak when April's 
Blizzard of '82 buried Brackett 
Field under 18 inches of snow. The 
snow stopped them as surely as it 
stopped the 26 car Maine Central 
freight train that plowed into an 
avalanche in Crawford Notch. 
Their next eig_ht __ games were . 
cancelled and when they were dug 
out they lost two close games in 
Worcester to Holy Cross. 
"Things were going real well to 
that point," Conner said. "Of 
course Holy Cross lost some games 
because of weather problems too. I 
don't know about other people's 
situations but I know that it has 
hurt us," he said. "I've got pitchers 
who haven't thrown in two weeks, 
the hitters can't get in any kind of 
rhythm, the fielders can't get in any 
kind of rhythm, and now we've got · 
six doubleheaders in six days," 
Conner continued. 
On Monday, the Wildcats left 
Durham at 7 a.m. for a four hour 
drive to Fairfield, Ct., where they 
were to play a doubleheader. The 
rain started to fall in Fairfield 
about 15 minutes before the team 
arrived._ they ate _box _lunch~s,_ 
turned around, and drove through 
the rain back to Durham. 
"It wasn't too bad of a trip," 
Choiniere said, "Because we had a 
bus instead of the vans. But still, it 
wasn't too good of a trip." 
. Away games have accounted for 
five of the seven games UNH has 
been able to play. They have had to , 
play in Worcester, Ma., 
Waterville, Me. and Orono, Me. 
The shortest trip was the two and a-i 
half hour Worcester jaunt, while 
Waterville and Orono are each 
four hours away. Players had to be 
ready to leave Durham at 7 a.m. 
"Not sour grapes or anything 
else," Conner said, •~ut it's 
• difficult to leave the field house at 7 
• a.m., drive four hours, get off a van 
and hope to win. It's going to take 
a miracle. Anyone who thi!!_~s they __ 
SHOT-Don McDowell(16) fires on the Brown goal during action Tuesday at home. Teammate Mike 
Fitzpatrick(3) looks for the rebound. (Tim Skeer photo) 
"Detroit's really not too far from 
us," she said, while reminding 
Steve to keep his head up in front 
of the television cameras. "But I'll 
still miss him." She also said Doig 
has an older sister who lives in 
Springfield, Ohio. 
In his four years as a linebacker, -
Doig had 182 unassisted tackles, 
434 total tackles, six interceptions, 
and four fumble recoveries. And 
this year ECAC coaches named 
him the Division I Player of the 
- Year. 
''We knew that going into this 
year Steve would, be in the top six 
rounds," said Head Coach Bill 
Bowes .. "But he played so well his 
stock went up. I told all of the 
scouts I sincerely feel that in the 11 1 
years I've been coaching here l'\<e 
never had a kid improve as much 
as Steve did in his four years." 
Bowes talked to teani officials 
from Detroit yesterday and said it 
is most likely Doig will be used to 
back-up the Lions' middle 
1 linebacker for a , while. 
"He still has to prove himself 
and be a player," said Bowes. 
However, Bowes said tea-m 
officials felt very fortunate that 
Doig was still left in the third 
round. 
i -••They were very happy to get 
him in the third round," Bowes 
said. "They were holding their 
breath that he would still be 
around." 
"I talked to the linebacker coach 
abou,t a week ago," said Doig on 
Tuesday, "and he said he was really 
interested in drafting me. It's really 
weird that I'm really going there." 
Speculation in Doig's apartment 
was that the Patriots, with their 
large number of draft picks in 
rounds one through three, m~ght 
take the hometown boy. And when 
the Patriots didn't pick Doig in 
their first pick of the third round, it 
was Mr. Doig 's cue to get some 
fresh air and Steve's time to get 
nervous. 
"It would have been easy for my 
mother and father to come watch 
me play if I was picked by the 
Patriots," said Doig, "but I'm 
happy to go anywhere." 
that was apparent from the 
moment Doig sa.id, "Hi coach" ·n 
his long distance telephone call, to 
moments later when he softly told 
his girlfriend, "I've finally made 
it." 
(continued from page 24) 
of the inning when first baseman 
Pacheco tripled to lead-off the 
inning. It almost seemed anti-
climactic when Tierney. singled 
him home three pitches later. 
"Give them credit," Connor 
said. "They came back out and 
won it '. We had chances to put 
them away and we didn't.' 
The game was marred by a fight 
in the top of the eighth that 
resulted in both benches clearing~ 
UNH first baseman Jeff Stohrer 
ran out what appeared to be 
· routine ground . ball. Stohrer ran 
into Providence's first baseman 
Pacheco and the two had words. 
Pacheco went after the UNH first 
base coach and the benches 
cleared. Umpires quickly restored 
order, but not for too long. 
Between innings, the father of 
Providence's second baseman 
Keith Quinn tried to climb' over the 
fence to get at UNH coach 
Connor. Connor promptly 
knocked him back on the other 
side of the fence. 
"That is the first time in 27 years 
. anything like that has happened," 
Connor said. '"The thing ' 
bothered me was that their coach 
(Don Mezzanotte) said it was our 
fault." 
The Wildcats record in now 8-9. 
can do it either hasn't tried or 
they're kidding themselves." 
Predictably; the 'Cats lost all 
their road games. They are 1-6 in 
April, giving them a 7-8 record, the 
first time they have been under 
.500 in recent years. A potentially 
easy sweep against Dartmouth was 
washed out when rain fell on 
Durham on April 21. Dartmouth 
had ·a 1-11-1 record at the· time. 
That game will not be re-
scheduled, nor will the 'Cats game 
against Fairfield. __ .. 
"It's very disheartening, there's 




By ~ancy Marrapese 
AMHERST- Pitching by both 
UN_H and UMass highlighted the 
women's softball doubleheader 
here yesterday as the Lady 
Wildcats dropped two, 3-1 and 1-0. 
"Both 'T' (Lavin) and Janet . 
(Greene) did a great job," said tri-
captain Beth MacDonald. Both of 
them showed what they're made 
of." 
In the second game UMass' 
Gina Mantino pitched an eight 
inning no hitter. D~spite their 
frustration with hitting the . 
Wildcat defense never gave in. 
"The pitching looked great," 
said Coach Carol Ford, "we lost by 
respectable scores." 
"UMass was a real strong team 
but we stayed right with them," 
said Lavin, who pitched the first 
game. "It's been a real frustrating 
season but we're all still giving 110 
percent .. " 
UMass scored one run each in 
the third, fourth and fifth innings 
of the first game. UNH's only run 
of the day came in the fifth inning. 
Cathy Burmeister singled. And 
Lavin reached on an error by 
shortstop Debbie Pickett. 
MacDonald singled to drive in 
Burmeister. 
UMass pitcher Mantino had 
nine strikeouts in the first game. 
she allowed only one walk in two 
games and pitched 15 consecutive 
innings. 
"We had something to prove to 
UMass after the fiasco at UVM," 
said tri-captain Mary Lou Bates. 
"and even though we lost, we 
proved it. We w~ren't going to lay 
down and die." 
The second game proved to be 
an ejght inning defensive duel. 
UMass scored in the bottom of the 
eighth. Jackie Gawd led-off with a 
single. Chris Coughlin advanced . 
her to second with a sacrifice bunt. 
Fran Troy hit a grounder to Mary 
Ryan. She overthrew the ball to 
Bates at first enabling Gawd to 
score· and win the game, 1-0. 
"We played real well," said 
Greene, "we just got no· hits. If you 
don't get hits you can't win games. 
We proved we could play defense 
with the best," she said. 
"Both pit1;hers pitched great 
games," said Ryan. "We played 
. excellent defensively. Despite our 
record we showed we could play 
good ball." Tlieir final games of the 
season will be a doubleheader at 
the University of Rhode Island on 
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La:unen defeat highly.ranked Bruins, 20-12 
By Kent Cherrington .,," more importantly though, the··· 
·Now that's how to win a lacrosse Wildcat scoring leader was forced 
game. to leave the game with an injured 
Down 7-5 midway through the right ankle with four minutes left 
' second period,. the UNH Wildcats in the second period. He did not 
put together a string of eight return in the second half, and is not 
straight goals, displaying a expected to be back for at least a 
powerful and balanced offense and week. 
rock-solid defense. The all-around '~ Nonetheless, UNH proved they 
disciplineo play was to much fot could win without Glover. 
the young Brown University team "At halftime, coach Garber told 
as the Wildcats dumped the third us that Glover was nearly crying 
seeded team ir. New England, 20- because he couldn't play," said 
12, Wednesday afternoon. The win Doe. "We wanted to go out and get 
was the first Wildcat -victory over a couple of quick goals, and win it 
Brown since 1974, and the first for Gloves." 
ever in Durham. ,, Junior Jeff Kaplan replaced 
By the end of the third period Glover and had a goal and an 
there wasn't much doubt about assist. Kaplan was one of several 
this one. UNH was very well players to come off th" bench and 
disciplined, not forcing their shots. play important roles. Others 
They were looking for the open mclude Kelly, freshman Steve 
man, and often found him. Giatrelis, and speedy midfielder 
"We've been working on being Gary Dillon. 
more disciplined on offense," said "Dillon really sparked us," said 
UNH coach Ted Garber. "We were Garber. "You need someone to 
balanced, and weren't running come off the bench and make 
around with our heads cut off. So things happen, and Gary did that." 
when they (Brown) challenged us, "You have to appreciate people 
we scored." .,1 ·like Dillon and Giatrelis," said 
And score they did. Tri-captain Doe. "They would like to be 
Chad Doe and sophomore Mike playing attack, but they play 
Fitzpatrick scored four goals midfield for the benefit of the team 
apiece, and midfielders Chris Kelly and that's important." 
and Don Brown added three each. The defense continues to 
Brian Byrnes had a goal and five perform admirably . . The Mark 
assists and Peter Drummond and Robertson, Brian Venables, Scott 
Steve Glover each scored twice. ~ Angell. trio stalled the young 
Glover took only 57 seconds to :8ruins, ~llf.>wing only three goals 
score his first goal of the game. The m the middle two periods. 
Hie 6ai and allowed us ·to move.,,. 
around. The offense scored, but 
with the defense stripping 
opponents of the ball, it enables us 
more opportunities." 
"I have all the confidence in the 
world in them" said winning 
goaltender Ed Schwab, who had, 
18 saves, including eight in the ' 
(ourth period. "Oscar (Robertson) 
_1s the best defenseman I've seen 
this year, and that includes the 
teams from the south like 
Virginia." 
Brown did hold the advantage in 
the first period. They lead by two 
goals four times, but never 
extended their lead to three. 
"Our inexperience showed " 
said Brown coach Cliff Steveso~. 
"We're not quite good enough to , 
put them away in the first half, and 
we lost faceoff and ground balls in , 
the second half. , The big kl!y was 
our starting goalie, (Marcus 
Woodring) didn't stop anything. 
When whatever they threw at us 
went in, that means trouble." 
goal was career number 117, · "You've got to give credit to the 
breaking Mike Van Vleck's record. ' ~efe~se," said Doe. "They cleared 
The victory makes it an 
interesting scramble in New 
England. Harvard topped UMass 
in Amherst, and UNH hosts 
Harvard next Wednesday. 
Dartmouth and UMass are still 
ahead on the Wildcats' schedule, 
but ,first they must deal with 
Vermont tomorrow. On Sunday, 
the 'Cats will play in the 
Governors's cup in Concord. RECORD-Steve Glover(l3)' broke the UNH scoring record this 
week.(Tim Skeer photo) . 
Stev,e Glover leaves, def enders guarding his shadow 
By Kent Cherrington 
Opposing teams often double-
team him. They leave a 
defenseman to shadow him all 
game, trying to deny him the ball. 
tenacious, and has the. drive and 
ambition to be the best player he 
can be. 
former All-American John Fay in 
career points, but he is still a 
junior. 
challenge going against some of team player so we can win the Nev 
the teams. Coach Garber is a big Englands. Fitz (Mike Fitzpatrick 
. reason, also. He's doing an (Brian) Byrnes and I have beer 
excellent job with the program and working hard, moving togethe 
getting good recruits. His · real well,. We're becoming ver. 
: They know that if Steve Glover 
gets the ball on his stick, things will 
happen. 
"There aren't many guys who 
practice as hard and as much as he 
does," said UNH coach Ted 
Garber. "He loves the game. I 
know that when the game starts, 
Steve is ready." 
"To be honest, I am conscious 
about my scoring, but I'd rather 
win first. Ever since my freshman 
· year, we've surprised ieams. Now 
teams are a ware of us, and they 
have to get ready for us." 
motivation is great." · cohesive, because we're alway, • 
It is not easy to guard Glover. looking for each other." 
. The All-American candidate has a Fitzpatrick agrees. "Gloves i 
"It's the biggest pain in the 
neck," said Glover, the leading 
scorer for UNH. "The double-
teaming isn't as bad as when they 
shadow me. It's tough when I hear 
the other coaches yelling to their 
defensemen to stay on me like glue · 
and not slide with the ball like 
you're supposed to. They want 
someone else to shoot. When that . 
"I usually get more excited the 
day before a game," Glover said. 
"The night before, 111 stay in and 
Glover was a high school All-
American and the Most Valuable 
·Player in Massachusetts while 
playing for Lincoln-Sudbury. He 
was New England Prep School 
scoring champion at Avon Old 
Farms in Connecticut before 
coming to UNH. He passed up the 
opportunity to 'attend lacrosse 
powerhouses such as Cornell, 
Harvard, Army, Navy and even 
Virginia, which is ranked second in 
the nation. 
knack of finding the open spot. great to play with because-if there~ 
"You're playing against him and one more pass, he'd rather have th, , 
you 're right on him," said UNH assist. Rarely will he shoot if hi · 
defenseman Lance Richard, who doesn't have the best shot. Las 
frequently plays opposite Glover week against Connecticut, I gavi 
in practice. "You say, I got him, · him an assist and he felt obligate, ! 
he's going to get by me.' The next to give one to me. He made such 1 
thing you know, _he's got the ball good pass, my mother could hav, 
and he scored. You tell yourself made it." 
· do nothing but think about it. I get 
nervous before and even during the 
game. I like it when the game is 
over." 
. happens, I just run constantly to 
tire them out." 
That is when the small, 5-9, 170-
pounder 9an reflect upon his 
accomplishments. This season, 
through eight games, he scored 20 
goals and added 15 assists. More 
i~portantly, Glover has 118 career 
goals, breaking the UNH scoring : 
record held by UNH star Mike 
Van Vleck. Glover is second to 
that he didn't do that, but he did.•.• Even though he'd rather pas! 
Garber says Gloveris "one of the Garber often wants him to shoot 
Doing anything to beat his 
opponent is typical for Glover. The 
junior attackman is_ very quick, 
and moves exceptionally well with 
or without· the bal1,. He is 
"UNH is on the verge of going · 
big time," said the blond-hair, 
blue-eyed Glover. "It's a real 
best pure shooters in the country." · because he has such a good shot 
Yet, Glover still leads the team in "Last year, in overtime at th : 
assists. Loyola_ Tournal_!lent!.J _tQkt hJ!!l t1· : 
"This year, I'm trying to find the 
open man more often and get the 
_._, assist. _ I want ~~ _be a_!1_~ll:-ai:_ou~g · 
LAXMEN, page 22 
Women's sports understaffed by Jackie MacMullan 
When Wallace Rockwell took last semester off to · 
do a field experience instead of registering for a full 
load of classes, the last thing on her mind was that it 
would effect her career as a woman's lacrosse 
player. · 
Likewise, when Coach Kathy Henderson 
submitted Rockwell's affidavit of eligibility and 
sent it to the AJA W Ethics and Eligibility 
Committee, the last thing she was probably 
thinking about was it would effect the outcome of 
her team's season. 
Still, by not taking the required amount -of credits 
because of her field experience, Rockwell 
·temporarily lost her eligibility. And by not catching 
her players' shortage of credits, Henderson lost her 
chance at ¥.etting her player's eligibility back. 
It was a 'slight admmistrative oversight," as E & 
E chairperson Arlene Gorton termed it. Yet, the · 
slight error nearly cost the lacrosse team one of 
their top defensive standouts along with a strong 
chance at a championship bid. 
In reviewing the mishap, it becomes clear that 
two glaring weaknesses exist: ( 1) the women's 
athletic department is grossly understaffed; and (2) 
student-athletes are not sufficiently educated on the 
laws and guidelines that their governing body sets 
down for them. · 
The first is the most serious problem. The 
women's department simply does not have an 
qroequate-coaehing staff to run each sport smoothly. 
The men's department employs I I full-time 
' assistant coaches in· comparison to the one full-time 
assistant in the women's department. Chris Basile is 
a full-time basketball assistance coach, but also 
doubles as the full-time assistant athletic director of 
the department. 
If the women's teams expect to be able to 
compete with the best schools in the country, they 
, need full-time assistants who can do some of the 
recruiting, scouti0:g,,, a_!ld paperwork that the }?.~ad 
coach has to handle. Paperwork such as checking 
on an athlete's ehgibt11ty status. 
Lacrosse coach Kathy Henderson doesn't even 
have an assistant, let alone a part-time one. When 
you consider that she is a part-time coach herself, it 
1sn 't that hard to understand how Rockwell's lack 
of credits went by unnoticed: 
At the women's athletic banquet last Sunday 
evening, President Evelyn Handler assured the 
athletes and coaches that they "were underfunded 
but not unloved. It 's the same every year. The fact is 
that the funds aren't there to hire the extra full-time 
staff. Yet if the program is to continue to thrive, the 
money will have to be found. 
The situation with the lack of full-time assistants 
will most certainly not be rectified overnight. As a 
result, the second lesson learned from the dilemma 
of lacrosse team becomes important. 
The athletes can also have a say in how 
respectable their program remains . Few players 
have ever read the AIAW handbook and-only a l'L 
handful understand its rules and guidelines. 
Since the department is underfunded an~ 
understaffed, it is the responsibility of the student: 
to ~elp (?Ut !>Y learning Just what their rights anc 
theu obltgattons are as student-athletes at UNH. 
It should become mandatory policy for eacl · 
· coach to brief their athletes at tlie start of eacl,, 
season on what the AJA W expects of them.: 
Important laws from the handbook should bt 
extracted and explained. . 
Likewise, students should notify their coacl 
whenever they decide ~o pursue any academic , 
endeavor out of the ordmary-whether it be a fiel< ; 
experience, internship, or just a semester off. _ 
The athletic department has determined that ir 
the future the assistant athletic diretor will revie" 
the- eligibility affidavits of students. It is a sman , 
safeguard. Yet the rules and regulations of tht · 
AIAW are bdth complex and confusing. Heac 
coaches need help m dealing with all ~ tht 
paperwork. Student-athletes need to educat1 
themselves with the paperwork. 
The women's lacrosse team will be one of the fev 
teams ever to go to the playoffs with a winles: 
record. They are fortunate that the Eligibility anc 
Ethics Committee has a!lowed them to participate 
and that they will have the services of Wallact 
Rockwell for their bid at a national 'title. 
The women's lacrosse team, and the University ol 
New Hampshire turned out to be very lucky 
W.ithoJ.It som~ changes, t}}.e . µext . time they miM1 
not be so fortunate. • 
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Sports 
UNH rebounds in second game against Friars 
By Larry Lapointe 
PROVIDENCE- The UNH 
baseball team split a doubleheader 
_here against Providence College 
yesterday in a day in which coach 
Ted Connor and his team thought 
they should have had a sweep. 
In the first game, the Wildcats 
lost a hard fought ten inning battle 
9-8, but in the second they cruised 
to a 6-0 victory behind a strong 
pitching effort by sophomore 
Dave Scharf. 
Scharf was in control the whole 
game, allowing only four hits and 
striking out three. 
"I didn't do anything I don't 
normally do;" Scharf said after the 
game. "they just hit the ball into 
the ground." 
"Scharf only allowed two 
runners to get into scoring'})osition 
during the entire game. 
"That's his second strong game 
in a row," said first baseman Andy 
Brickley. "He also pitched well in 
the last game against Rhode 
Island." 
Brickley provided more runs 
than Scharf needed with his three 
hits, which included two home 
runs and four RBIs. 
The winning run was scored in 
the first inning when Jim Wholley 
doubled and scored on a Brickely 
single. 
Ernie Pacheco. 
With a runner on first as the 
result of an error, Adams appeared 
to settle down as he struck out the 
next two batters. 
· But Adams lost control and gave 
up a pair of singl~s, a run, and a 
walk before being pulled by 
Connor. 
"I blew it," Adams said after the 
game. "You can put that in the 
paper." 
Senior Tom O'Shea relieved 
Adams and promptly walked in 
two runs and gave up an RBI single 
before leaving with Providence in 
front 8-7. 
Freshman Jay Wickham came 
in to strike out John Tierney to end 
the threat. 
The Wildcats came right back 
and tied the game in the sixth 
inning on a Wholley home run. 
UNH saw a 10th inning threat 
vanish when catcher Chris Collins 
·bunted into a double play with 
runners on first and second and 
none out. Brickley grounded out to 
end the inning. 
Providence won in the bottom 
BASEBALL, page 22 
SWING-UNH split a doubleheader at Providence yesterday. (Tim Skeer photo) 
UNH scored three insurance L f f • t 
runs in the third inning. After . a_ xwomen or e1 games 
center fielder Steve Rewucki 
over eligibility rule 
singled, senior Paul Lecompte , 
doubled him home. By Jackie MacMullan 
Brickley then hit a 340-foot T he t o urn a me n t - b o u n d 
home run off pitcher Jim Cholakis, women's lacrosse team has been 
who had pitched two and a third forced to forfeit all their wins ' 
innings of solid reliefin the first because it was learned Monday , 
game. that junior Wallace Rockwell had · 
The other UNH runs came from been found ineligible by a 
a seventh inning Brickley homerun subcommittee of the Association 
an a fifth inning doubie by pinch for Inter-Collegiate Athletics for 
hitter Peter O'Donnell, which Women (AIAW). 
scored Wholley who 'had tripled. The Ethics and Eligibility 
The first game was squandered Committee (E & E) determined 
by the Wildcats in the fifth inning that Rockwell had not been 
when they lost a six run lead. mak1ng "normal progress" in her 
Providence scored seven runs in academic schedule because last 
the inning to overtake the semester she did a field experience' 
Wildcats' 7-1 lead. in which she received only eight 
Pitcher Andy Adams walked credits. · 
lead-off batter Pat Raiola and then Under AIAW guidelines, from 
proceeded to give up back-to-back the beginning of a sport season_ to 
home runs to Keith Quinn and the beginning of the following 
season i'n that sport, a student must 
have completed enough credits in 
order to maintain full-time status 
during the academic year. 
Normally, if the women's 
athletic d~partment is aware that a 
student-athlete is not fully meeting 
eligibility requirements, a waiver 
request form can be submitted to 
exempt the student from the 
guidelin_e. 
But Athletic Director Gail 
Bigglestone said she had no idea 
Wallace Rockwell was ineligible. · 
As a result, she did not file the 
waiver request form until this 
week. 
"Doing a field experience is 
perfectly all right," Assistant 
Athletic Director Chris Basile 
explained. "That is acceptable if 
our office can provide a waiver 
that says the athlete is taking a field 
experience but still following 
normal progress. Our office did 
not know she (Rockwell) was on a 
field experience." 
Yesterday afternoon, Rock-
well's waiver request was reviewed 
and her elibigility was re-instated. 
Yet, instead of being 3-2, her 
team's winless record will stand 
when they face Brown University 
in the opening round of their . 
regional tournament this weekend. 
There was much confusion and 
,anger at the field house during the 
four days Rockwell's status was 
being determined. The ineligibility 
announcement came as a surprise 
not-only to Bigglestone, but also to 
Rockwell and her coach Kathy 
Henderson. 
.. The first I heard about any of 
this was Monday just before we left 
for Brown at noon," Rockwell 
said. "Coach Basile came onto the 
van and asked me about credits. I 
didn't really understand why. I'm 
not that familiar with the AIA W 
rules." 
Eligibility problems must be 
avoided in the future~ 
Commentary on page 23. 
Rockwell traveled to Brown 
with the team where she met with 
Arlene Gorton, chairperson of the 
E & E committee. She was told she 
could not play in the game against 
Brown, which UNH eventually 
lost 7-6. 
Rockwell's ineligibility was 
detected when the E & E 
committee was reviewing the 
records of each team that qualified 
for posH;eason play. The AIA W 
keeps an affidavit of eligibility of 
each athlete which lists the amount 
of credits ~he has to that date. 
The affidavit requires the · 
signature of both the athletic 
director and the coach of that 
sport. Rockwell's credits were 
~listed correctly on the affidavit, but 
the fact that she didn't have the 
right _amount apparently slipped 
· by unnoticed and was sent off to _ 
the AIA W with the two required 
signatures. 
That was when all the trouble 
started. According to department 
policy, it is the re,sponsibility of the 
coach to check the credits of each 
athlete on their affidavit. Jean 
Rilling, normally the spring 
lacrosse coach, went on sabbatical 
this semester and Henderson 
replaced her. . 
The first-year coach was hired in 
a part-time position (not a 
perma·nent · member of the 
women's athletic staff) and as a 
result did not have full-time hours 
at the field house. 
On March 18, a memo to all 
coaches was circulated by the 
women's athletic department 
concerning the "normal progress" 
procedure, but it has not been 
determined whether Henderson.. 
ever received the memo since she 
was only part-time and was also in 
FORFEIT, page 8 
Draft day jitters · tackled by Doig 
DRAFTED~ UNH linebacker Steve Doig was picked _ in the third 
round.(Henri-Barber photo) ·· 
By Todd Balf 
At a quick glance the big UNH 
linebacker looked like he was 
waiting for the Big Game. His 
fingers fumbled with everything 
from a key chain to a basketball. 
• And within the small confines of 
his· basement apartment at 37 
Mad bury road it was the 
bask.etball that proved most 
dangerous, flying off his hands and 
bounding off his mother's 
forehead. 
Later he stood and then pated as 
Draft Day unfolded in front of him 
on his large color television screen. 
For nearly seven hours the six-
foot, two . inch, 240 pound Steve . 
Doig, sat helpless and watched as 
68 other players were picked in the 
National Football League draft. 
However, the number 69. also 
the number of the Doig family's 
summer cottage on Long Beach in 
Gloucester, Mass., turned out to 
be the lucky one. Doig, picked 14th 
in the third round by Detroit, 
became the highest UNH football 
player ever chosen in the draft with 
Tuesday's 4:50 p.m. phone call 
from Detroit. 
"I was re.ally getting nervous,,., 
said the North Reading, Mass., 
native, who rocked continuously 
in his sunken couch to some 
mysterious beat for at least four 
hours before he finally opted to 
pace outside. 
"Being from New Hampshire I 
was thinking maybe they're not 
going to pick me," said the 22-year-
old, whose face lit up in front of the 
television cameras when he was 
_ informed by a team official over 
the phone that Detroit had picked 
him. 
'This whole time has mostly 
been spent battling nerves. It's 
been a real head game _trying to 
figure out who will take you."_ 
Like setting up for different 
defenses, Doig moved around his 
living room . all day, somehow 
finding space between the 20 or so 
friends and the handful of media 
representatives that camped out 
.. during the televised draft on cable 
teleyisfon.. Doig was spied att 
various times m the afternoon, 
peering through his ground level 
window from the outside to watch 
the picks, or sitting on the fire 
escape at Crescent House just 
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